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Abstract
Characteristic modes (CMs) provide deep insight into the electromagnetic behaviour of any arbitrarily
shaped conducting structure because the CMs are unique to the geometry of the object. We exploit this
very fact by predicting a perhaps surprising number of important antenna metrics such as resonance
frequency, radiation efficiency and antenna Q (bandwidth) without needing to specify a feeding
location. In doing so, it is possible to define a collection of objective functions that can be used in an
optimizer to shape-synthesize antennas without needing to define a feed location a priori. We denote
this novel form of optimization “feedless” or “excitation-free” antenna shape synthesis. Fundamentally,
we are allowing the electromagnetics to dictate how the antenna synthesis should proceed and are in
no way imposing the physical constraints enforced by fixed feeding structures. This optimization
technique is broadly applied to three major areas of antenna research: electrically small antennas, multiband antennas and reflectarrays. Thus, the scope of applicability ranges from small antennas, to
intermediate sizes and concludes with electrically large antenna designs, which is a testament to the
broad applicability of characteristic mode theory. Another advantage of feedless electromagnetic shape
synthesis is the ability to synthesize antennas whose desirable properties approach the fundamental
limits imposed by electromagnetics. As an additional benefit, the feedless optimization technique is
shown to have greater computational efficiency than traditional antenna optimization techniques.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 – Introductory Remarks
It is indeed true that the ideal antenna synthesis procedure would allow one to “start with a set of
electrical, mechanical, and system specifications that would lead to a particular antenna together with
its specific geometry and material specification”, but that “this ideal general antenna synthesis method
does not exist in the antenna field” [1]. Those synthesis methods already in use in antenna design can be
categorized as excitation optimization, size optimization, shape optimization and material optimization.

Excitation optimization includes the determination of the complex excitations of an array of known
radiating elements required to provide some desired radiation pattern performance [2, 3], usually called
array pattern synthesis. Size optimization is the adjustment of the values of a pre-determined set of
feature dimensions; the majority of antenna design procedures fall into this category. As its designation
suggests, in shape optimization the shape of the final antenna structure is an outcome of the synthesis
process, although there is usually some starting structure that is perturbed by the synthesis procedure
and results in the final antenna shape. This category includes the shaping of reflector antenna surfaces
to maximize gain [4] or to have radiation patterns other than pencil beams [5], with similar approaches
for dielectric lenses [6]. The shape optimization of low gain microstrip [7, 8, 9] and wire antennas [10],
with only the conductor geometry undergoing shaping through the removal or retention of conducting
pixels/segments into which the starting shape is divided, has allowed miniaturization and bandwidth
increases; the structural planarity is preserved, and so this can be described as two-dimensional shaping.
The shaping of an antenna with its conductors confined to a spherical surface is described in [11]. Fully
three-dimensional shaping of thin-wire antennas is performed in [12, 13, 14], with some restrictions
1

placed on the allowed occupied volume to maintain a sense of practicality. The shaping of planar
elements for frequency selective surfaces and reflectarrays is discussed in [15] and [16], respectively.
Finally, the only antenna material optimization technique we are aware of used [17] a rectangular
parallelepiped starting shape that is divided into voxels, which can individually be conducting or consist
of dielectric/magnetic material.

The above classification is not a crisp one. For instance, we can define so many features whose
dimensions may be adjusted, or represent the geometry in parameterized form and then adjust the
parameters, that such adjustments for all practical purposes alter the antenna shape [18, 19, 20], and
what might be thought of as size optimization then takes on the appearance of shape optimization. The
categorization allows us to place the work of the thesis into context, namely shape optimization of
antennas. However, there is one difference between this work and all previous methods: the feedpoint
location and type is not specified prior to shaping. Once the optimum shape has been found we let the
electromagnetics tell us where to locate the feed(s). This is made possible through the use of
characteristic mode concepts in the definition of the objective functions to be extremized during
antenna shape optimization.

Nature is inherently modal. Many phenomena, spanning engineering, physics, mathematics and the
biological sciences, can be described in terms of modes. Modes have different definitions and
properties. Natural modes, for example, are commonly encountered in science and engineering – these
modes can exist without excitation and obey the boundary conditions imposed by the system they are
described within. Hence, they are physical solutions. On the other hand, characteristic modes (the type
of mode used throughout this thesis) exist without excitation but do not satisfy the necessary boundary
conditions to allow them to be physical in their own right. However, all of the work contained in this
thesis is concerned with antenna design. Antennas must have an incident field to be useful (i.e. the
excitation of the antenna port or an impinging incident field destined to be scattered). The combination
of the incident field and a single characteristic mode can be sufficient to yield a physical solution. A
characteristic mode is non-physical (a mere basis function) unless an incident field is applied, at which
point it becomes physical. This condition is always the case for an antenna problem and hence we shall
judiciously apply characteristic mode theory in the feedless shape synthesis of antenna structures.
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1.2 – Overview of Thesis
In Chapter 2, we will begin our discussion on the theory of characteristic modes (CMs), providing a
thorough but succinct summary of their theoretical foundations. The generalized eigenvalue problem
will be stated, with the resulting orthogonality properties of the eigenvectors, and the interpretation of
the eigenvalues, subsequently discussed. This foray into CM theory will form the foundation upon which
the remainder of the thesis is built. This theoretical discussion will be followed by a literature review of
papers, theses and reports on the topic of CM theory. We will begin with a discussion on the
foundational papers by Garbacz and Harrington, as well as additional CM formulations derived
principally by researchers at Syracuse University in the 1970s and 1980s. Following these papers, a few
publications investigated the application of CM theory on topics such as pattern synthesis and antenna
placement. In recent years (2000s) there has been a resurgence of interest in CM theory, furthering the
research on past topics but also delving into new topics such as multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO)
antenna design, mobile phone design, ultrawideband (UWB) antenna design, near vertical incidence
skywave (NVIS) pattern synthesis, as well as interesting methods and formulations where the CMs are
obtained analytically for canonical conducting structures. The resurgence of interest can be largely
attributed to the increase in computational power and to the availability of commercial (and often free)
moment method codes where one can obtain the discretized impedance operator and thus solve for the
characteristic modes. We will show through the course of the literature review that the recent surge of
interest has led to a plethora of qualitative results using CM theory, but only a few quantitative
approaches where the researchers actively use the characteristic modes in the design and optimization
process of antennas and electromagnetic structures.

In Chapter 3 we begin with the thorough analysis of the single-mode antenna2. We show that it is
possible for a single-mode antenna (along with a single-mode scatterer) to have its electrical behaviour
completely described by the properties of the antenna’s (or scatterer’s) single dominant characteristic
mode. This special class of antennas and scatterers is therefore unique in that the entire characteristic
mode spectrum is not required to describe its behaviour and thus the single dominant characteristic
mode is electromagnetically complete if excited. We are most interested in exploiting the fact that this
single-mode antenna behaviour is entirely described using the results of eigenanalysis, which is an
2

The definition of “single-mode antenna” will be discussed in Chapter 3
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inherently feedless form of analysis. This provides us with a truly unique method of synthesizing an
antenna since one is no longer required (restricted) to defining a feed location at the start of a synthesis
process. Eigenanalysis, however, is a computationally costly approach to use in the synthesis of
antennas. To solve this problem, we exploit the matrix trace operator in lieu of the characteristic mode
eigenvalue problem and develop a new technique to extract electromagnetic behaviour of an object
without having to excite the structure or perform costly eigenanalysis. This computationally efficient
approach leads us to define a new set of objective functions for the shape synthesis of single-mode
antennas. These objective functions are specifically used in the optimization of electrically small
antennas. Feedless optimization is shown to be computationally efficient and capable of synthesizing
antennas with electrical performance that reaches fundamental electromagnetic limits of bandwidth.
Abundant experimental results confirm these claims of optimality.

Extending the concepts of Chapter 3, we apply the feedless shape-synthesis approach to multi-band
antennas in Chapter 4. Rectangular PEC plates are shape synthesized into having a dominant
characteristic mode at a defined set of frequencies, with the single-mode condition being obtained at
each of the desired bands. The lower frequency bands are shown to be in the electrically-small regime
while the higher frequency bands placed the shape synthesized plates in intermediate electrically-sized
regimes, thereby showing the applicability of the single mode concept beyond that of electrically small
antennas. A limitation in the optimization process is found when inaccessible3 dominant modes are
present, which act to muddle the difference between directly excitable dominant modes and dominant
modes that are inaccessible. A solution is found by defining a new modal formulation that we will call
sub-structure characteristic modes. By numerically incorporating the presence of problematic regions
where we know a priori that direct excitation will not be possible (or would be undesirable) the substructure characteristic modes allow for the feedless shape-synthesis of single-mode, multi-band
antennas that would otherwise be multi-mode.

In Chapter 5, we explore the concept of characteristic mode analysis of periodic structures. Particular
emphasis is placed on the single-mode periodic structure, weaving the thesis with a common thematic
thread. Both free-standing periodic structures, and periodic structures with supporting infinite ground
planes, are considered. Staying true to the theme of the thesis, we show that the various critical

3

The term “inaccessible” will be defined in Chapter 4.
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performance metrics of periodic structures can be obtained without having to directly excite the
structure, thereby giving us access to quantities such as transmission and reflection coefficients in an
excitation-free formulation. Additionally, computationally simple shortcuts are derived using the matrix
trace, similar to what was done in Chapters 3 and 4, which allows for simpler and unambiguous retrieval
of transmission and reflection coefficients for both free-standing and ground plane backed periodic
structures. Objective functions are proposed to allow for the excitation-free shape-synthesis of a wide
variety of periodic structures provided they are single-mode. One such ground-plane backed periodic
structure example is the reflectarray. A shape-synthesis technique we denote “similarity-optimization” is
proposed where we show conclusively a novel method of synthesizing very high aperture efficiency
reflectarrays with excellent bandwidth and side-lobe performance. The work is further applied to
synthesize a unique and perhaps surprising invention: the mosaic reflectarray. A mosaic reflectarray is a
high gain antenna that simultaneously exhibits a recognizable visual (optical) image.

Lastly, in Chapter 6, we conclude with a list of the major contributions of the thesis. We will also
comment on the future potential research using characteristic mode analysis in the synthesis of
antennas and electromagnetic systems in general.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review and Theoretical
Background

2.1 – Introductory Remarks
The development of this thesis relies on CM theory and thus we lay the foundation of this work in
Section 2.2 by discussing the theoretical underpinnings of characteristic modes. Included is a literature
review of the foundational papers as well as a description of more recent works where CM theory is
used in various antenna applications. Chapter 3 applies CM theory to electrically small antenna shape
synthesis in the form of a complete description of single mode antennas. Chapter 4 uses similar singlemode concepts albeit in a multi-band fashion. We therefore discuss the fundamental concepts of
electrically small antennas in Section 2.3 which allows for the development of Chapters 3 and 4. In
Chapter 5 we will show the development of a reflectarray element synthesis technique whereby the
elements in the reflectarray are shape-synthesized to have maximum physical similarity between
adjacent elements. In Section 2.4 we will thus discuss the concept of reflectarrays and the design
difficulties we will attempt to overcome in Chapter 5. Oftentimes, the analysis of periodic structures is
used in the design of reflectarrays and so a discussion of their properties is included. Lastly, in Section
2.5 we will discuss the computational methods required to obtain the characteristic modes – namely the
method of moments (MoM).
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2.2 – Review of Characteristic Mode Theory and its Antenna Applications
2.2.1 – Introductory Remarks on CM Theory

The theory of characteristic modes finds its foundations in the efforts of R. J. Garbacz at Ohio State
University in the late 1960s and early 1970s [1] – [3]. The goal of his research was to obtain a set of
currents and patterns to act as basis functions to describe both the currents on an arbitrary perfectly
conducting scatterer and the scattered field due to any arbitrary impressed electric field. However, the
approach used to obtain the CMs was not straightforward and was difficult to code. Enter the work by
Harrington and Mautz in the early 1970s [4] – [5]. Building off the then recent success of Harrington’s
introduction of the moment method in electromagnetics [6], the authors proposed that the
characteristic modes could be obtained by solving an appropriate generalized eigenvalue problem [4].
This gave the characteristic modes a broader audience since one no longer required a specialized piece
of software to obtain the CMs – they could be computed using any moment method based
computational electromagnetics formulation [5]. Harrington and Mautz extended the characteristic
mode (CM) formulations to include dielectric and magnetic materials [7] using volumetric currents and
additionally in a surface equivalence formulation [8]. Included within the work in [7] and [8] was the
allowance of lossy materials (including finite conductivity conductors). In every formulation, the
orthogonality of far-field patterns of the modes is maintained – a cornerstone of CM theory. It should
also be stated that the original formulation of [4] can be considered to be a special case of the
volumetric formulation of [7] under the conditions of strictly PEC metal structures.

An alternative formulation followed the initial work on characteristic modes where rather than
solving for the modes on the surface or within the volume of a scatterer, the modes are determined at a
fixed number of ports (or terminals). These modes were given the name “characteristic port modes” or
CPMs [9]. Lastly, different formulations were developed by Inagaki and Garbacz [10] (Inagaki modes),
and later by Pozar, Garbacz and Liu [11] and called the Generalized Characteristic Modes (GCMs). These
alternative theories allowed for orthogonality of modal far-field patterns relative to an arbitrarily chosen
weight rather than orthogonality over the entire sphere (which is effectively a unity weighting function).
We begin by introducing the CMs.
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2.2.2 – The Impedance Operator

Consider an arbitrary conducting surface S , situated within an impressed field E i as shown in Figure
2.1. From Maxwell’s Equations and the boundary conditions derived therein, the total tangential electric
field must be zero on the surface of the conductor. As such, surface currents must appear on the
conductor that produce a scattered field that enforces this boundary condition. We define the surface
currents generated in this way using the operator relationship

 L( J ) − E i  = 0
tan

(1.1)

The operator L acts on the surface current density J and produces a tangential electric field on the
surface S that precisely cancels the contribution of the tangential impressed field. The operator L is
defined in the following manner for a time-harmonic electromagnetic system [6]:

L ( J ) = jω A ( J ) + ∇Φ ( J )

(1.2)

The symbol ω refers to radial frequency and the symbol ∇ represents the gradient operator. The
functions A ( J ) and Φ ( J ) are the magnetic vector and electric scalar potentials respectively, defined

A( J ) = µ 
∫∫ J ( r′)ψ ( r , r ′) ds′

(1.3)

S

Φ(J ) =

j

ωε


∫∫ ∇′ ⋅ J ( r′)ψ ( r , r ′) ds′

(1.4)

S

We consider the variables r and r ′ to be observation and source coordinates, and ε , µ , and k as
the permittivity, permeability and wave number of the supporting medium. Furthermore, ψ ( r , r ′ ) , the
kernel of the integrals (2.3) and (2.4), is known as the Green’s function of the medium, defined as

ψ ( r, r ′) =

′

e− jk r − r
4π r − r ′

(1.5)

The operator L in equation (1.1) transforms a current density J into an electric field quantity, and
hence has units of impedance. We introduce notation for the tangential operator L

Z ( J ) =  L ( J )  tan

(1.6)
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which allows us to write equation (1.1) in the following manner
i
 Z ( J ) − Etan
 = 0

(1.7)

Note that we can express the operator Z (formally known as Ltan , hereafter known simply as Z ) in
terms of its real and imaginary parts as follows

Z = R + jX

(1.8)

The operators R and X are both real and by virtue of the fact that Z is symmetric, are symmetric
themselves. A real, symmetric operator is also known as a Hermitian operator. Satisfying physical
interpretations can be made for these operators if we consider the complex power associated with an
arbitrary complex current density J , namely

Pcomplex = J , Z ( J ) = J , R ( J ) + j J , X ( J )
*

*

*

(1.9)

where we define ∗, ∗ as the inner product for all square integrable functions in the Hilbert space on
the surface S , and hence a , b =
*


∫∫ a

*

⋅ bdS . We can interpret R and X as being responsible for the

S

real power and net stored energy (reactive power) of the current J respectively since the relationships

Prad = J , R ( J )
*

and Preac = J , X ( J ) hold true. Since real power must be greater than or equal
*

to zero, it implies that the operator R must be positive definite in addition to being Hermitian.
Z
E

i

S
PEC

Y

X

Figure 2.1 – Arbitrary PEC Object in an Impressed Field
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2.2.3 – The Generalized Eigenvalue Problem

We now consider eigenvalue problems formed from the impedance operator. Consider the most
general form of an eigenvalue problem involving the operator Z

Z ( J n ) =ν nM ( J n )

(1.10)

with the operator M yet to be specified. We are free to explore the various operators that can take the
place of M including the identity I operator, as well as the real and imaginary parts of the impedance
operator itself. If the identity operator is selected, one obtains a set of eigenvectors (in this case, and
most proceeding cases, they are eigencurrents) with uninteresting orthogonality properties. Only by
selecting the operator M to be equal to the real part of the impedance operator (i.e. R ) does the
eigenvalue problem yield interesting orthogonality properties. In selecting M = R , we obtain the
characteristic mode eigenvalue equation [4]

Z ( J n ) =ν n R ( J n )

(1.11)

By making a change of variables ν n = 1 + jλn we can re-write the eigenvalue problem in the
alternative form Z ( J n ) = (1 + jλn ) R ( J n ) which can be further simplified, leading to the final
generalized eigenvalue problem

X ( J n ) = λn R ( J n )

(1.12)

The operators R and X are both real symmetric operators, making the eigenvalues λn real with the
eigenvectors J n real or equiphase (complex vectors with all vectors entries sharing the same phase).

2.2.4 – Orthogonality Properties of Characteristic Modes

Since the operators R and X are real symmetric operators as well as Hermitian operators, we
recognize the orthogonality properties of the eigencurrents
12

J m, R (J n ) = J m, R ( J n ) = 0

(1.13)

J m, X (J n ) = J m, X (J n ) = 0

(1.14)

∗

∗

and

J m, Z ( J n ) = J m, Z (J n ) = 0
∗

(1.15)

which hold for m ≠ n . Since eigenanalysis yields eigencurrents of indeterminate magnitude we wish to
normalize the eigencurrents to some intuitive value. Traditionally, normalization occurs such that each
eigencurrent radiates 1 Watt. In order to accomplish this, we compute the scaling factor

scalen =

J n, R(J n )

(1.16)

which normalizes the modal currents such that

Prad ,n = J n

norm

(

norm

,R Jn

)

un − norm

= Jn

(

un − norm

scalen , R J n

)

scalen = 1

(1.17)

If the characteristic mode currents are normalized in the manner specified, we can generalize the
orthogonality relationships for all index values m and n in the following manner

J m , R ( J n ) = J m , R ( J n ) = δ mn

(1.18)

J m , X ( J n ) = J m , X ( J n ) = λnδ mn

(1.19)

J m , Z ( J n ) = J m , Z ( J n ) = (1 + jλn ) δ mn

(1.20)

∗

∗

and
∗

where δ mn is the Kronecker delta (0 if m ≠ n , 1 if m = n ). All subsequent derivations within this thesis
assume normalized currents unless otherwise noted.

Additionally, we can derive the orthogonality properties of the modal fields using the complex
Poynting theorem. The complex power associated with an arbitrary current can be written in terms of
the impedance operator and its corresponding inner products as

Pcomplex = J , Z ( J ) = J , R ( J ) + j J , X ( J )
∗

∗

∗

(1.21)
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If we consider the sphere at infinity (also known as the far field) surrounding the conducting surface, the
complex power for any modal surface current J on S is expressed as

(

)

Pcomplex = ∫∫ E × H ∗ ⋅ d S + jω ∫∫∫ µ H ⋅ H ∗ − ε E ⋅ E ∗ dV
S∞

(1.22)

V∞

where S∞ is the sphere at infinity enclosing S and V∞ is the volume enclosed by S∞ .

When considering the modal currents, we derive a similar expression for the complex power
associated with the mth and nth characteristic mode as

Pcomplex ,n = J m , R ( J n ) + j J m , X ( J n ) = (1 + jλn ) δ mn
*

*

(1.23)

which further implies that

∫∫ E

m

× H n∗ ⋅ d S = δ mn

(1.24)

S∞

and

ω ∫∫∫ ( µ H m ⋅ H n∗ − ε Em ⋅ En∗ )dV = λnδ mn

(1.25)

V∞

which can be interpreted as the orthogonality of radiated power and orthogonality of net stored energy
between characteristic modes. If the observation points are in the far field, the fields there take the
form of purely outward traveling waves, with the form

En = ηo H n × nˆ =

− jωµ e − jkr
Fn (θ , φ )
4π
r

(1.26)

where the variableηo is the intrinsic impedance of freespace, r is the radial distance from the origin,

n̂ is the unit normal to the sphere at infinity, and Fn (θ , φ ) is the characteristic pattern or eigenpattern
associated with the eigencurrents J n .

Adding equation (1.23) to its conjugate, with m and n interchanged, gives us the orthogonality
properties of the characteristic fields En and H n

1

ηo


∫∫ E

m

⋅ En∗dS = δ mn

(1.27)

S∞
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and

ηo

∫∫ H

m

⋅ H n∗dS = δ mn

(1.28)

S∞

Equations (1.27) and (1.28) show that the far fields associated with the characteristic modes are
mutually orthogonal. The orthogonality properties of the CMs run quite deep from the currents to the
fields. Next we will show how these orthogonality properties allow arbitrary currents and fields to be
written as characteristic mode expansions.

2.2.5 – Modal Expansions using Characteristic Modes

The scattered field from an arbitrary PEC scatterer can be expressed in terms of the characteristic
modes of that structure. In other words, the surface currents can be written as a linear sum of the
eigencurrents, and consequently the scattered field can be written as a linear sum of the eigenfields.
Given some arbitrary excitation, it is possible to determine to what extent each of the characteristic
modes is excited. The excitation can come in the form of a feeding mechanism (voltage gap, coaxial
feed, aperture coupling) or arbitrary incident electromagnetic waves. Any excitation will produce a
surface current over the conducting surface S . Since the modal currents are weighted orthogonal over
the surface S , we can expand any arbitrary current as follows
∞

J = ∑α n J n

(1.29)

n =1

Substituting equation (1.29) into equation (2.7) and taking the inner product of (2.7) with respect to

J m , we obtain the expression
∞

∑α

i
J m , Z ( J n ) − J m , Etan
=0
*

n

*

(1.30)

n =1

By the orthogonality properties of the modal currents, we end up with

α n (1 + jλn ) = J n , E itan

(1.31)

where we define the modal excitation and modal expansion coefficients, respectively, as
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Vni = 
∫∫ J n ⋅ E tan dS = J n , E tan
i

i

S

(1.32)

and
i

J n , E tan

αn =

1 + jλn

Vni
=
1 + jλn

(1.33)

The orthogonality properties allows us to express any arbitrary surface current, and its respective fields,
as
∞

∞

Vni J n
n =1 1 + jλn

J = ∑ αn J n = ∑
n =1
∞

(1.34)

∞

Vni E n
n =1 1 + jλn

E = ∑ αn E n = ∑
n =1

(1.35)

and
∞

∞

Vni H n
n =1 1 + jλn

H = ∑αn H n = ∑
n =1

(1.36)

2.2.6 – Interpretation of Relevant Modal Quantities

It is important to understand the properties of the modes and what makes their existence
meaningful for electromagnetic analysis and design. The eigenvalue for the generalized eigenvalue
problem can be expressed as the ratio of inner products

J n, X (J n )
*

λn =

J , R(J n )
*
n

=

Preac ,n
Prad ,n

=

ωWnet ,n
Prad , n

(1.37)

where Wn ,net is the net stored energy of the specified mode ‘n’. This allows interpretation of the
eigenvalue λn explicitly as follows:
• If λn > 0, the mode is considered an inductive mode since it predominantly stores magnetic
energy.
• If λn < 0, the mode is considered a capacitive mode since it predominantly stores electrical
energy.
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• If λn = 0 , the mode has no net stored energy and is called externally resonant
• If λn → ∞ , the mode has no radiated power and is called internally resonant

If we are specifically trying to excite individual modes for some antenna design, we would like to
excite modes with λn ≈ 0 since these modes will have the lowest possible contribution to net stored
energy and to input reactance. Alternatively, if we wish to minimize scattering, we would want to excite
only modes with large magnitude eigenvalues, namely those with magnitudes approaching infinity. The
arbitrary excitation of a conducting surface S will result in the excitation of a myriad of modes, with
each mode contributing to the radiated power and reactive energies associated with the excitation. The
contribution to the overall net stored energy of the arbitrary PEC surface can be expressed in terms of
the CMs in the following manner:

ωWnet = J * , X ( J )
∞



∞



∑ α n* J *n , X  ∑ α n J n 

=

 n =1

n =1

∞



= ∑α αn J , X ( J n )

(1.38)

*
n

*
n

n =1
∞

= ∑ α n λn
2

n =1

Thus we can express the individual contribution of each mode to the net stored energy as

Preac ,n = ωWnet ,n = λn α n

2

(1.39)

In a similar manner we can also expand the radiated power as

Prad = J , R ( J )
*

=

∞

∑α
n =1

*
n

 ∞

*
J n , R  ∑αn J n 
 n =1


∞

= ∑ α n*α n J n , R ( J n )

n =1
*

(1.40)

=1

∞

= ∑ αn

2

n =1
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with the individual contribution of each mode expressed as

Prad ,n = α n

2

(1.41)

The aforementioned expression allows us to determine the amount of power radiated by mode ‘n’.
Using these expressions one can determine to what extent a mode is being excited as well as how
detrimental the excitation is as far as large stored energy is concerned, and hence potentially high input
reactance assuming an antenna application.

2.2.7 – Foundational Papers and First Applications of Characteristic Modes

The exhaustive list of papers, theses, reports and other publications related to the theory of
characteristic modes (CMs) contains less than two-hundred references, making it a relatively small area
of research in the applied electromagnetics community. No textbooks are dedicated to communicate
the theory in a pedagogic manner, though some text chapters have brief mention to emphasize
particular aspects of the theory. We will include an extensive and thorough list of references pertaining
to CM theory for two main reasons:

(1) To ensure future authors recognize previous publications in the literature. From a review of the
literature pertaining to CM theory, it was made obvious that a significant amount of previously
published work is repeated as new research groups begin investigating CM theory.

(2) Many papers have been written on interesting aspects of CM theory such as the implications of
physical symmetry and alternative integral equations, with no further investigations being
performed. By collecting these references in a comprehensive list, we hope to garner more
interest in these oft-overlooked works.

Our discussion begins with the initial work on CM theory by R. J. Garbacz. His work consisted of two
impactful journal papers [1], [3] culminating in his PhD thesis at Ohio State University [2]. Garbacz’
intention was to develop a method of obtaining a set of modes unique to any arbitrary perfectly
conducting (PEC) electromagnetic scatterer. The modes consisted of currents (which could be used to
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expand any arbitrary current on the scatterer) and the currents’ far-field patterns (which could be used
to expand the scattered field of the arbitrary set of currents). His initial work in [1] showed that these
modes diagonalized the scattering matrix of an arbitrary scatterer and thus represented a natural means
of expanding the scattered field. Garbacz was able to show that when the scatterer coincided with a
coordinate system with separable variables (spherical, cylindrical and the like) the characteristic modes
were one and the same as the eigenmodes of the coordinate system (spherical waves, cylindrical waves
and so on). This motivated him to speculate as to how these modes could be obtained for scatterers of
arbitrary shape. The technique initially proposed in [1] and further developed in [2] and [3] involved
assuming a set of propagating spherical waves of both the incoming and outgoing types external to the
scatterer and standing waves internal to the scatterer. The tangential field components of the spherical
propagating waves external to the scatterer and the standing waves internal to it are matched such that
continuity is maintained. This matching of internal to external fields is done at N points and thus
provides N modes when the scattering matrix is diagonalized. The only assumption Garbacz makes in his
formulation is that the incoming spherical waves are related to the outgoing spherical waves for a
particular mode via a phase factor. This phase factor ultimately becomes the key quantity in CM theory
in that it indicates whether a mode is inductive, capacitive, or resonant. The formulation used to
compute the characteristic modes using Garbacz’ original technique is a laborious one, requiring
substantial computational overhead. Nevertheless, it is the first successful attempt at computing the
characteristic modes of arbitrary scatterers.

In 1971, R.F. Harrington and J. Mautz introduced their approach to the theory of characteristic modes
in their seminal paper [4], immediately followed by a description of how to obtain the characteristic
modes numerically using a moment method formulation [5]. Rather than diagonalizing the scattering
matrix directly, Harrington and Mautz instead diagonalized the impedance operator. In doing so, they
obtained a set of currents, and their respective far-field patterns, that were orthogonal and could be
used in general as expansion functions for the currents and scattered field. What sets this formulation
apart from the previous attempt by Garbacz is that it allowed a universal technique (the method of
moments) to obtain the characteristic modes, and with the detailed knowledge of the impedance
operator allowed a slew of properties to be derived that would otherwise be difficult to obtain using
Garbacz’ original formulation. Moreover, Harrington and Mautz were able to show that the
characteristic modes obtained using their formulation (including the eigencurrents, eigenfields and
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eigenvalues) were identical to that of Garbacz’ formulation. To obtain the characteristic modes of a PEC
scatterer, one must solve the generalized eigenvalue problem

Z ( J n ) = (1 + jλn ) R ( J n )

(1.42)

The operators Z and R can be discretized into matrix form (which is the basis of the method of moments)
which can be represented in a similar form as

[ Z ][ J n ] = (1 + jλn ) [ R ][ J n ]

(1.43)

with the square brackets indicating that we are no longer dealing with continuous operators and vector
fields but rather discrete operators and discrete vectors.

The formulation in [4] was valid only for scattering objects consisting of perfect electrical conductors
(PEC). Harrington et al. further elaborated on the characteristic mode theory in 1972 [7] by including
dielectric and magnetic materials in the formulation and additionally included the ability to account for
lossy materials. The modal currents are no longer strictly surface currents and can now be volumetric
when penetrable materials are considered. In order to handle magnetic materials, the modal currents
now consist of both electric ( J ) and magnetic ( M ) currents. This of course complicates the
formulation, with the eigenvalue problem to be solved now taking the form

Z
N


N   Jn 
  Z
= (1 + jλn ) Re  



Y   jM n 
  N

N    J n 

Y    jM n 

(1.44)

where Z and Y are the impedance and admittance operators, and N is a coupling matrix that
accounts for the electromagnetic coupling between electric and magnetic currents. If we assume the
magnetic currents are zero and thus the operator N is null, we obtain the classical characteristic mode
eigenvalue problem [4], thus making the volumetric formulation in [7] the most general eigenvalue
problem one can solve to obtain the CMs, with the CM formulation in [4] being a special case of the
formulation in [7].

The first application of CM theory can be found in [12], where CM theory is used as a means of
controlling radar scattering. Firstly, they show that any of the modal currents on a scatterer can be
brought to resonance (i.e. its currents can have zero net stored energy) via reactive loading.
Furthermore, and of significant importance to this thesis, they define a quality factor Qn that represents
a measure of the frequency sensitivity of a particular mode via the frequency derivative of its eigenvalue
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Qn =

ω d λn
2 dω

(1.45)

This Qn can be obtained exactly from the CM eigenvalue, but the authors propose an approximate
means of obtaining this derivative, namely using the eigenvalue problem

 ω dX 
 2 d ω  [ J n ] = Qn [ R ][ J n ]

(1.46)

where Qn is the Q of the nth mode and [ dX d ω ] is the frequency derivative of the imaginary part of
the impedance matrix (which is still a matrix itself). The assumption that is made in order to obtain this
eigenvalue problem is that the frequency derivative of the matrix [ R ] and of the eigencurrent [ J n ] are
negligible compared to the frequency derivative of the eigenvalue and of the imaginary part of the
impedance matrix. By solving for the modal currents with the smallest Q , and then reactively loading
the structure appropriately, the authors of [12] show that one can obtain a broadband scatterer.

An interesting paper by Yee and Garbacz [13] explores the possibility of expanding the input
admittance of wire antennas in terms of the characteristic modes of the antenna. This is a consequence
of the modal expansion of arbitrary current in terms of the modal currents. In doing so, it is possible to
identify which modes are the principal contributors to the input conductance and susceptance. It is
relevant to note that this is the first CM paper where an antenna, and not simply a scatterer, is
considered from a CM perspective.

Chang and Harrington devised a method in [8] where the characteristic modes of penetrable objects
can be determined via an equivalent surface current formulation. This approach reduces the
discretization requirements from a volume to a surface, which is beneficial for computing scattering
from larger objects. On the other hand, the surface equivalence currents are not physical currents. A key
advantage of the PEC and volumetric characteristic modes is the physical currents, potentially making
the surface equivalence characteristic modes less appealing as an investigative tool.

In [14], Newman looks at small antenna placement on larger conducting bodies such as an aircraft.
He notes that the modes of the large conducting body are critical in locating the ideal placement of the
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small antenna. In particular, exciting inductive or capacitive modes (i.e. modes with large magnitude
eigenvalues) leads to low radiation resistance and large input reactance. Newman points out that the
location where the modal current magnitude peaks for a near-resonant mode of the aircraft (modeled
using a wire cross) is the ideal location for the antenna since this will cause the loop to couple to a mode
that is a good radiator. This is the first paper that suggests that the CMs of a chassis or armature are
relevant to the radiating properties of an antenna, and in the case of Newman’s example, becomes the
principal radiator. In [15], Newman and Garbacz further investigate the wire cross and show the
consistency of the CMs in predicting symmetric and asymmetric modes with what is found using other
numerical techniques in electromagnetics.

In 1982, Garbacz and Pozar published a paper [16] on the shape synthesis of body-of-revolution
(BOR) antennas. The authors use the CMs to shape the antenna such that one of the modes has a
specified far-field pattern (in a minimum error approximation). The shapes were synthesized and the
far-field of one of the modes (often the dominant mode) agreed well with the desired pattern. The
authors considered schemes that would lead to exciting just the desired mode but did not consider how
to feed the antenna or the modes’ frequency dependence. Unfortunately, no further papers were
published by the authors on this topic, and further research certainly remains on this particular topic.

In their last major contribution to the theory of characteristic modes, Harrington and Mautz consider
the CMs of apertures in [17]. The theory is similar to the CMs of freespace PEC scatterers, only now an
admittance operator is used and magnetic currents are solved for, which form the equivalent aperture
currents. The authors show that the theory is particularly useful in determining the power coupling
through apertures, and that the real aperture currents (and orthogonality) make for a quickly converging
series when performing CM modal expansions. The work on aperture modes was further explored by
Kabalan in [18] and [19] where the authors considered the modes of an infinitely long slot aperture for
the excitations of TE and TM cases respectively. Kabalan continued to explore the CMs of apertures in
[20], considering the case where the slot in [18] and [19] is straddled by different media, and in [21]
where the slot now appears on a conducting cylinder rather than a plane.

A new perspective on CM theory is used in [22] where Hilbert, Tilston and Balmain consider the
characteristic mode analysis of a log-periodic dipole array (LPDA). The dominant modes of each dipole in
the array are used to determine the overall performance of the LPDA. The authors note that the modes
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of each dipole are the modes of a relatively small scatterer, and yet the combination of these modes
leads to accurate prediction of the performance of a relatively large aggregate of scatterers.

Solid conducting surfaces are sometimes modeled by wire grids in electromagnetics simulations. In
[23], Mayhan considers the characteristic modes of solid plates and cylinders and compares their
eigenvalues with those of the equivalent mesh grid plate and cylinder. Mayhan develops mesh grid
density rules for proper modeling based on the eigenvalue convergence information. It is interesting to
note that showing convergence for many eigenvalues shows convergence for arbitrary excitation, which
is a more efficient approach than trying a plethora of feeding locations and excitation by numerous
plane waves to measure impedance and scattering convergence.

Murray and Austin from the University of Liverpool published numerous conference papers on
antenna synthesis using characteristic modes in the mid 1990s with the fruit of their labour discussed in
[24] and [25]. Using the characteristic modes of the chassis of a vehicle (a military jeep), these authors
attempted to synthesize ideal far-field patterns for NVIS communications. The CMs of the vehicle chassis
were computed and an attempt to synthesize the pattern was performed using the far-fields of the CMs
as the basis functions. It is interesting to point out that both Garbacz [2] and Harrington [4] noted that
the CMs of any scatterer form a complete basis set for the far-field. That is to say, given unrestricted
access to excitation of the modes of a scatterer, any square-integrable far-field pattern can be
synthesized from the modes of any scatterer. Practicality obviously places this fact into remission,
especially for smaller antennas where there is typically only a single mode with a small eigenvalue,
making excitation of higher order modes extremely difficult. Nevertheless, the goal of radiating the
majority of power into the upper hemisphere, ideal for NVIS communications, was accomplished in [24,
25].

Garbacz promoted in his work [1] – [3] that the CMs of canonical scatterers conforming to the
coordinate systems such as cylindrical or spherical coordinates are one and the same as the
eigenfunctions that satisfy the source-free Helmholtz equation. Explicit expressions for the
eigencurrents and eigenvalues of the cylinder were not shown in any work to confirm this fact until the
paper by Amendola et al. [26]. Reference [26] gives closed form expressions for the eigencurrents and
eigenvalues of perfectly conducting infinite elliptic cylinders, using familiar special functions such as
Bessel functions of the 1st and 2nd kind.
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2.2.8 – Resurgence of Interest in CM Theory: Recent Developments

Aside from the research efforts by Garbacz at Ohio State University and Harrington at Syracuse
University, prior to 2000, the publications and research work on characteristic modes were not
numerous given the time span of more than 30 years. However, from 2002 onward there have been
numerous publications utilizing the theory of characteristic modes. In fact, in the last 10 years (2002 –
2012) there have been a greater number of publications than in the first 30 years of CM history.

Starting in 2002, a research group at the University of Valencia focused their research on utilizing
characteristic mode theory. Their work concentrated mainly on the development of analysis and design
techniques for mobile phone antennas, MIMO antennas and ultra-wideband antennas, using CM theory
to those ends. The summary of their work can be found in references [27–39]. In particular, reference
[34] considers the modes of the chassis of mobile phones, with the authors showing that there exist
multiple modes that can be used as effective radiators. This fact suggested that the mobile phone
antenna is not necessarily the principal radiator, but rather one of these “chassis modes”. This work is
reminiscent of the work by Newman [14] in 1977. By placing the antenna close to the peak in modal
current for one of the radiating modes, the bandwidth, efficiency and impedance matching can be
maximized. The other work accomplished by the Valencia group includes CM-based explanations as to
why planar monopole antennas have wideband performance [28–30, 33, 35] the development of
alternative feeding mechanisms for mobile phones to excite particular chassis modes [32, 34, 36–38],
and the derivation of closed-form exact expressions for the eigencurrents and eigenvalues for numerous
canonical scatterers including spheres, cylinders, prolate spheroids and circular plates [27].

An interesting pair of papers appeared in 2004 by Surittikul et al. [40, 41], where an FDTD-based
numerical method was used to extract the characteristic modes of various antenna structures. The
advantage of such a technique is the ability to simulate structures with arbitrary material properties,
which is a difficult task with a Moment Method code (e.g. dielectrics, anisotropic materials). These
papers are to date the only examples of obtaining the characteristic modes from a numerical method
other than the method of moments.

Continuing in a similar vein as the University of Valencia work, Famdie, Solbach and Schroeder [42] –
[44] considered the beneficial use of the chassis modes of mobile phones for improving impedance
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bandwidth and obtaining desirable radiation characteristics. Rather than directly exciting the chassis
with a voltage gap or coaxial feed, the authors use capacitively coupled plates as the feeding
mechanism. CMs with desirable properties are identified and their excitation enforced.

A relatively new research field where characteristic modes have found a suitable partner is the
design of MIMO antennas. The author of this dissertation wrote his masters thesis [49] on the
application of CM theory to MIMO antenna design. During 2007, both Chaudhury et. al [45] and Ethier
et al. [50] published papers outlining the fact that the orthogonality of the CMs naturally lends itself to
the design of MIMO antennas. An ideal set of MIMO antennas have patterns that are orthogonal in the
far-field, which is a natural property of the characteristic modes. If one were to excite the modes
individually (or properly phased) this orthogonality condition would be met. The work by Chaudhury was
elaborated upon in [46] – [48], using four ports to excite a mobile chassis, effectively providing four
MIMO antennas. While the work produced excellent MIMO antennas from the orthogonality
perspective, the impedance matching was rather poor for at least one of the antennas (or modes from
the CM perspective). The work by Ethier [50] employed three MIMO antennas in a similarly shaped and
sized region, and found both excellent impedance matching and orthogonality over the desired
frequency band. The work in [49] showed that for the 2.5 GHz band, a typically sized handheld is only
capable of supporting at most three efficient radiating modes, which is why [49] was able to have good
impedance matching and orthogonality while Chaudhury [45] – [48] was able to obtain only the
orthogonality. The work by Ethier was further elaborated on in [51] by developing CM-based figures of
merit for the specific case of analyzing structures that will solely be used as an antenna and have some
form of direct excitation via voltage gap or coaxial feed. This is shown to be useful in distinguishing
‘antenna’ modes from purely ‘scattering’ modes, both of which are indistinguishable if only the
eigenvalue is used to evaluate their behaviour.

There has also been a renewed effort in using CM theory for antenna modeling and design at Ohio
State University (which is the “birthplace” of CM theory). Obeidat, Raines and Rojas [52] focused their
attention on the proper modeling of multi-mode antennas (such as wideband or helical antennas) using
CM theory. In a later paper [53], they went on to suggest a loading scheme to create broadband
antennas. The “catch” was that the loads were necessarily non-Foster, almost certainly requiring active
elements to achieve the bandwidth improvements. Similar techniques were later extended to the design
of multi-band antennas [54]. Chalas et al. [55] have investigated the use of CM theory for pattern
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synthesis of antennas on UAVs. This work is very similar to the work by Austin and Murray [24,25].
Chalas at al. [56] have focused their efforts on the analysis of electrically small antennas, in particular,
the computation of the currents of an arbitrary antenna that exhibit the lowest possible Q (widest
bandwidth response), which he obtains using the characteristic modes of said antenna.

More recently, a research group at the University of Illinois has investigated the use of CM theory for
the design of electrically small multi-mode antennas. In particular, Adams and Bernhard [57] considered
the fact that electrically small antennas typically have a single good radiating mode and numerous
poorly radiating modes. They showed that these poorly radiating modes could be used to extend the
bandwidth of the antenna beyond that of the restrictions of a single resonant mode.

2.2.9 – Alternative Modal Theories Related to Characteristic Modes

A. Characteristic Port Modes (Network Characteristic Modes)

Alternative modal theories have been developed that are similar to the characteristic modes, the first
of which was developed by Harrington and Mautz where they developed the theory of characteristic
port modes (CPMs) [58]. These modes are very similar to the original characteristic modes [4], only now
the currents exist at a discrete number of ports rather than as continuous currents that subsist on the
entire surface of the scatterer. The CPMs involve diagonalizing the matrix containing the Z-parameters,
while the original CMs diagonalize the discretized Z-operator. In truth, the CPMs and CMs are strongly
tied together in the sense that when the number of ports is great enough, the Z-parameters become
proportional to the entries of the discretized Z-operator, linking the CPMs to the CMs. Harrington and
Mautz used the CPMs to control the scattering of N-port antennas in [59] and [60]. By properly
terminating the ports, a particular mode can be brought to resonance to scatter in a desirable manner
(for example to reduce radar cross section) or the ports can be terminated such that a particular
aggregate of modes are excited to synthesize a desired scattered field.

Chaloupka [61] and Eber [62] both use the characteristic port mode theory to design MIMO
antennas. Analyzing an N-port radiator leads to N modes that are orthogonal which is ideal for MIMO
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antenna design. The authors suggested that N streams of MIMO data could be superimposed (properly
weighted) onto the N ports, where each stream would remain isolated (orthogonal) in the far-field since
they would each individually be radiated by a characteristic port mode. Ethier [63, 64] investigated some
of the unexplored properties of the CPMs in the context of Chaloupka’s and Eber’s work in [61] and [62].
One interesting fact fleshed out in [63] and [64] is that the nature of the antennas being analyzed in [61]
and [62] leads to Toeplitz impedance matrices. These types of matrices arise when the ports in the Nport system all see the same system (i.e. there is deep symmetry in the port layout). The consequence of
this is that the eigencurrents of any N-port system diagonalize any other N-port system sharing the same
symmetry, regardless of the nature of the antennas, materials or frequencies involved.

B. Characteristic Modes with Different Weighted Orthogonality

The characteristic modes of the perfectly conducting variety [4] and of the penetrable material and
lossy material variety [7] yield eigencurrents with eigenfields that are orthogonal in the far-field. Inagaki
[65] proposed an alternative operator, G H G , which is complex symmetric like the Z-operator and is
defined such that the modes determined from the Inagaki eigenvalue problem are orthogonal not over
the far-field, but orthogonal relative to an arbitrarily defined weight applied in the far-field. The
eigenvalue problem is defined

(G G ) ( J ) = γ ( J )
H

n

n

(1.47)

n

Explicit expressions for this operator was not given in the paper, but was followed up by a paper by
Pozar [66]. In this paper, they define the operator H = G H G and solve the eigenvalue problem

( Z Z ) ( J ) = γ (G G ) ( J )
H

H

n

n

n

(1.48)

The operator H is discretized in matrix form with the entries of the matrix given as follows

H ij = W F ei , W F ej

S∞

(1.49)

where W is an arbitrary weight that can be a function of spherical angles, i.e. W = W (θ , φ ) , F ei is the
far-field of the ith moment method expansion function and S∞ refers to the sphere at infinity (far field)
where the inner product (integration) occurs.
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The eigencurrents and their far-fields have the desired weighted orthogonality as follows

W E m , W E n = ηo K nδ mn

(1.50)

where E n is the far-field of the mth mode and K n is the power radiated into the weighted region
defined by the arbitrary weighting function W = W (θ , φ ) .

In a follow-up paper, Liu, Pozar and Garbacz [67] introduced another eigenvalue problem that neatly
tied the original characteristic modes to this newly defined operator H . In particular, they defined what
they called the generalized characteristic modes (GCMs), which are obtained from the eigenvalue
problem

X ( J n ) = λn H ( J n )

(1.51)

The originally intended orthogonality properties of the Inagaki modes [65] are preserved in this case,
only now there is a physically meaningful eigenvalue (that is, the ratio of net stored energy to weighted
radiated power). A satisfying result of this new formulation is that when the weighting function W is set
equal to unity for all angles, i.e. W (θ , φ ) = 1 , the GCMs become the same as the CMs, hence the
“generalized” moniker.

Ethier [68], [69] used the generalized characteristic modes for the purpose of designing MIMO
antennas not only for idealized scattering environments, as in [50], but for any arbitrary scattering
environment, the details of which is defined within the weighting function W = W (θ , φ ) . The
formulation was also extended to allow for a vector weighting function. MIMO antennas were designed
and measured to handle a scattering environment with parameters based on the measurements of a
typical urban environment.
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2.3 – Review of Electrically Small Antenna Theory
It is likely the case that the reader is familiar with antenna concepts such as input impedance,
bandwidth, VSWR and other fundamental concepts. On the other hand, concepts such as quality factor

Q might not be so clear when applied to antennas. In particular, the Q that is well known for circuits
and resonators is not the same as the Q defined for antennas. In this section we will discuss the various
antenna Q concepts relevant to this thesis. In particular, we will discuss the definition of antenna Q
and its relation to impedance bandwidth and perhaps of greatest importance, what the fundamental
bounds are on antenna Q given the restriction of antenna electrical size. The most popular research
topics among antenna engineers concerned with the design of electrically small antennas are (1) the
determination of the fundamentally widest bandwidth (lowest Q ) for a given antenna electrical size and
(2) design methods to actually achieve this lower bound. As such, research in the design of electrically
small antennas is intricately tied to the development of the definitions and bounds on antenna Q . The
body of work concerned with the definition and computation of the limitations on antenna Q is
contained within references [70] – [98].

We begin this discussion by defining what is meant by an electrically small antenna. As originally
defined by H. Wheeler [70], an electrically small antenna (often known as an ESA) is any antenna that
fits within a spherical volume with radius a less than λ 2π or as Wheeler termed it, any antenna that
can fit within the radiansphere. This can be stated in two ways as:

λ
2π

(1.52)

ka < 1

(1.53)

a<

though in recent times, the electrical limit of ka < 0.5 is far more common and has been widely
adopted. For example, the self-resonant half-wavelength long dipole and self-resonant loop with one
wavelength circumference do not qualify as electrically small antennas (though the loop operates on the
boundary of this limit). Electrically small antennas are infamous for their limitations: narrow bandwidth,
low radiation efficiency, high reactive energies, and small radiation resistance, to name a few. What
bounds exist for electrically small antennas in terms of the gain and bandwidth? Chu asked this very
question in his widely referenced paper in 1948 [71].
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In this seminal work, Chu [71] analyzed the case of arbitrary sources contained within a fixed sized
sphere and expanded these fields in terms of the vector spherical waves. By observing the wave
impedances of these spherical waves as equivalent circuits, he noted that the lowest Q circuit is
obtained when the lowest order spherical wave is solely radiated. Adding additional circuits (i.e.
additional spherical waves) lead to an increase in the Q of the circuit. It should be noted that Chu also
limited the polarization of the far-field to linear. Chu additionally did not account for the energy that
would be contained within this fictitious sphere since the sources are treated as unknowns. Hence, the
energies used in computing this bound on Q assume zero energy in the sphere, and so form somewhat
ambitious bounds. The Chu-limits on Q are defined

 1
1 

Qchu =  +
 ka ( ka )3 



(1.54)

where k is the wave number ( k = 2π λ ) and a is the radius of the fictitious sphere surrounding the
arbitrary antenna. In [72] and [74], Harrington investigated the connection between maximum gain of
an antenna and its bandwidth ( Q ). He showed, using similar arguments to Chu [71], that the concept of
gain and bandwidth are tied to each other. As the gain increases, the bandwidth necessarily decreases
(or equivalently, Q increases). The work was carried out for antennas of arbitrary electrical size, with
the results readily applied to the electrically small antenna regime.

In the mid to late 1960s, Collin & Rothschild [75] and Fante [76] reopened the topic of the lower
bounds of antenna Q . Rather than using the equivalent circuits in Chu’s work, [75] used the exact
spherical wave fields and their respective radiating fields and energy storage (reactive) fields to obtain
the same values for Q that Chu discovered. Fante [76] further investigated the work of [75] and showed
that equal excitation of the two lowest order modes (TE and TM) together lead to an even lower Q than
the Q obtained from the excitation of one alone. What is of greatest importance in their work is their
demonstration of the ability to separate the energies associated with energy storage (which is relevant
to Q ) and the energies associated with propagating fields (which is infinite and thus irrelevant for
antenna Q ).
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Rhodes [77], [78] investigated the problem of energy when defining Q for an antenna. This work
was done independently of the antenna Q problem and was more of a physics-related investigation
rather than an engineering investigation. It is worth noting that his conclusions were similar to those
made in [75] and [76] in their separation of the energies associated with storage and the energies
associated with propagating fields.

Fante re-explored the antenna Q problem in [81] by computing the minimum Q one must incur in
order to obtain a particular gain. Naturally, if the gain is selected to be 1.5, the Q is the minimum Q
defined by all previous authors since this is the gain of the lowest order TE or TM mode. If two modes
are allowed in the problem and the gain is selected to be 3.0, the Q is once again the minimum Q which
occurs when both TE and TM are excited with equal strength. As the gain goes above these minimum
values (1.5 and 3.0) the minimum Q begins to increase, approaching what is called the supergain
condition. An additional interesting fact is that if the gain drops below 1.5 (or 3.0 for two modes) there
is loss in the system being analyzed and the Q begins to decrease. This reaffirms the fact that the
inclusion of losses can in fact increase bandwidth, but clearly at the expense of lower gain.

In [84], Geyi attempts to utilize Foster’s Reactance Theorem in the determination of minimum Q for
arbitrary antennas, but as Best [86] points out, Foster’s Reactance Theorem is only valid for lossless
circuits. Even an antenna made from lossless materials is still a lossy circuit from the viewpoint of its
terminals since the radiation into space is “lost” though certainly not dissipated. Hence, the results in
Geyi’s paper are erroneous as he states that the Q for an antenna at any frequency can be written

Q (ω ) ≈

ω ( X in' (ω ) ± X in (ω ) / ω )
2 Rin (ω )

(1.55)

which is true only when an antenna is in the vicinity of a resonance.

In a significant contribution, Yaghjian and Best derived expressions for antenna Q based on the
antenna input impedance [90]. The work is important in the sense that the formulas are valid for
antennas in both their resonant and anti-resonant regimes and thus are valid for all frequencies. As a
result they show how the bandwidth of an antenna can be estimated strictly from the frequency
derivative of the input impedance at the desired frequency. The expression for Q they obtained was
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Q (ω ) ≈

ω Z o' (ω )
2 Rin (ω )

=

ω

( R (ω ) ) + ( X (ω ) + X (ω ) / ω )
'
in

2

'
in

in

2 Rin (ω )

2

(1.56)

Provided an antenna has a single resonance over any given range of frequencies, expression (2.56) can
accurately predict the impedance bandwidth of the antenna. Interestingly, the fundamental bounds on
antenna Q [70] – [93] all implicitly require this precise restriction of single resonance. A great deal of
effort was also placed in connecting bandwidth (as defined in terms of VSWR), the definition of Q , and
the new formula for antenna Q they derived in terms of input impedance.

Pozar [89] pointed out that the use of electric and magnetic dipole sources can shed light on the
connections that exist between polarization, gain, pattern shape and bandwidth. The gains and
bandwidths of sets of electric and magnetic dipoles producing linear and circular polarization were
considered. Pozar showed that obtaining the minimum Q is independent of polarization – the same
minimum Q can be achieved with either linear or circular polarization. Moreover, Pozar showed the
same is true for omni-directional, bi-directional and directional patterns – the same minimum Q can be
obtained in all cases. However, he did show that the minimum Q can only be obtained when both
electric and magnetic sources are present (or equivalently when both TE and TM spherical waves are
produced).

Thal [90] investigated wire antennas that conform to the surface of a sphere. It was shown that these
antennas can be physically laid out in a manner that mimics the equivalent surface currents on a
fictitious sphere that radiate the fundamental TM spherical wave. Thal further investigated, quite
ingeniously for the first time, the energies stored within the sphere. This is contrary to all previous work
before [90] that assume the energies within the Chu sphere are zero. Thal noted in [90] that no antenna
has ever achieved the bounds imposed by the Chu limit (nor the updated limits by newer authors). The
justification for the inability to achieve the bound was that all antennas considered thus far had
significant energy stored within the volume occupied by said antennas. Since the Chu limit (and other

Q limits) assumes no stored energy within the sphere occupied by the antenna, we find the justification
for the inability to reach the limit. By accounting for the energies within the sphere, Thal was able to
show that particular forms of these wire antennas were achieving the lowest possible Q for an antenna
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consisting solely of metal conforming to a sphere. It will later be shown that including magnetic
materials can push the Q towards the Chu limit, thereby preventing energy storage within the Chu
sphere. In [91], Thal continues his investigation by looking at the practicalities in simultaneously exciting
a TE and TM spherical wave from a single antenna. He shows that this excitation is necessarily coupled
and prevents the idealized antenna radiating a purely superimposed TE and TM spherical wave. As a
result, the Q-bounds derived recently by Pozar [92] and numerous previous authors where the TE and
TM modes are excited together are lower than what is actually achievable. This is not necessarily a
problem as they still remain bounds – only now more recent results show that higher bounds exist. It
should be noted that the most pertinent of criticisms pointed out by Thal is the assumption that one can
achieve the lower bound on Q and simultaneously obtain a gain of 3. Thal shows quite convincingly that
due to coupling between the TE and TM modes this simultaneous condition cannot hold.

In previous works, the focus has been determining the bounds on antenna Q for antennas that
conform to a sphere and in some rare cases, prolate spheroids. Other geometries had not been
considered until the work by Sohl, Gustafsson & Kristensson [92], [93] at Lund University. They
developed a method to compute the lower bounds on antenna Q for any arbitrary geometry
determined solely from the static polarizability of said geometry. These bounds are achieved via the
inequality formed between the gain-bandwidth product and the static electric and magnetic
polarizabilities. For the case of antennas made of purely PEC material, the bounds can be described via

D ɶ k3
≤η
γ
Q
2π

(1.57)

where k is the operating wave number, D is directivity, Q is the antenna Q , ηɶ is the absorption
efficiency and γ is the static polarizability. They point out that the absorption efficiency of the majority
of antennas they have encountered is 0.5. Only in extreme cases does the absorption efficiency deviate
from this value (it being bounded between 0 and 1). As for the static polarizability – it is an electric field
orientation sensitive quantity. The field orientation is often defined along the scatterer axes of
symmetry, or along whatever axis is of interest to the investigator. What is most relevant is selection of
the electric-field orientation that leads to the largest static polarizability and hence the lowest possible

Q of the scatterer being analyzed. Interestingly, selecting a PEC sphere and computing its static
polarizability and selecting absorption efficiency to be 0.5 and the directivity to 1.5, the bound one
obtains is
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Q=

1.5

( ka )

3

(1.58)

which is precisely the same bound that Thal derived in his work, showing the consistency between
methods – the Thal bound was derived for a specific case, the Lund bound derived from the general
case. One of the major investigations in this thesis is the synthesis of small antennas that achieve the
lowest Q possible for their geometric shape. Antennas conforming to spheres, prolate spheroids and
cylinders have been shown to achieve these bounds (see [91], [93]). However, other geometries such as
circular, square and rectangular plates – collectively known as planar antennas – have not been
thoroughly investigated. Additionally, and of greatest interest to this thesis, is the ability to synthesize
antennas out of entirely arbitrary geometries, i.e. those that do not conform to the canonical geometric
shapes.

In the work by Stuart et. al [94] – [96], the authors investigate the applicability of Q -theory in
predicting the bandwidth of multi-resonant circuits. In general, the literature spanning from reference
[70] – [93] discuss the definition of Q for antennas with a single resonance. Nearly every antenna has
multiple resonances, but they are often sufficiently separated in frequency to allow for the traditional
definition of antenna Q to be valid. When multiple resonances are closely spaced, the bandwidth of the
antenna is wider than that which is predicted from the traditional antenna Q , a fact thoroughly
discussed in [92]. The fundamentally widest bandwidth of an antenna as a function of the electrical
volume it occupies is in fact wider than even the lowest bound predicted for Q since the bounds only
exist for single-resonance structures. This presents a new and exciting research topic because (a) it
remains unclear how to define antenna Q for multi-resonant antennas, (b) the bounds on gain and
bandwidth of multi-resonant antennas have not been fully explored and lastly (c) it offers the
opportunity to extend the bandwidth of small antennas beyond the limits imposed by Chu and
successive authors.

Lastly, there exists the short text by Hansen [97] that contains a concise chapter on these topics. A
more detailed and lengthy discussion can be found in the text by Volakis [98]. In particular, the text
provides an excellent discussion on the history of small antennas and antenna Q and gives a fairly
comprehensive list of references on the topic.
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2.4 – Review of Reflectarray Antennas

2.4.1 – The Reflectarray Antenna

The operation and general design guidelines for reflectarrays is discussed in the text by Encinar and
Huang [99]. A succinct definition of a reflectarray is simply that it is a space-fed antenna array. Rather
than being excited via a corporate, parallel or otherwise constrained feeding network, it is excited using
space waves (plane, cylindrical, spherical or any arbitrary wave). The resulting scattered field is
controlled by the elements with the phase of the scattered field being of paramount importance. In
particular, we will be discussing the design of etched microstrip technology based reflectarrays, a topic
for which Pozar [100] has an excellent exposition. Reflectarrays do not require periodic structure
analysis, but it has been shown to be invaluable in describing the element properties. By analyzing an
infinite periodic structure of identical elements, one obtains a fairly good approximation to the
element’s behaviour when used in an actual reflectarray. While it is possible in theory to analyze a single
element in the presence of all other elements in a reflectarray, this is computationally costly and unsolvable in many cases. It is much simpler to simulate an infinite periodic structure (as paradoxical as
that may seem).

Reflectarrays can be categorized based on the type of element used in their array. One type involves
the use of fairly simple elements (e.g. patches), each with an additional variable passive or active delay
structure that yields the desired reflection phase. Another type involves using variable elements, where
the element’s geometry dictates the value of reflection phase. Each type of reflectarray has its
advantages and disadvantages, but we shall strictly focus on variable element reflectarrays for the
purpose of minimizing fabrication complexity. The layout of a typical reflectarray is shown in Figure
2.2(a) and a photograph shown in Figure 2.2(b). Note that the reflectarray is represented by a ground
plane and substrate with elements etched on the surface of the substrate. Hence, the reflectarray is
represented as a flat, planar surface. This need not be the case, but is the most common configuration
as it dramatically reduces the profile of a high gain antenna design relative to, for example, a high gain
parabolic dish of equivalent aperture size. The typical application of a reflectarray is to replace (mimic)
conic shaped antennas such as parabolic, hyperbolic and elliptically shaped dishes [99]. Of the three, the
synthesis of parabolic dishes is the most common design technique. However, there is nothing
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inherently “conic” about a reflectarray – it is fundamentally an array that is space-fed rather than the
traditional constrained fed.

Overviews of the state of modern reflectarray design can be found in the works by Shaker and
Chaharmir in [101] where they provide a thorough look at recent advancements. In particular, they
identify four major topics that have yet to be addressed, or are currently being addressed in earnest by
the research community:

(1) Increasing the aperture efficiency (gain) of reflectarrays
(2) Improving the bandwidth performance of reflectarrays
(3) Decreasing the fabrication costs of reflectarrays
(4) Understanding the fundamental operation of reflectarrays in order to broaden the applications

In this thesis we will focus on increasing the aperture efficiency of reflectarrays. In doing so, we will
uncover some design principles regarding reflectarrays that do indeed improve the general
understanding of their ideal operation.

Some references of particular interest to this thesis include [103] – [106] since, as in Chapter 5 of this
thesis, they use sub-wavelength elements in the design of reflectarrays. Traditional reflectarray designs,
keeping with the most common traditional array design, spaces the elements half-wavelength apart.
This is a sensible (and often necessary) design practice for traditional arrays since each element is
individually excited, making mutual coupling a detrimental phenomenon for spacing below halfwavelength. For reflectarrays, however, it can be shown that this mutual coupling is beneficial, if not key
in improving reflectarray performance. The justifications proposed for this improvement are varied, but
certainly the lack of a constrained feed in a space-fed array (reflectarray) means all of the incident field
intercepted by the aperture is reflected (save for material losses) whereas a constrained fed system can
scatter power back into the feeding network, decreasing gain and bandwidth in the process. The first
author to explicitly propose the use of sub-wavelength elements was by Pozar [104]. Two papers that
followed their work [105], [106] showed that the use of sub-wavelength elements can improve
bandwidth performance as well as dramatically reduce the material losses thereby allowing for the use
of lossy, low-cost substrate materials. These two points clearly address the bandwidth and cost issues
with reflectarrays. In this thesis, we wish to maintain these levels of improved bandwidth performance
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while further improving other areas of necessity. There is sufficient justification to consider the
reflectarray designed using sub-wavelength elements as an impedance surface, the discussion of which
can be found in [107,108]. Lastly, Aoki et. al [109] discuss the concept of fragmented reflectarray
elements for the purpose of reducing mutual coupling between elements. No explicit technique was
described to reduce mutual coupling beyond preventing adjacent elements from being connected
electrically (though strong coupling can occur regardless of physical connection). The inter-element
spacing used in [109] was resonant spacing (λ/2) which sets their work quite apart from our own subwavelength spacing (<< λ/2). Explicit mention of aperture efficiency and bandwidth were not mentioned
in the paper, though we suspect given the dramatically varied element shapes over the reflectarray
surface that aperture efficiency will noticeably suffer in the reflectarray design of [109]. This assertion is
confirmed in Chapter 5, Section 3.

In principle, a properly designed reflectarray will achieve the highest aperture efficiency allowable for
its designed illumination and spillover. In practice, however, this is rarely (if ever) the case [99]. Lowerthan-expected aperture efficiency can be partly attributed to a gain drop due to material losses. If high
quality materials are used in the construction of the reflectarray, the remaining source of gain drop is
due to errors in the reflection phase of scattered fields in the aperture. This phase error stems from the
fact that the reflectarray elements are designed using an infinite periodic structure approach and then
placed in a periodic structure with non-identical adjacent elements, i.e. a quasi-periodic structure. This
quasi-periodicity is what gives rise to phase error. In this thesis we will provide a design technique to
help mitigate this phase error. Combined with characteristic mode theory, the resulting reflectarray
synthesis technique will provide a computationally efficient technique to synthesize high-gain, high
aperture efficiency reflectarrays.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2 – Reflectarray (a) layout with example horn feed and (b) photograph (feed not shown)
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2.4.2 – Periodic Structures

An electromagnetic periodic structure is an aggregate of finite material objects with their locations
determined in a periodic fashion. Oftentimes, periodic structures are considered to be of infinite extent
which (perhaps counter intuitively) dramatically simplifies the numerical analysis. In any case, periodic
structures are most often used for their infinite periodic structure behaviour, with their finite equivalent
structure having very similar performance to the infinite case. Further details of periodic structures can
be found in [110,111]. Examples of 1D, 2D and 3D periodic structures are shown in Figures 2.3a – c. The
purpose of introducing periodic structures in this thesis is to exploit the characteristic modes of these
structures. At the time of writing this thesis, there are no publications (save for the authors’ works)
involving the analysis of periodic structure using characteristic mode theory. As such, we will delegate
this exploration to Chapter 5, where we compute the characteristic modes of periodic structures for the
first time and interpret many important metrics concerning periodic structures from a characteristic
mode perspective.

The most important metrics of periodic structures are its transmission and reflection coefficients. We
will restrict our discussion to planar periodic structures with two-dimensional periodicity existing in
three-dimensional space making the most relevant form of excitation being an incident plane wave. The
reflection and transmission coefficients of periodic structures can be defined in terms of the plane wave
spectrum generated by an arbitrary incident plane wave [110,111]. Periodic structures of this variety are
most commonly excited with a normally incident plane wave where the normal is defined as the
perpendicular direction to the plane of periodicity (e.g. if the periodic structure is periodic in the x-y
plane, a normally incident plane wave would propagate in the +/- z-direction). We will principally
consider periodic structures excited with normally incident plane waves.

Historically, periodic structure analysis finds its foundations in the analysis of crystal structures by
Ewald [112]. Nevertheless, periodic structures have found many applications in the mm-wave and
microwave regime, perhaps beginning with the work by Kock [113]. Another important aspect of
periodic structure analysis is how to simulate their behaviour using a numerical technique as opposed to
a purely analytical one. Of greatest interest to our work are numerical methods using the method of
moments in order to procure the impedance operator of the periodic structure being analyzed, allowing
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us to obtain its characteristic modes. One such example is the method of moments employing Ewald’s
method [114].

In order to perform characteristic mode analysis of the periodic structure, we require access to the
impedance matrix. Furthermore, we require knowledge of the expansion functions used in the moment
formulation since the eigencurrents determined through the eigenanalysis are current coefficients and
not the actual physical currents. In other words, to properly perform CM analysis of a periodic structure
(or of any structure for that matter) one requires complete access to the moment method formulation
details. This is of course wishful thinking when considering a commercial piece of software since
commercial interests, being what they are, prevent one from having complete access to all of the
internal details of the software. Alternatively, developing one’s own code may be considered, which is
certainly a worthwhile endeavor but can create enormous overhead and reduces the ability to fully
investigate the characteristic modes within the confines of a single piece of research. A compromise is
made in Chapter 5 where we develop a moment method formulation that can obtain the impedance
matrix of a periodic structure utilizing a freespace Green’s function formulation. This will allow us to
leverage off of previously developed moment method code that was designed for the analysis of finite
scatterers and apply it to infinite scatterers (albeit using a newly developed technique).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.3 – Examples of (a) 1D, (b) 2D and (c) 3D Periodic Structures
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2.5 – Brief Remarks on the Computational Methods Required
The method of moments is an invaluable tool in radiating and scattering problems in
electromagnetics. It is a source method rather than a field method in that the unknowns to be solved for
are the source currents that exist on and within physical scatterers. This is contrary to the finite element
(FEM) and finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) methods which are field methods – at least in their
most popular forms. The source method offers significant flexibility in that one must discretize only in
regions where these currents exist. These advantages are balanced by the fact that the linear system of
equations to be solved (hereafter known as the impedance matrix) is a fully filled matrix, unlike the FEM
and FDTD methods which tend to have sparse matrices. The original intention of Garbacz [1] for the
development of the theory of characteristic modes was to diagonalize the scattering matrix. Harrington
et al. [5] showed a connection with the impedance operator thereby connecting the method of
moments with the theory of characteristic modes. It might very well be possible for other numerical
methods to obtain the characteristic modes (e.g. [40]), but the source approach used in the method of
moments will serve us quite well for the purposes of this thesis – a claim that will be supported in
Chapters 3 through 5.

The birth of the method of moments in electromagnetics is attributed to Harrington with the
summary of his work found in the influential textbook [115]. Commercial numerical codes exist that
utilize the method of moments, but obviously lack the flexibility an open-source code offers. One such
open-source moment method code is included with the text by Makarov [116]. This code was used
extensively in this authors’ master’s thesis [49], where it was adapted to accommodate the analysis of
more complicated electromagnetics problems. The same code, now further adapted, shall be used in the
work of this thesis.

Makarov’s code, which is the moment method code used in this thesis, is based on the RWG element
[117], an example of which is shown in Figure 2.4. This element forms the basis functions used in
describing the unknown surface currents. A general description as to how the basis (and testing)
functions are utilized in the method of moments, as well as a general introduction to the topic, can be
found in Appendix A of this thesis. A major advantage of the RWG expansion function is the triangular
shape, which allows one to describe fairly complicated structures with minimal approximations to the
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shape of the scatterer. These expansion functions are also vector-functions, allowing for a complete
polarization-sensitive description of time-harmonic scattering of PEC objects. It should be noted that the
RWG expansion functions can be adapted to include the effects of finite conductivity (lossy metals) so
one is not necessarily restricted to PEC objects. This adaptation is described by the author in [49, Sect.
3.5].

Figure 2.4 – RWG expansion function, adapted from [72]
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2.6 – Concluding Remarks
In the preceding Chapter, we discussed the historical and theoretical background necessary for the
development of this thesis. In Section 2.2 we outlined the theoretical development of characteristic
mode theory which forms the cornerstone of this dissertation. The orthogonality properties of the
characteristic modes and the interpretation of the eigenvalues were specifically emphasized as they are
integral to understanding many of the theoretical developments in this thesis. We further summarized
the literature pertaining to the theoretical development and application of characteristic mode theory.
This began with the description of the intentions and success of foundational papers on characteristic
mode theory. A fairly quiet period of research followed the initial derivations, mainly due to the
computational difficulties in obtaining the characteristic modes. With the advent of the personal
computer coupled with the accessibility of computational electromagnetic codes, a resurgence of
interest was shown spanning approximately the past 20 years. The applicability of CM theory was shown
to be far-reaching, traversing diverse disciplines within applied electromagnetics from antenna pattern
synthesis, antenna placement optimization, MIMO antenna design, wideband antenna design and
electrically small antennas. In Section 2.3 we discussed the theory of electrically small antennas and the
notion of antenna Q. In Section 2.4 we considered the operation of reflectarray antennas and the use of
periodic structures in their analysis and design. Lastly, in Section 2.5 we considered the computational
techniques required in this thesis, namely the method of moments, which is used to obtain the
characteristic modes and to perform full-wave electromagnetic simulations of antenna structures.
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Chapter 3
Single-Mode, Single-Band Antenna Shape
Synthesis using Characteristic Modes

3.1 – Introduction
In this chapter we will discuss the concept of single-mode antennas and develop a new shape
synthesis technique for their design. Single-mode antenna operation, as we shall define it, is the
frequency regime over which an antenna’s electrical performance can be completely described using a
single characteristic mode. The antenna is then a single-mode antenna over that frequency range, the
word “mode” referring to a characteristic mode.

In Section 3.2 we describe the critical electrical performance metrics such as resonance frequency,
input impedance, radiation efficiency and antenna Q (bandwidth) of single-mode antennas solely in
terms of characteristic mode quantities (namely the eigenvalues and eigencurrents). There are
numerous reasons to consider single-mode antennas, the first of which is the fact that the majority of
small and intermediately sized antennas are in fact single mode, giving us a plethora of antenna
examples to work with. Intermediately sized antennas include resonant dipole and loop antennas, patch
antennas, and other radiating structures with largest electrical dimension on the order of a halfwavelength or less. The author’s masters thesis [1] examined many such single-mode antennas,
although shape synthesis was not attempted there. Another frequency regime where antennas tend to
be single mode is the electrically small regime. As discussed in Chapter 2, this regime is often defined as
the range of frequencies for which an antenna’s largest electrical dimension is less than λ 2π . This
frequency regime will form the focus of this chapter. The important antenna metrics mentioned thus far
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(resonance frequency, input impedance, radiation efficiency, antenna Q) are typically associated with
the necessary excitation of the antenna in question, either through a feeding mechanism or by an
incident field. Eigenanalysis requires no such excitation and as such the ability to predict a single-mode
antenna’s performance using eigenvalues and eigenvectors is indeed a feedless or excitation-free
approach.

In Section 3.3, we propose an alternative technique to obtain these single mode antenna parameters
through the novel use of the matrix trace of the impedance matrix. Not only does this approach give rise
to a feedless antenna analysis technique, but it also provides a computationally simpler approach to
perform what is effectively eigenanalysis.

This is followed by Section 3.4, where we discuss the development of a new antenna shape-synthesis
technique that utilizes the analysis of Section 3.3 to form objective functions for the feedless synthesis
of single-mode antennas. The optimization framework is further developed to incorporate the feedless
objective functions with a genetic algorithm (GA) optimization scheme employing what is known as the
direct matrix manipulation (DMM) method. We show that the newly defined objective functions work
well with a GA-DMM optimization scheme. The optimization approach is applied to circularly shaped
planar structures with the resultant synthesized antennas shown to exhibit antenna bandwidths that
approach the fundamental limitations imposed by electromagnetics. From these optimized antenna
structures, a new planar antenna is described (as an example) that achieves the fundamentally widest
possible bandwidth for its chosen geometry with experimental results confirming these claims.

In Section 3.5, it is shown that the feedless optimization can be applied to a myriad of canonical
geometries such as planar rectangles and triangles, with success found in minimizing the antenna Q,
approaching the lowest possible Q for the given geometry. The feedless optimization approach is
pushed to its limit via the synthesis of antennas from arbitrarily shaped starting geometries, showing
success in dozens of applications of the technique. The advantages of the feedless shape-synthesis is
shown conclusively in its ability to shape-synthesize any starting shape into a resonant antenna with
high radiation efficiency with an antenna Q approaching the fundamental bounds on Q imposed by the
starting shape’s geometry.
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3.2 – Antenna Input Impedance and Q in terms of Characteristic Modes

3.2.1 – Antenna Input Impedance in Terms of Characteristic Modes

The first paper that expressed the input admittance of an antenna in terms of its characteristic modes
was by Yee and Garbacz [2]. In their paper they showed that the input admittance (which can be easily
expressed as input impedance through its reciprocal) can be written as a summation of the modal
currents that exist at the selected port, appropriately weighted by the eigenvalue of each modal current.
We will derive a similar expansion, only for the specific case of a moment method formulation using
RWG expansion functions. The new results of the derivations in Section 3.2 and 3.3 was summarized [3,
4] by the author, with the later publication garnering a best student paper award.

Firstly, we define the input admittance of the antenna structure in the usual manner as

Yin =

I in
Vin

(2.1)

where I in is the input current and Vin is the input voltage at the defined port. In [2] the authors analyzed
simple wire structures that had a one-to-one correspondence between modal surface current and
modal port current due to the nature of the expansion functions they used. In our work, we utilize RWG
expansion functions, which have relatively simple expressions to convert from surface currents and
fields to port currents and voltages.

In order to excite an antenna in a moment method formulation, a feed model must be devised. A
simple but very effective model known as delta-gap excitation [5, Ch. 4] will be used in this thesis. The
model consists of placing a voltage generator in the gap between two separated regions of metal

E = −∇ϕ =

V
nˆ
∆

(2.2)

where E is the uniform electric field in the gap, ϕ is the electric potential, ∆ is the gap separation, V is
the applied voltage and n̂ is the normal vector relative to the metal edges (tangent to the surface). This
model is shown in Figure 3.1(a). As the gap separation vanishes, the electric field in the gap is
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represented by a delta function E = V δ ( r ) nˆ . Integration across this gap simply suggests that the
integral of the electric field is simply equal to the applied voltage V . The delta-gap excitation is
implemented using RWG expansion functions by assuming an incident electric field is applied between
the common edges of the triangles in a single RWG expansion function. This scenario is depicted in
Figure 3.1(b). We refer the reader to reference [5, Ch. 4] for further details on this subject matter. Using
the delta-gap source model as the working model of our antenna port, the input current and input
voltage can be written respectively as

I in = ℓ edge I edge

(2.3)

Vin = Einc ℓ edge

(2.4)

where ℓ edge refers to the length of the RWG expansion function edge where the port is defined, I edge is
the current coefficient associated with the RWG expansion function acting as the antenna port, and Einc
is the applied electric field at the port.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1 – Delta-gap excitation model shown on (a) an arbitrary PEC strip and (b) on an equivalent RWG
meshed structure
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Since the characteristic modes are defined by their modal current density it is natural to expand the
input current rather than the input voltages in terms of the CMs. We begin by expanding the modal
surface currents (which are distinct from the input current). Due to the orthogonality (Equation 2.34)
properties of the characteristic modes, one can expand the surface current density at any location on
the scatterer in terms of the characteristic modes as follows
∞

Vni J n ( r o )

n =1

1 + jλn

J (ro ) = ∑

(2.5)

where r o refers to an arbitrary physical location on the scatterer where the surface current density will
be expanded in terms of the CMs. Once again, the current in this example refers to the surface currents
and not the port currents and therefore cannot be directly used in the admittance expansion. In a
similar manner, one can expand the moment method current coefficients in terms of the characteristic
mode current coefficients.

Consider expression (3.5) and now assume that we expand the RWG expansion function current
coefficient I edge from expression (3.3) associated with the selected port in terms of the characteristic
mode current coefficients
∞

Vni J n
n =1 1 + j λn

I edge = ∑

(2.6)

where J n is a single real scalar and not a magnitude or vector quantity. In other words, J n is the
characteristic mode current density coefficient for the selected RWG function acting as our port. We
now multiply both sides of (3.7) by ℓ edge – this gives us an expression for the input current I in
∞

Vni ℓ edge J n

n =1

1 + jλn

I in = ∑

(2.7)

We continue by considering the modal excitation coefficient which can be computed as (Equation 2.32)

Vni = E inc , J n = ℓ edgeVin J n

(2.8)

where the inner product is reduced to a product of three scalars by virtue of the fact that we are
considering a single antenna port and J n is the characteristic mode current coefficient at the selected
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port. If we substitute (3.6) into (3.8) we have the expression for input current written solely in terms of
characteristic mode eigenvalues and eigencurrents
∞

J n2
n =1 1 + j λn

I in = ( ℓ edge ) Vin ∑
2

(2.9)

Recall (Section 2.2) that the modal current density J n is real and thus the RWG modal current
coefficients J n are real scalars as well making the squaring of J n in (3.9) mathematically sound. Finally,
dividing (3.9) by Vin , one can obtain the input admittance and impedance of the antenna solely in terms
of the characteristic modes of said structure

Yin =

∞
I in
J n2
= ℓ 2edge ∑
Vin
n =1 1 + jλn

∞
Vin
J n2 
−2 
Z in =
= ℓ edge  ∑

I in
 n =1 1 + jλn 

(2.10)
−1

(2.11)

Note that our expressions differ from [2] by the factor ℓ 2edge since our moment method formulation uses
RWG expansion function and not pulse expansion functions. The concept of modal admittance (and
modal impedance) as the contribution of the nth mode to the overall admittance and impedance of the
antenna is defined as follows

Yn = ℓ 2edge

Zn =

J n2
1 + jλn

1  1 + jλn 


ℓ  J n2 
2
edge

(2.12)

(2.13)

It is interesting to note that the modal admittances are summed to yield the input admittance, while
the modal impedance is clearly placed in a parallel-sense (it is not a linear sum) showing unambiguously
that the modal admittance and impedances are placed in parallel to describe the behavior of the
antenna being analyzed. This can be shown via the two expressions
∞

Yin = ∑ Yn

(2.14)

n =1

 ∞ 1 
Z in =  ∑ 
 n =1 Z n 

−1

(2.15)
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both of which are represented by connecting admittances (3.14) and impedances (3.15) in parallel. As a
last step, we express the modal admittance (3.12) and impedance (3.13) in terms of their real and
imaginary parts, thereby obtaining the modal conductance and susceptance

Yn = Gn + jBn =

ℓ 2edge J n2
1 + λn2

(1 − jλn ) =

ℓ 2edge J n2
1 + λn2

+j

−ℓ 2edge λn J n2
1 + λn2

(2.16)

as well as the modal resistance and reactance

Z n = Rn + jX n =

1

ℓ

2
edge

J

2
n

(1 + jλn ) =

1

ℓ

2
edge

J

2
n

+j

λ

ℓ

n
2
2
edge n

J

(2.17)

These expressions will prove to be useful in coming derivations.

3.2.2 – Antenna Q in Terms of Characteristic Modes

The work by Yaghjian and Best [6] showed that the antenna Q can be written rather succinctly using
the expression (2.56) from Chapter 2. Their expression is dependent solely on the frequency behavior of
the antenna’s input impedance. We proceed with our investigation by combining the results of the
previous section where admittances and impedance were written in terms of CM eigenvalues and
currents, with expression (2.56) to yield an expression for antenna Q in terms of the CMs.

The expansion of an antenna input resistance and reactance can be written in terms of the antenna
ports’ modal conductance and susceptance

Z in =

G − jBin
1
1
=
= in2
Yin Gin + jBin Gin + Bin2

(2.18)

thus allowing us to write the input resistance and reactance

Rin =

Gin
G + Bin2
2
in

(2.19)
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X in =
where Gin =

∞

∑G

n

and Bin =

n =1

− Bin
G + Bin2

(2.20)

2
in

∞

∑B

n

.

n =1

The frequency derivatives of these quantities become relevant, namely

dRin
Gin
d
=
2
d ω d ω Gin + Bin2

(2.21)

dX in
− Bin
d
=
2
d ω d ω Gin + Bin2

(2.22)

The magnitude of the input reactance

X in =

Bin

(2.23)

Gin2 + Bin2

Combining expressions (3.19) through (3.23) with expression (2.56) for antenna Q we obtain

Q ( ωo ) =
=

ωo

( R (ω ) ) + ( X (ω ) + X (ω )
'
in

2

o

'
in

o

in

o

ωo

)

2

2 Rin (ωo )

(2.24)
2

Bin 
ωo  G + B   d
Gin   d
− Bin
1
+
+


 
2
2 
2
2
2
2  Gin   d ω Gin + Bin   d ω Gin + Bin ωo Gin + Bin2 
2
in

2
in

2

If we further substitute the expressions for input conductance and susceptance (see 3.16) in terms of
CM quantities, we obtain
2
2
 ∞
  ∞
 
  ∑ Gn  +  ∑ Bn  
ω
Q (ωo ) = o   n =1   n =21  

2 
 ∞



 ∑ Gn 


 n =1 



2
2
2
2


 
 ∞

 ∞

 ∞



B
∑
n
Gn 
−  ∑ Bn 



∑


 n =1 
1
 d
 n =1 
 + d
 n =1 
+

2
2 
2
2
2
2 
 dω  ∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
ω
ω
d
 


 

 
 
o 


 ∑ Gn  +  ∑ Bn   
 ∑ Gn  +  ∑ Bn 
 ∑ Gn  +  ∑ Bn  


n
=
1
n
=
1
n
=
1
n
=
1
n
=
1
n
=
1











 

 

2

(2.25)

At this juncture, expression (3.25) is indeed an expression for antenna Q that is written solely in terms
of the characteristic mode quantities of the antenna structure since Gn and Bn are written in terms of
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the modal current density J n and eigenvalue λn in expression (3.16). However, this expression is too
unruly to be used effectively in analysis and little information can be obtained from the expression in its
present form. Nevertheless, valid assumptions can be made about the nature of the antenna being
analyzed, namely the number of significant modes needed in the expansions and the nature of the net
stored energy associated with the port being excited, that greatly simplifies expression (3.25) to a useful
form. These assumptions will be explored in the remaining sub-sections of Section 3.2.

3.2.3 – Input Impedance of a Single Mode Antenna

In this section we will delve into the implications of having a single mode antenna. Such an antenna
can be viewed as having negligible higher order characteristic modes, with a single dominant CM. This
can be numerically described as the existence of a single CM having a low-magnitude eigenvalue while
all remaining modes have very large magnitude eigenvalues. Such a scenario leads to the performance
of the antenna being solely described by the dominant CM.

Firstly, we consider the modal admittance Yn , given in expression (3.12). If the eigenvalue of mode n is
very large, the modal admittance becomes negligible. In other words,
Statement #1: For λn large, Yn ≈ 0

Secondly, if the eigenvalue is small in magnitude, the admittance becomes significant
Statement #2: For λn small, Yn is significant

Therefore, in the expression (3.10) the modes with small eigenvalues become significant in describing
the input admittance of the antenna, while modes with large eigenvalues are insignificant. If we assume
that a single dominant characteristic mode exists (hereafter denoted mode 1), the expression for input
admittance simplifies to

Yin ≈ Y1 =

ℓ 2edge J12

1 + λ12

+j

−ℓ 2edge λ1 J12
1 + λ12

(2.26)
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If the input admittance can be expressed succinctly in this manner under the single mode assumption,
so too can the input impedance. Taking the inverse of (3.26), we obtain the expression for input
impedance under the single mode assumption

Z in =

1
1
1 + jλ
= = Z1 = 2 12
Yin Y1
ℓ edge J1

(2.27)

showing that the input impedance of a single mode antenna is also equal to the dominant modal
impedance. In summary, the input admittance and impedance of a single mode antenna can be written

Yin =

ℓ 2edge J12

1 + λ12

Z in =

+j

1

ℓ

−ℓ 2edge λ1 J12
1 + λ12

λ

+j

2
2
edge 1

J

ℓ

1
2
2
edge 1

J

(2.28)

(2.29)

where J1 and λ1 are assumed to have frequency dependence. We have obtained expressions for the
input impedance and admittance of a single-mode antenna in terms of quantities related to the
dominant CM. These will be used in Section 3.2.4 to find a useful set of expressions for the Q of a singlemode antenna.

3.2.4 – Antenna Q of a Single Mode Antenna

We now have succinct and workable expressions for input resistance and reactance and have the
ability to clearly define their frequency derivatives. Consideration of expression (3.27) with its real and
imaginary parts separated and its frequency derivative computed, we obtain

Rin =
X in =
X in =

1

ℓ

2
2
edge 1

J

λ

ℓ

1
2
2
edge 1

J

λ

ℓ

1
2
2
edge 1

J

(2.30)

(2.31)

(2.32)
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dRin
1 d 1
= 2
d ω ℓ edge d ω J12

(2.33)

dX in
1 d λ1
= 2
d ω ℓ edge d ω J12

(2.34)

Expressions (3.33) and (3.34) can be further simplified to

dRin
1
= 2
d ω ℓ edge
dX in
1
= 2
d ω ℓ edge J12

 −2 dJ1 
 3

 J1 d ω 

(2.35)

 d λ1
λ dJ 
−2 1 1

J1 d ω 
 dω

(2.36)

where expressions (3.30) – (3.32) as well as (3.35) and (3.36) are all valid for single-mode antennas. If we
substitute expressions (3.30) through (3.32) as well as (3.35) and (3.36) into (2.56), we obtain a more
succinct expression for antenna Q as follows
2

ℓ 2 J 2ω  1 −2 dJ1   1  d λ1
1 dJ1  1 λ1 
Q (ω ) = edge 1
− 2λ1
 2
 +  2
+
3
2 
2
2 

2
ℓ
J
d
ℓ
J
d
J
d
ℓ
J
ω
ω
ω
ω
1
1

1

1
edge
edge
edge

 


2

(2.37)

Further simplifications can be made, namely the removal of the dependence on ℓ 2edge as well as
removing a J12 dependence giving us
2

ω  2 dJ1   d λ1
λ dJ λ 
Q (ω ) =
−2 1 1 + 1 

 +
2  J1 d ω   d ω
J1 d ω ω 

2

(2.38)

Expression (3.38) can be used to compute the antenna Q for a single mode antenna strictly in terms of
modal quantities (the eigenvalues and eigencurrent and their respective frequency derivatives). It is
relevant to point out that the antenna Q obtained in this manner is independent of the edge length,
implying that the antenna Q derived from modal quantities is independent of the moment method
formulation used to obtain the characteristic modes.
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Antennas show their greatest utility around their resonance, as this provides the ability to forgo the
need for a matching network (at least for tuning out the input reactance). Antenna resonance occurs
when

X in ≈ 0 which further implies that λ1 ≈ 0 at resonance (from expression 3.31). This implies

expression (3.38) can be simplified for a resonant antenna to the form
2

ω  1 dJ   d λ 
Q ( ωo ) = o  2 1  +  1 
2  J1 d ω   d ω 

2

(2.39)

where ωo is used rather than ω to signify that one is considering a resonance frequency where λ1 ≈ 0 .

The type of resonance is also an important property to identify. As Yaghjian and Best [6] remind us,
there exist resonances and anti-resonances. A resonance occurs when X in ≈ 0 with dX in d ω > 0
while an anti-resonance has X in ≈ 0 with dX in d ω < 0 . Consideration of expression (3.36) shows that
if λ1 ≈ 0 , a resonance occurs only if d λ1 d ω > 0 while an anti-resonance would occur only
if d λ1 d ω < 0 . Furthermore, as discussed in [6], the frequency derivative of the input resistance is
negligible compared to the frequency derivative of input reactance for frequencies around resonance.
On the other hand, both frequency derivatives become relevant in describing antenna behavior around
anti-resonance. The properties of a resonance allows us to further simplify (3.39) for the case of an
antenna around a resonance (as opposed to anti-resonance). Namely, since

dRin dJ1
α
(from 3.35) and
dω d ω

dX in d λ1
α
(from 3.36, if λ1 ≈ 0 ), expression (3.39) simplifies to the following in the vicinity of a
dω d ω
resonance

Q ( ωo ) ≈
since

ωo d λ1
2 dω

(2.40)

dX in
dR
d λ1
dJ
≫ in and thus
≫ 1 . Expression (3.40) represents the Q of a single-mode
dω
dω
dω
dω

antenna at resonance. Note that this is the same as the modal Q (save for the absolute value) defined in
(2.45). In other words, the Q of a single mode antenna is equal to its modal Q at resonance.
Furthermore, [6] also mentions that dRin d ω ≈ 0 precisely at an anti-resonant frequency, making
expression (3.40) valid for both resonance and anti-resonance.
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As a final comment on these derivations, note that the expression (3.38) and (3.39) for antenna Q
requires knowledge of the modal currents and requires a port to be selected (an obvious result). In
contrast, note that expression (3.40) is only a function of the eigenvalue, which is entirely independent
of excitation and port selection. This will have major implications in later derivations and forms the
foundation of the contributions of the present chapter of this dissertation.

3.2.5 – Radiation Efficiency and its Effect on Antenna Q of a Single Mode Antenna

In [7], Harrington and Mautz discuss the CMs of penetrable objects (objects consisting of any
materials be they metals, dielectrics or magnetic materials). The derivations for the CMs of lossy
structures were also included in [7], but only very briefly discussed. The present author offered another
look at these modes in [1, 8]. We use the latter embellishments in finding expression for the Q of lossy
structures in terms of CM parameters.

The eigenvalue problem to be solved in the presence of losses is as follows

[ Z + Z L ][ J n ] = τ n [ R ][ J n ]
where

[ Z L ] = [ RL ] + j [ X L ] is

the operator strictly associated with losses,

(2.41)

[Z ]

and

[ R]

are the

impedance and resistance operators for the lossless case and τ n is the eigenvalue associated with the
eigenvalue problem. The form of this eigenvalue problem ensures orthogonality of the characteristic
modes, even in the presence of loss. Other formulations are possible, but it is this form that leads to the
orthogonality of the far-field patterns of the modal currents. The interpretation of the eigenvalue is of
relevance and was first considered in the authors’ work [8]. Taking the inner product of the eigenvalue
problem with respect to [ J n ] and isolating for the eigenvalue itself, we obtain the following expression

 J n  [ Z ][ J n ] +  J n  [ Z L ][ J n ]
τn =  
*
*

*

 J n  [ R ][ J n ]

(2.42)
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We can further expand the expressions into real and imaginary parts as follows

{

}

 J n*  [ R ][ J n ] +  J n*  [ RL ][ J n ] + j  J n*  [ X ][ J n ] +  J n*  [ X L ][ J n ]
τn =
 J n*  [ R ][ J n ]

(2.43)

We can define the quantities in (3.43) as Prad ,n =  J n*  [ R ][ J n ] , Preac ,n =  J n*  [ X + X L ][ J n ]

and

Ploss ,n =  J n*  [ RL ][ J n ] where Prad ,n , Preac ,n and Ploss ,n are radiated, reactive and dissipated power
quantities respectively. Using this interpretation, we can express the eigenvalue τ n in the form

τ n = 1+

Ploss ,n
Prad ,n

+ jλn . Furthermore, using the relationship 1 +

Ploss ,n
Prad , n

=

1
erad ,n

gives us the more useful

interpretation of the eigenvalue in terms of radiation efficiency as follows

τn =

1
erad ,n

+ jλn

(2.44)

where erad ,n is defined as the modal radiation efficiency. We can also write this modal radiation
efficiency as a function of the eigenvalue simply as

erad , n = ( Re {τ n } )

−1

(2.45)

The imaginary part of the eigenvalue has the same interpretation as the PEC characteristic modes, while
the real part is equal to the reciprocal of the radiation efficiency of the mode in question. When losses
are present, the expression for the input impedance in terms of the CMs remains largely unchanged, but
care must be taken to include the effects of loss appropriately. The modal resistance is the only factor
that changes, giving us the expression

Rn =

1
erad ,n ℓ

1
2
edge

(2.46)

J n2

If the analyzed structure were lossless ( erad ,n = 1 ), (3.46) simply becomes Rn =

1
ℓ

2
edge

J n2

which is the

same expression for the lossless case (real part of expression 3.17). Further consider that we can write
the modal resistance as a sum of modal radiation and loss resistances as follows
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Rn , rad + Rn ,loss =

1

1

erad ,n ℓ

2
edge

(2.47)

J n2

which allows us to solve for the modal radiation and loss resistances respectively as follows

Rn , rad =

1
ℓ

2
edge

(2.48)

J n2

 1 − erad , n  1
Rn ,loss = 
 2
2
 e
 rad ,n  ℓ edge J n

(2.49)

The frequency derivative of the modal resistance becomes

dRn
−1
=
d ω erad ,n ℓ 2edge J n2

 1 derad , n 2 dJ n 
+


J n d ω 
 erad ,n d ω

(2.50)

Through similar arguments and simplifications as discussed previously for the lossless case, the antenna
Q of the lossy single mode antenna can be written as follows
2


1 dJ1  λ1 
ω  1 derad ,1 2 dJ1 
2  dλ
Q (ω ) =
+

 + erad ,1   1 − 2λ1

+


2  erad ,1 d ω
J1 d ω 
J1 d ω  ω 
  dω

2

(2.51)

If ω is selected to be ωo (a resonant mode, or λ1 ≈ 0 ), (3.51) becomes
2

2
ω  1 derad ,1 2 dJ1  
d λ1 
Q ( ωo ) = o 
+
+
e
  rad ,1

2  erad ,1 d ω
J1 d ω  
dω 

We once again use the property

(2.52)

de
d λ1
dJ
d λ1
≫ 1 and further conclude that
≫ rad ,1 since the
dω
dω
dω
dω

radiation efficiency will be proportional to the current J1 and so will the frequency derivative of erad ,1 ,
making the entire term within the first square of (3.52) negligible compared to the second squared
element. This leaves us with the final approximate expression for the Q of a lossy single mode antenna

Q (ωo ) ≈ erad ,1

ωo d λ1
2 dω

(2.53)
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As expected, a larger Q (narrower bandwidth) is obtained when the antenna is lossless ( erad ,1 = 1 ) for
identical frequency behavior of its dominant eigenvalue. This is not surprising since loss will increase the
bandwidth of antennas and electromagnetic devices in general [6].

3.2.6 – A Further Point of Interest

An interesting property of the single-mode antenna is the interrelationship between the real and
imaginary parts of the input impedance, namely

X in = λ1 Rin

(2.54)

This is easily seen from (3.30) and (3.31), with (3.33) and (3.34) in turn implying

dX in
dR
dλ
= Rin 1 + λ1 in
dω
dω
dω

(2.55)

If the antenna is resonant ( λ1 ≈ 0 ), this further simplifies to

dX in
dλ
= Rin 1
dω
dω

(2.56)

which is a surprisingly simple relationship between the real and imaginary parts of the frequency
derivative of input impedance. It also implies that if one is confident experimentally that a single mode
antenna is being measured, the frequency derivative of the dominant eigenvalue can be estimated from
experimentally measured input impedance data.

Two different forms of (3.39) can be derived by substituting (3.54) and (3.56) into (3.39) at resonant
single-mode structure, giving us

 Rin' (ωo ) 
ωo d λ1
Q (ωo ) =
1+  '
 X (ω ) 
2 dω
 in o 
2

ωo  d λ1   Rin' 
Q (ωo ) =


 +
2  d ω   Rin 

2

(2.57)

2

(2.58)

If both the inequalities Rin' (ωo ) ≪ X in' (ωo ) and Rin' (ωo ) ≪ Rin (ωo ) are true, then (3.57) and (3.58)
give us the same result as expression (3.40) for the case of a single-mode, resonant antenna. Note that
[6] explicitly states both of the inequalities are true for an antenna around resonance.
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3.3 – Single-Mode Antenna Performance Prediction without Excitation
3.3.1 – Preliminaries

In Section 3.2 we showed that for a single-mode antenna, the dominant mode of the structure
describes numerous relevant electromagnetic quantities. We also showed that, quite surprisingly, the
resonance frequency (3.31), bandwidth (3.53) and radiation efficiency (3.45) were all predicted strictly
from the frequency behavior of the eigenvalue of the dominant mode. The eigencurrents were not
required in these expressions – without having to define an antenna port or excitation, the above
antenna properties can be determined. All of these properties can be obtained by solving a
characteristic mode eigenvalue problem. However, it is well known that eigenanalysis is computationally
costly and may prove difficult to efficiently incorporate in, for example, an optimization routine. Our
intention is to develop a computationally efficient manner by which eigenvalue information can be used
to optimize the performance of antenna structures in a feedless manner.

As a preliminary step, we wish to re-define the two characteristic mode eigenvalue problems for the
lossless and lossy cases such that all operators appear on one side of the equation and therefore
represent a simple eigenvalue problem as opposed to a generalized eigenvalue problem. This is
accomplished by re-organizing the matrices in (2.11) and (3.41). First we consider the lossless case

[ Z ] [ R ][ J n ] = (1 + jλn ) [ J n ]

(2.59)

−1
[ Z + Z L ] [ R ][ J n ] = ( erad
, n + j λn ) [ J n ]

(2.60)

−1

−1

and then the lossy case
−1

−1

We will define two matrices, hereafter referred to as the CM matrices, with the following definitions:

[CM ]PEC = [ Z ] [ R ]
−1

[CM ]LOSSY = [ Z + Z L ] [ R ]
−1

(2.61)
(2.62)

The justification for re-defining the eigenvalue problems as shown in (3.59) and (3.60) as well as the
definition of the CM matrices in (3.61) and (3.62) will be discussed in Section 3.3.2 through 3.3.4.
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3.3.2 – Feedless Resonance Prediction

We wish to find a computationally simple method of predicting whether an antenna is resonant. The
proposed approach involves the operator known as the trace of a matrix. The matrix trace is a rather
simple operator, being equal to the sum of diagonal terms of the matrix. Quite surprisingly, this
operator is also equal to the sum of the eigenvalues of said matrix. These properties can be expressed in
the following manner for an arbitrary matrix [ A]
N

N

n =1

n =1

Trace [ A] = ∑ ann = ∑ν n

(2.63)

where ann are the diagonal entries of the matrix [ A] and the ν n are the eigenvalues of the matrix [ A] ,
obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem [ A][ xn ] = ν n [ xn ] where [ xn ] are the eigenvectors of [ A] .
Consider now the matrix trace of the CM matrices for the lossless (3.61) and lossy (3.62) cases

(

Trace [ Z ]

(

−1

Trace [ Z + Z L ]

[ R ]) = ∑

−1

N

1
n =1 1 + j λn

)

N

[ R] = ∑
n =1

−1
rad , n

e

1
+ jλn

(2.64)

(2.65)

If a single dominant characteristic mode is present, with all other modes having large magnitude
eigenvalues (i.e. the single mode antenna case), the expressions for the matrix trace become

(

Trace [ Z ]

−1

[ R ]) =

1
1
1
1
+
+⋯
≈
1 + jλ1 1 + jλ2
1 + jλN 1 + jλ1



(2.66)

≈0

(

Trace [ Z + Z L ]

−1

[ R ]) =

−1
rad ,1

e

1
1
1
1
+ −1
+ ⋯ −1
≈ −1
+ jλ1 erad ,2 + jλ2
erad , N + jλN erad ,1 + jλ1




(2.67)

≈0

Moreover, if the dominant mode is resonant ( λ1 ≈ 0 ), the matrix traces become purely real. Another
perspective is to view the matrix trace as a general complex number – if at the specified frequency its
argument becomes zero (its phase is zero) the analyzed structure defined by [ Z ] or [ Z + Z L ] is
resonant at that frequency. Notice that this prediction of resonance remains free of excitation, true to
its origins in eigenanalysis.
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3.3.3 – Feedless Radiation Efficiency Prediction

A corollary of the prediction of resonance is the prediction of radiation efficiency. If an antenna is
resonant, its radiation efficiency can be directly inferred from the matrix trace. In particular, for the
lossless case the CM matrix trace is equal to one when the antenna structure is resonant

(

Trace [ Z ]

−1

[ R ]) λ ≈ 0 ≈
1

1
≈1
1 + j λ1

(2.68)

≈0

while for the lossy case the matrix trace is equal to the radiation efficiency (again, when the antenna is
resonant)

(

Trace [ Z + Z L ]

−1

[ R ]) λ ≈0 ≈
1

−1
rad ,1

e

1
≈ erad ,1
+ j λ1

(2.69)

≈0

We can therefore interpret the unity magnitude of (3.68) as being representative of the radiation
efficiency of a PEC antenna which is necessarily 100%.

3.3.4 – Feedless Antenna Q (Bandwidth) Prediction

Consider the frequency derivative of the trace of the CM matrix (3.61) describing a PEC scatterer with a
single dominant mode,

(

)

d
d
1
−1
Trace [ Z ] [ R ] =
dω
d ω 1 + jλ1
=
=

d
1
d λ1
−j
2
d ω 1 + λ1
d ω 1 + λ12
−2λ1

(1 + λ )

2 2
1

(2.70)

(1 − λ12 ) d λ1
d λ1
−j
2
dω
(1 + λ12 ) dω

If the dominant mode is resonant ( λ1 ≈ 0 ) then we have the simplification

(

d
−1
Trace [ Z ] [ R ]
dω

)

=−j
λ1 ≈ 0

d λ1
dω

(2.71)
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This implies that at resonance the antenna Q of the structure being analyzed can be predicted solely in
terms of frequency derivative of the matrix via the expression

ωo d λ1 ωo d
−1
≈
Trace [ Z ] [ R ]
2 dω
2 dω

(

Q=

)

(2.72)
λ1 ≈ 0

If losses are present, the problem takes the alternative form

(

)

d
d
1
−1
Trace [ Z + Z L ] [ R ] =
−1
dω
d ω erad ,1 + jλ1

(2.73)

−1
erad
λ1
d
d
,1
=
−j
−2
2
−2
d ω erad ,1 + λ1
d ω erad ,1 + λ12

At resonance the two derivatives in (3.73) become
−2
2
−2
− ( erad
,1 + λ1 ) erad ,1

−1
rad ,1

e
d
−2
2
d ω erad
,1 + λ1

=

derad ,1 −1 
derad ,1 
dλ
−3
− erad ,1 2λ1 1 − 2erad

,1
dω
dω
dω 


(e

−2
rad ,1

λ1 ≈ 0

+ λ12 )

=

2

derad ,1
dω

(2.74)

λ1 ≈ 0

d
λ1
−2
d ω erad ,1 + λ12

(e

−2
rad ,1

+ λ12 )

=

 −2 derad ,1
d λ1
d λ 
− λ1  3
+ 2λ1 1 
dω
d ω 
 erad ,1 d ω

( erad−2 ,1 + λ

2
= erad
,1

)

2 2
1

λ1 ≈ 0

d λ1
dω

(2.75)

λ1 ≈ 0

Thus the frequency derivative of the trace of the CM matrix for a lossy single-mode structure at
resonance becomes

de
d
d λ1
−1
2
Trace [ Z + Z L ] [ R ] = rad ,1 − jerad
,1
dω
dω
dω

(

)

(2.76)

This allows us to write an expression for the antenna Q (3.53) of a resonant lossy structure in terms of
the matrix trace. First, we note that

(

Trace [ Z + Z L ]

−1

d λ1
−1
 d

2
Im 
Trace [ Z + Z L ] [ R ]  = erad
,1
dω
 dω


(

)

and that

[ R ]) = erad ,1 and hence we can write
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Q = erad ,1

ωo d λ1 ωo
≈
2 dω
2

Im

{

(

d
−1
Trace [ Z + Z L ] [ R ]
dω

(

Trace [ Z + Z L ]

−1

)}

[ R ])

(2.77)

Although (3.77) appears as a lengthy expression, it is in fact a numerically simple computation. It should
be noted that (3.77) becomes (3.72) if a lossless structure is assumed.

3.3.5 – Summary of Computationally Efficient Performance Predictors

It is worthwhile to summarize the results of Section 3.3 as it forms the foundation of Chapters 3 and 4,
and greatly influences Chapter 5. Let us first define a new variable in the hope of simplifying derivations
in Section 3.4 and beyond. We define a variable that represents the trace of the CM matrix as

(

Ψ (ω ) = Trace [ Z + Z L ]

−1

[ R ])

(2.78)

In the case of a PEC structure, Ψ (ω ) in (3.78) simply has the loading matrix, representing losses, set
equal to zero. We showed that resonance occurs whenever the matrix trace has an argument of zero
(3.66). This is true for both lossless and lossy cases and is summarized succinctly via the expression

∠Ψ (ωo ) = 0o at resonance

(2.79)

This was followed by showing the ability to predict the radiation efficiency at resonance (3.46), which
can now be summarized as follows, valid for both lossless and lossy structures:

erad = Ψ (ωo ) at resonance

(2.80)

We use erad rather than erad ,1 since the modal radiation efficiency becomes the radiation efficiency of
the antenna. Finally, our derivations concluded with the determination of antenna Q via the frequency
derivative of the matrix trace leading us to an expression valid for lossless and lossy structures

Q≈

 d Ψ ( ωo ) 
Im 
 at resonance
2 Ψ ( ωo )  d ω 

ωo

1

(2.81)

A thorough analysis of a single-mode antenna is shown in Appendix B to help elucidate the concepts
discussed thus far in this chapter.
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3.4 – A New Antenna Shape Synthesis Technique: Feedless Optimization

3.4.1 – Objective Functions for Feedless Optimization

From Section 3.3, and in particular the summary contained in Section 3.3.5, we have the makings of a
new antenna shape synthesis technique. In particular, note that expressions (3.79) through (3.81) can be
used without the need to define excitation, neither through a port nor through an incident field – yet
the resonance frequency, bandwidth and radiation efficiency can be predicted. In an antenna
optimization scheme one would typically specify a port and compute input impedance and radiated
fields and then optimize parameters such resonance frequency, bandwidth and radiation efficiency. We
can instead rely on expressions (3.79) – (3.81) to develop a feedless optimization approach. This
approach is unique in the sense that the shape of the antenna can be synthesized (that is, the
optimization process carried out) without having to specify the feed location(s) beforehand.
Our primary objective function is expression (3.79), namely ∠Ψ (ω ) . If we minimize the magnitude of
this function we obtain an angle of zero degrees, signifying resonance
Objective Function #1: min ∠Ψ (ω )

(2.82)

If this objective function is indeed minimized for an antenna being shape synthesized, we will obtain a
resonant antenna. The feed location need not be specified a priori, but can be determined after the
shape synthesis is complete. However, we will show that there is an ideal feed location that can be
unambiguously determined once the shape synthesis is complete. That is to say, the resulting optimized
antenna structure can be fed in a manner that leads to zero net stored energy (i.e. X in ≈ 0 ).

The secondary objective function, should we wish to use it, involves expression (3.80),
namely Ψ (ω ) . We can optimize antenna radiation efficiency, again without having to define a feed. If
we maximize the objective function, provided the first objection function criterion is met (that of
resonance) we maximize radiation efficiency and hence use the objection function
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Objection Function #2: max Ψ (ω ) provided ∠Ψ (ω ) = 0o

(2.83)

Lastly, we can optimize the bandwidth of an antenna using expression (3.81), forming our third
objective function.
Objection Function #3: min

 d Ψ (ω ) 
o
Im 
 provided ∠Ψ (ω ) = 0
2 Ψ (ω )  d ω 

ω

1

(2.84)

By minimizing expression (3.84), we minimize the antenna Q and consequently maximize bandwidth as
long as objective function #1 (3.82) is simultaneously minimized. The flowchart employing these three
objective functions is shown in Figure 3.2.

∠Ψ (ω )

Ψ (ω )

ω 1

 dΨ 
Im 

2 Ψ  dω 

Figure 3.2 – Flowchart of the antenna shape synthesis procedure using the CM-derived objective functions
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3.4.2 – A Natural Selection: Feedless Optimization, Genetic Algorithms and the DMM
Method

The objective functions defined in Section 3.4.1 can be used with any optimization algorithm. Such
algorithms range from purely deterministic methods such as conjugate gradient [9], mixed deterministic
/ stochastic genetic algorithms [10], to purely stochastic random walk approaches [10]. Optimization
algorithms like the conjugate gradient method work well for many applications but tend to have
difficulties with problems that have many local min/max. Random walk algorithms are not susceptible to
prematurely converging on local min/max, but are computationally wasteful. Genetic algorithms offer a
trade-off; the stochastic portion of the genetic algorithm helps to prevent premature convergence at
local min/max while the deterministic portion of the algorithm leads to fairly good computational
efficiency. Genetic algorithms also tend to be both robust and straightforward to implement, making
them an ideal optimization technique to use in conjunction with the three proposed objective functions
from Section 3.4.1.

A genetic algorithm is based on the principles of natural selection. An initial large population of
random members (in our case, antennas) is generated, with their fitness (e.g. impedance, bandwidth, or
other electromagnetic metrics) computed, thereby ranking them among the population. The population
members are then mated (known as crossover), generating new members (offspring) that share
properties with their parents. These offspring are subsequently integrated within the population and are
ranked as well. The members within the population with the lowest fitness are removed or simply not
selected for mating. The end result is a population whose members gradually improve in fitness until
convergence is reached. Many details regarding genetic algorithms can be found in [10] – [12], including
concepts such as mutation, mating schemes, how to control the population numbers and so on. An
interesting fact of genetic algorithms is their ability to function well with a very wide range of
optimization parameters, leading to their inherent robustness. An example genetic algorithm flow
diagram is shown in Figure 3.3.

A technique described in [13], known as the direct-matrix-manipulation (DMM) method, will be used
extensively in this thesis to manipulate the moment method model as the shape synthesis proceeds. The
method works by recognizing the fact that the meshed geometry of an antenna is typically represented
by geometrically described expansion functions. In particular, the RWG basis functions described in
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Chapter 2 exist over triangular regions of metal. If one were to remove a triangle from a mesh (and its
associated expansion functions), the geometry of the problem will change. Fortunately, the removal of
portions of a moment method mesh can be accounted for in a very computationally efficient manner.
An example simple mesh is shown in Figure 3.4(a), with the corresponding impedance matrix shown in a
general form. The mesh contains 18 triangles, but the nature of the triangles, their edges and how RWG
functions are defined leads to 21 expansion functions. Thus, the Z-matrix is 21 X 21 in size.

Assume we remove triangle #1, which has a single expansion function (for the sake of argument,
assume it is expansion function #1). The resulting mesh is shown in Figure 3.4(b) with the newly updated
Z-matrix reflecting the fact that the rows and columns associated with expansion function #1 are simply
removed. The new matrix is now 20 X 20 in size rather than 21 x 21. The new matrix describes the
updated geometry. Note that the impedance matrix was not re-computed for the new geometry but
rather was retrieved as a “sub-matrix” of the initial matrix. The initial matrix is called the “mother
matrix” as it contains the necessary information to describe all sub-matrices. In that sense, we also
introduce the terminology “mother geometry” and sub-geometry for the sake of completeness. To
conclude the description of the DMM method, we point out the fact that the technique allows one to
generate a mother matrix that can, with great computational simplicity, describe a myriad of possible
geometries without having to re-generate the matrix for each new geometry. This forms the
foundations for the DMM method.

Our proposed algorithm will work as follows:
• The objective functions will be maximized or minimized using a standard genetic algorithm.
• Each member of the population will have a genome that is N bits long, with each bit representing
the inclusion (bit = 1) or removal (bit = 0) of the triangle associated with the bit number. This is
how each member is described within the genetic algorithm. There are initially N triangles.
• The fitness of each member of the population is determined by computing the objective functions
1 through 3 described in Section 3.4.1. This is accomplished by computing the magnitude, phase
and frequency derivative of the trace of the characteristic mode matrix

−1
[ Z ] [ R ] or

[ Z + Z L ] [ R ] for each member of the population.
−1

• The generation of the matrix [ Z ] and thus of [ Z ]

−1

and [ R ] , is performed in an efficient manner

using the mother matrix of the full geometry (all bits = 1).
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Figure 3.3 – Flow diagram for GA-based optimization algorithms

 z1,1
z
[ Z ] =  ⋮2,1

 z21,1

1

z1,2
z2,2
⋮
z21,2

z1,21 
z2,21 
⋱
⋮ 

⋯ z21,21 
⋯
⋯

(a)

 z2,2 ⋯ z2,21 
[ Z ] =  ⋮ ⋱ ⋮ 
 z21,2 ⋯ z21,21 

(b)
Figure 3.4 – Example meshed structure (a) containing 21 expansion functions with its impedance matrix shown.
A triangle associated with expansion function 1 is denoted numerically and (b) Illustrative example showing the
removal of triangle 1 and its effect on the content of the impedance matrix – this forms for the basis for the
DMM method
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3.4.3 – An Optimization Example: Problem Definition to Final Simulated Result
We proceed with a complete optimization process from problem definition to final simulated antenna
design. We shall utilize the feedless shape synthesis scheme discussed in 3.4.1 combined with a genetic
algorithm optimizer using the DMM method described in 3.4.2.

The mother structure or starting shape we begin with is a densely meshed circular plate, as shown in
Figure 3.6(a). Each triangle in the mesh is given an index (in this case there are N = 258 triangles, hence
indices 1 through 258). A large population of random structures derived from the mother structure is
generated. Each member has a genome that is 258 bits long, with each bit naturally being a 1 or 0, with
1 representing the inclusion of the triangle and 0 representing the removal of the triangle. Since we are
using triangles (geometry) in the genome, there are multiple expansion functions associated with each
triangle (at most three expansion functions). This approach is, by definition, the DMM method.

As discussed in [10] through [12], the minimum recommended population size should be at least six
times the number of genes in each population member. This ensures that a large enough variety of
genes exist in the initial population, thereby not relying on mutation to generate genetic diversity. The
larger the population, the better the chances are the optimization scheme obtains the global min/max.
A larger population will obviously increase computation time, so six times the number of genes acts as a
trade-off between convergence to global min/max and computation time. Depending on the
computational resources and time constraints, as large a population as is reasonable should be used. A
very low mutation rate is also used (< 0.5%), as per the generally accepted approach to using genetic
algorithms. The mating scheme employed is uniform crossover, a common approach for strictly-binary
genomes. The selection scheme used to determine the parents that produce offspring is tournament
selection, again one of the more popular and successful approaches to genetic algorithms. The
population size is always held constant, with a large fraction of the population replaced each generation
with the offspring from the previous generation. The population members with the lowest fitness are
the ones replaced with each generation crossover, ensuring a gradual improvement of the members of
the population. Convergence is obtained when the most fit member of the population does not improve
over a specified number of generations, or the genetic diversity of the population stagnates.
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The objective functions used in this optimization example are slightly altered versions of the three
objective functions defined in Section 3.4. In particular, we do not force a strictly zero value objective
function #1 (3.82) since this would potentially prevent the optimization scheme from moving towards
the secondary objective function. We use a tolerance of π 36 radians (5 degrees) and assume that any
angle with magnitude less than π 36 radians meets the criteria of objective function #1. We would
prefer to maximize all objective functions, so we redefine the primary objective function as

1 − ∠Ψ π if ∠Ψ > ∠Ψ threshold
if ∠Ψ ≤ ∠Ψ threshold
1


New Objective Function #1: 

(2.85)

When the magnitude of the angle ∠Ψ is less than the threshold ∠Ψ threshold , the objective function
takes a value of 1. All other angles lead to an objective function with magnitude less than 1. This gives us
an objective function with bounds between 0 and 1 – an ideal situation for an optimization scheme. We
simply set the objective function #1 equal to unity if the angle we observe is indeed less than

π 36 radians (5 degrees).
This is followed by the maximization of objective function #2 (3.83) for the purpose of maximizing
radiation efficiency. Fortunately, this objective function is always set to be maximized and furthermore
is bound between 0 and 1. Hence we leave the objective function #2 in its current form of Ψ . Again, we
must contend with the fact that radiation efficiency can reach 100%, but this is likely an unrealistic
requirement. We therefore specify some threshold Ψ threshold for which the efficiency meets some
requirement and further improvement is not required (e.g. 90% efficiency). Efficiencies greater than or
equal to the threshold are artificially set to be equal to 1 as to not give higher fitness for designs with
radiation efficiency larger than the threshold. This objective function is only computed for population
members that have already met the criteria of objective function #1:

 Ψ if Ψ < Ψ threshold
 1 if Ψ ≥ Ψ threshold

New Objective Function #2: 

(2.86)

Lastly, we can minimize the antenna Q, and thus maximize the antenna bandwidth as defined in
objective function #3 (3.84). Since we want to minimize antenna Q and we would prefer to keep
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objective functions that we strictly maximize, our implemented objective function becomes the inverse
of (3.84).
New Objective Function #3:

ω 1

dΨ 
Im 

2 Ψ  dω 

−1

(2.87)

The fitness of each population member is therefore computed by simply summing the contributions of
each objective function. Note that the objective function #2 (3.86) is only computed if the threshold of
objective function #1 (3.85) is met and likewise, objective function #3 (3.87) is only computed if the
threshold of objective function #2 (3.86) is met.

Antennas that are not resonant have fitness less than magnitude 1. When an antenna becomes
resonant, its fitness becomes at least one, with the radiation efficiency adding to its fitness. For
example, a resonant antenna with efficiency 50% would have a fitness function value of 1.50. When an
antenna has radiation efficiency greater than the threshold (while still remaining resonant) the fitness
acquires a magnitude of 2, with the inverse of Q added to the fitness to further improve the bandwidth
performance. We do not specify a bound on the bandwidth and it is allowed to be improved until
convergence occurs. This gives us an appealing range of fitness values in that:
• members with fitness less than 1 are non-resonant,
• members with fitness greater than 1 but less than 2 are resonant, and
• members with fitness greater than 2 are resonant members with the minimum required radiation
efficiency and can thus be ranked solely on their bandwidth performance.

Typically, a population begins with all members having fitness less than 1 until the population
gradually improves to include resonant members. The fitness further improves until members begin to
be both resonant and have sufficiently high radiation efficiency. The fitness of the population is then
allowed to increase through the maximization of bandwidth until convergence (defined in 3.4.3) occurs.
The end result is a population of resonant antennas with high radiation efficiency and maximized
bandwidth, with the fittest individual having the widest bandwidth for the specified minimum radiation
efficiency. The progression of an example population from the most fit member perspective is shown in
Figure 3.5 with the composite objective function (3.85) – (3.87) plotted as a function of generation
number. The GA parameters used are typical, with the population size of 2,400 members for a circular
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plate (ka = 0.5 at the desired resonance frequency of 300 MHz) meshed with 258 triangles thereby
having an equivalent 258 binary genes. The population size is nine times the number of genes, indicating
a large enough population to properly search through the possible configurations. The mutation rate is
set very low at 0.5%. Mating is accomplished via tournament selection by drawing on a sub-population
of 20 random population members during the selection process. The offspring are generated using a
standard uniform mask [11, pp. 43]. Three “eras” are noted in Figure 3.5. The first of which involves a
population consisting solely of non-resonant antennas. By the 10th generation, the most fit member of
the population becomes resonant thereby marking the second era. By the 16th generation, the most fit
member of the population meets the criterion of radiation efficiency (in this case set to be 95% or
greater, or Ψ threshold = 0.95 ). The population continues to improve by minimizing Q (maximizing its
inverse) until the most fit member of the population remains unchanged for a sufficient number of
generations. The resulting most fit member is shown in Figure 3.6(b), with the original “mother
structure” or starting shape shown in Figure 3.6(a).

We have shape synthesized an antenna without the limitation that would have been imposed if we
had been required to specify the feed location at the start. Selection of the best feed location on the
shaped antenna is now accomplished by computing the characteristic mode currents of the shaped
antenna in consideration. The dominant mode’s eigencurrents are shown in Figure 3.7. Referring back to
expression (2.32), if we consider modal currents at the structure’s resonance frequency (which is the
case in this and future examples) the greatest power is coupled to a given mode if the feed is placed
where the modal current magnitude is largest. In Figure 3.7, this location is denoted with a green circle.
The excitation is accomplished using a voltage gap feed placed at the common edge of two triangles,
which forms an RWG basis function. This feeding mechanism is described in Section 3.2.1 and
experimentally validated extensively in [1].
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Figure 3.5 – Cost function of the most fit member as a function of generation number for an example genetic
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Figure 3.6 – Layout of planar antenna (a) mother structure and (b) optimized antenna from genetic algorithm
results shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.7 – Eigencurrent of dominant mode of optimized antenna with surface current density shown in dB
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With the feeding location selected, we can proceed to simulate the fed structure to obtain the input
impedance, input reflection coefficient, radiation efficiency and antenna Q at all frequencies of interest
and determine how successful we were in the shape synthesis. First consider Figure 3.8, where we plot
the magnitude and phase of the trace of the CM matrix given in expression (3.78). We see that the
phase of the function Ψ is indeed zero at 300 MHz. Furthermore, the magnitude of Ψ peaks at 300
MHz as well. We follow this analysis with the computation of input impedance of the antenna for the
feed location shown in Figure 3.7. The computed input resistance and reactance is shown in Figure 3.9.
We clearly have a resonance at 300 MHz with X in ≈ 0 , while the input resistance is approximately 10Ω
at this frequency. The low input resistance is typical of electrically small antennas and is reduced further
due to the planarity of the antenna. This confirms that the first portion of the optimization has
performed properly – we have obtained a resonant antenna at the desired frequency of 300 MHz.
Lastly, by selecting a reference impedance of 10Ω, we compute the input reflection coefficient as shown
in Figure 3.10. For the input reflection coefficient magnitude thresholds of -6dB and -10dB, we find
percentage bandwidths of 4% and 2.33% respectively.

Next we turn to the simulated radiation efficiency. We have considered that the antenna is
constructed from copper, with the resulting radiation efficiency shown by the solid line in Figure 3.11.
On the same plot, the magnitude of the CM matrix trace given by (3.80) is shown, which from (3.69) is
equal to the radiation efficiency at the resonance frequency. We see that this is indeed the case, with
the predicted radiation efficiency at resonance being equal to 96.6% via the above analysis done with
the selected feed location and 96.9% via the feedless matrix trace approach using expression (3.80).

The Q of the antenna will be discussed in Section 3.4.4. Note that the far-field radiation pattern of
the antenna is not discussed. As expected for an electrically small antenna, the far-field patterns of this
particular antenna and all forthcoming antennas in Chapter 3 exhibit the typical omni-directional, torus
shaped, electrically small dipole-like behavior.
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Figure 3.8 – Magnitude and phase of the CM matrix trace
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Figure 3.9 – Input impedance of optimized antenna, clearly exhibiting resonance around 300 MHz and low input
resistance
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Figure 3.10 – Input reflection coefficient of optimized antenna for reference impedance of Zo = 10 Ohms
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Figure 3.11 – Radiation efficiency obtained (––––) via simulation with selected feed location and (- - - -) via the
feedless approach using the matrix trace magnitude (expression 3.80)
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3.4.4 – Fundamental Bounds on Antenna Q for Planar Antennas

Once we obtain a resonance at the desired frequency, we have completed that objective since
achieving a resonance is a binary type qualifier – one either has resonance or does not. Radiation
efficiency is also a strictly bound quantity between 0% and 100%. If we know how efficient we wish our
antenna to be, we can set the threshold accordingly and know unambiguously that this particular
portion of the shape optimization scheme is complete.

It is not as straightforward to determine how well a shape optimization scheme is performing as far
as bandwidth is concerned. We can allow the optimizer to increase bandwidth until convergence occurs,
but the question remains regarding whether the converged result is indeed the global maximum or at
least close to the global maximum. If our goal is to maximize bandwidth, it is of little use to make claims
about the antenna without knowing how well we are performing relative to fundamental physical
limitations. The first problem encountered is determining what value this global maximum value is.
Given that we are dealing with an electromagnetic system, the global maximum will necessarily be a
function of the operating frequency, electrical size and shape of the starting antenna. We have the
ability to compare our antenna Q against the bounds imposed by the Chu limit [4], but the Chu limit
makes two restrictive assumptions: (1) the antenna is confined to a spherical volume and (2) no energy
is stored within the fictitious bounding spherical region. If a starting antenna shape were, for example, a
circular plate (as in the previous example) we could never achieve the Chu limit since we are not taking
advantage of the assumed volume. The ideal approach would be to have knowledge of the Q-limits,
similar to the Chu-limits, but specifically for the arbitrary shape used as the starting point in our shape
optimization scheme. Fortunately, we can do this thanks to the work by Gustafsson et. al at Lund
University [14, 15]. Using arguments derived from the static behaviour of electric and magnetic objects,
the Lund University research group has derived fundamental bounds on antenna Q for arbitrarily shaped
structures. Closed-form expressions exist for canonical shapes such as spheres, cylinders, and circular
plates. The Q-limits of other shapes can be obtained by computing the static polarizability of their shape
using an electrostatic formulation. This author has shown as part of the work of the present thesis (see
Appendix C and [16] for the theoretical development and validation) that the same time-harmonic
moment method code used to determine the antenna input impedance, radiation efficiency, far-field
pattern and the like, can be used to find this polarizability.
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The lower bound on antenna Q for an antenna that occupies an arbitrary shape

Qlb = erad

2π D
ηɶk 3γ

(2.88)

where D is the directivity, erad is the radiation efficiency, ηɶ is the absorption efficiency (the ‘tilde’ is
used to coincide with the notation in [13]), k = ω µε is the wave number and γ is the static
polarizability.

The directivity is typically assumed to be 1.5, which is invariably the case for an electrically small
antenna except under rare circumstances involving superdirectivity. The absorption efficiency ηɶ is
dependent on the antenna type, but is typically equal to 0.5 and only in extreme cases does it stray from
this value (see [15]). The validity of this assumption of ηɶ ≈ 0.5 is discussed in Appendix D. Lastly, and of
greatest importance, is the static polarizability γ . This quantity is of course a function of the orientation
of the applied electric field, so the assumed polarizability is equal to the largest polarizability among all
field orientations (see Appendix C), thereby giving us the lowest possible Q among all field orientations.
Substituting our assumed values ( D ≈ 1.5 and ηɶ ≈ 0.5 ) into expression (3.88) gives us

Qlb = erad

6π
k 3γ

(2.89)

Since we are specifically considering circular disks for the moment, we can use the known [15] closedform normalized polarizability of a circular PEC disk, namely

γ
a

3

=

16
where a is the radius of the
3

smallest circumscribing sphere. Substitution into (3.89) gives us the lower bound for a circular disk

Qlb ,circle = erad

9π 1
3.5353
≈ erad
≈ 2.356Qlb , sphere
3
3
8 ( ka )
( ka )

(2.90)

This gives us the ability to determine how well our shape optimization process has performed in regards
to the antenna Q upon convergence.

We consider the Q of the shape optimized antenna (in our example) over frequency to compare with
the lower bounds of Q for a circular planar antenna and additionally for a volumetric antenna
occupying the same circumscribing sphere. The antenna Q is shown in Figure 3.12, computed using
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(2.56) via the excitation of the antenna port and estimated via the matrix trace (expression 3.81). Also
shown are the fundamental lower bounds on antenna Q for a circular plate and sphere. The actual
antenna Q was computed to be 29.51 at 300 MHz, and estimated to be 30.35 using the matrix trace,
representing an estimation error of 2.8% (with the matrix trace overestimating the antenna Q ). The
lower bound on antenna Q for the circular plate is found to be 28.76 at 300 MHz, implying that our
optimized antenna is within 2.5% of the minimum possible Q for its geometric shape. A Q within 2.5%
of the lowest possible Q is an excellent result, especially considering that antennas that operate within
20% of their lower bound are considered to be performing well [6]. It should also be noted that the
antenna’s Q approaches the lower bound as the electrical size decreases. One would not want to
operate the antenna in this regime as the antenna is no longer self-resonant – a reactive tuning element
would be required. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that the lower bound is essentially maintained
for frequencies ka < 0.5.
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Antenna Q (2.57)
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Figure 3.12 – Antenna Q of example antenna with the lower bounds shown for comparison
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3.4.5 – Addressing the Issue of Modeling Accuracy of the Moment Method Mesh

Three potential issues of practicality arise with the antenna discussed in the previous example, all of
which are related to the nature of the mesh used:
(1) The potentially low mesh density improperly modeling the geometry
(2) The issue of single triangle vertex connections
(3) The necessity (and possible inaccuracy) of isolated “floating islands” of metal

The first issue is the matter of sufficient mesh density. The starting “mother structure” consisting of a
fully meshed plate is certainly sufficiently meshed. With 258 triangles modeling a plate with electrical
size ka = 0.5, there is an average expansion function edge length (triangle size) well below λ 50 .
However, as pieces of the original mesh are removed and the antenna is shaped, there is the possibility
of poorly representing the geometry. For an electrically larger geometry this will most certainly be a
reality, but we suspect that given the antenna’s small electrical size the seemingly coarse mesh is
sufficiently accurate. Nevertheless, we shall investigate the accuracy of the mesh by increasing the mesh
density and recomputing the quantities such as input impedance and antenna Q.

By introducing a new vertex at the midpoint of every edge in the triangle mesh, the triangle density is
quadrupled. This places the average length of the triangle edges at λ 100 . The resulting quadrupled
mesh antenna is shown in Figure 13.13. The feed location remains unchanged – the only difference in
this example is the inclusion of two edges in the modeling of the voltage gap feed rather than a single
edge. The applied voltage is selected to be the same for both RWG expansion functions making the port
voltage equal to the applied voltage over the RWG elements. The resulting input current is simply the
sum of the total current flowing across each RWG element. The input reflection coefficient of the
quadrupled mesh structure is shown in Figure 13.14. The performance of the original unaltered mesh is
included for comparison purposes. It is noted that the predicted resonance frequency shifts upwards in
frequency by approximately 0.8%. The design with the quadrupled mesh density has identical
percentage bandwidth as the antenna modeled using the original mesh. It should be noted that if the
shift in frequency were large enough to warrant a re-design, it is a simple matter to scale the design
(larger in this case) such that the desired resonance frequency is obtained. This has very little impact on
the performance of the resulting antenna, though its footprint is increased slightly.
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Figure 3.13 – Example circularly shaped electrically small antenna with increased mesh density
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Figure 3.14 – Comparison of the reflection coefficient for the original triangular mesh and the quadrupled mesh
for the circularly shaped electrically small antenna example
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The second issue is a matter of practicality when fabricating the antenna under consideration. Note
that the antenna design shown in Figures 3.6(b) and 3.13 have regions where the triangles from the
mesh share a single vertex (and not an edge); these are highlighted in Figure 3.154. These “single vertex
connections” are not physically connected – no current can flow across them in the simulated antenna
but can do so in the fabricated antenna – depending on the etching tolerance of the fabrication
procedure. For the sake of fabrication issues, we would rather “split” these vertices into two
unconnected vertices, preventing any possible current flow from occurring there. Such a split changes
both the mesh and the antenna geometry (albeit to an expected minor degree), thus requiring an
investigation into the effects on input impedance and antenna Q. A coding script was written to
automatically identify these single vertices and split them into two (or more) distinct vertices. The layout
of the antenna with the single vertex connections split is shown in Figure 3.16. A plot of the input
reflection coefficient is shown in Figure 3.17 for both the original antenna and the antenna with the
vertices “fixed” – by fixed we refer to single vertex connections that have been split into two more
separate vertices. There is minor difference between the performance of both designs, but not a large
enough shift (a mere 0.2% shift up in frequency) to preclude the fabrication of the design with the
vertices fixed.

Figure 3.15 – Circular shaped small antenna with potentially problematic single vertex connections emphasized

4

Further discussion on the “single vertex connections” issue is provided in Section 5.4.7
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Figure 3.16 – Circular shaped small antenna with single vertex connections broken
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Figure 3.17 – Comparison of the reflection coefficient of the original mesh compared to the altered mesh with
the vertices fixed mesh of the electrically small circularly shaped antenna
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A last possible point of contention involves the presence of “floating islands” of metal. These floating
islands are physically separate from the major metal portion of the antenna, which in our example
consists of what is effectively a broken loop antenna. These floating islands act as parasitic objects and
will possibly affect the electromagnetic behavior of the antenna. The degree to which these “islands”
are necessary is a worthwhile discussion, as removal of these islands will result in a single contiguous
radiating structure which can be fabricated from a single piece of copper or other metal. This forgoes
the need for a supporting substrate. It should be noted that we are not suggesting that the use of
substrates is detrimental – we simply wish to investigate alternative means of fabricating these example
antennas. The example mesh with the islands identified and then removed is shown in Figure 3.18(a)
and 3.18(b), respectively. The resulting input reflection coefficient is shown in Figure 3.19 for both the
unaltered mesh and the mesh with the metal islands removed. It is abundantly clear that the additional
islands of metal have negligible effect on the performance of the antenna – the bandwidth remains
unchanged (because antenna Q is unchanged), with the resonance frequency shifting by 0.06%, and so
the islands need not be fabricated.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.18 – Potentially problematic or unwanted isolated islands of metallization identified in (a) with the
islands removed as shown in (b)
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Figure 3.19 – Comparison of reflection coefficient between the normal mesh and the mesh with the isolated
islands of metal removed
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3.4.6 – Optimization Convergence Study for Small Circularly Shaped Planar Antennas

A convergence study involving the optimization of circular plates (with ka = 0.5 at the desired
frequency) was performed, optimizing 200 unique resonant antennas. The structural and genetic
algorithm parameters are identical to that of the previously discussed example in Section 3.4.3. The
antennas were shape-synthesized to have their resonance at 300 MHz, a radiation efficiency greater
than 95% and antenna Q minimized until convergence is achieved. A histogram of these antennas’ Qratios is shown in Figure 3.20. Note that Q-ratio is simply defined as the ratio of the antenna Q to its
lower bound. As far as optimizer success is concerned, nearly 70% of converged designs achieved an
antenna Q within 5% of the lowest possible Q for a circular plate. Additionally, close to 90% of the
converged designs achieved antenna Q’s within 10% of the lowest possible Q. The fact that many
electrically small antenna designs are deemed successful if their obtained Q is within 20% of the lower
bound of Q [6], suggests that the shape optimization developed in this chapter performs quite well.
Moreover, if we begin with a much larger population and take special care to run the optimizer for
additional generations, the resulting antenna Q of the optimum antenna is within 2% of the lower
bound, as evident from the results of Section 3.4.3. It should be noted that the number of necessary
generations before convergence for all 200 example antennas was less than 500 generations, indicating
the GA optimizer was performing well too.

We next consider the convergence of the shape optimization process as a function of the number of
triangles used (mesh density). This will confirm that the electromagnetics remain consistent as the mesh
density varies during the synthesis process. We deduced this fact from the results of Section 3.4.3, but
also from the fact that the antennas being considered are electrically small and are therefore well
modeled by fewer expansion functions compared to electrically larger antennas. For a circular plate with
ka = 0.5, we consider mesh densities of 100 triangles, 200 triangles and 400 triangles with ten antennas
shape synthesized for each noted mesh density (30 antennas were obtained in total). The average Qratios (simply the sum of Q’s divided by the number of antennas considered) of the ten antennas for
each of the three mesh densities were 1.062, 1.022 and 1.013 (or within 6.2%, 2.2% and 1.3% of the
minimum Q). This implies that when we use a denser mesh we can obtain a structure with a lower
average Q. This is not surprising considering that a denser mesh can be synthesized into a more complex
structure and hence can achieve a wider bandwidth. It does however indicate that diminishing returns
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occur for denser meshes, since the more reasonable mesh of 200 triangles achieved an average Q within
2.2% of the minimum. In actual fact, some of these designs were in the 0.5% - 1% range indicating that
with tuning of the GA (e.g. larger population, allowing for more generations, optimizing mutation and
mating parameters) would lead to consistently low-Q designs. Most importantly is the fact that at least
some of the optimized antennas have antenna Q nearly reaching the minimum Q.

Simulations were performed for circular plate sizes ka = 0.475 and ka = 0.450 with similar results, only
with slightly higher Q-ratios for the same mesh density as their ka = 0.500 counterparts. This indicates
that smaller plates require denser meshes to achieve similar Q-ratios. This is reasonable since the
electrically smaller plates require more complex structures due to their lower resonance frequencies.
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Figure 3.20 – Histogram of Q-ratios for 200 optimized circularly-shaped antennas
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3.4.7 – Knowing Where to Look: Establishing Design “Rules” Using the ShapeSynthesis Procedure

In order to obtain more than the output of an optimization routine, we illustrate how one can
establish design principles from the shape optimization results. In particular, we consider the
optimization of 500 small antennas with maximum electrical size ka = 0.5 with a circular plate as the
starting shape. All 500 antennas were superimposed in an image5, with the superposition shown in
Figure 3.21(a). If we set the densest regions to have density of 100% and all other remaining regions to
have 0% density, we obtain the image shown in Figure 3.21(b). Through this superposition of antenna
shapes, we observe a very clear principle, namely that of taking full advantage of the circumscribing
area; this is similar to the principle of taking full advantage of the circumscribing volume for volumetric
antennas. If we additionally consider the optimization of 500 circularly shaped antennas but for
electrical size ka = 0.4, the resulting superimposed collection of antenna shapes is shown in Figure 3.22.
We find the same principle applies where the bounding area must be taken advantage of, but we see
the requirement of having additional metallization within the bounding area and not just along the
boundaries. As the electrical size decreases further, we find this trend continues. Note that in both
examples (ka = 0.5 and ka = 0.4) the average Q-ratio (the ratio of antenna Q to the lower bound of Q for
a circular plate) is less than 1.05, implying the superimposed shapes are indeed representative of
antenna shapes capable of obtaining the lower bound on antenna Q.

Three principles can be deduced (from the above numerical shape synthesis experiment) for the
design of planar antennas with the widest possible bandwidth:
(1) Maintain the overall shape of a circular plate as it has the lowest possible Q of all possible planar
geometric shapes (this is easily shown from the expressions in [13,14]). In other words, the
circular shape has the largest possible polarizability of all planar geometric shapes.
(2) Maintain the presence of the metal boundary of this circular shape to best take advantage of
the circumscribing circle.
(3) Utilize the inner portions of the circumscribing circle with connective pieces of metallization to
lower the resonance frequency of the antenna while still maintaining a low Q.

5

Note that the antennas are oriented such that their approximate line of symmetry occurs vertically.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.21 – Antenna layout of 500 superimposed optimized antenna shapes with electrical dimensions ka =
0.5 and starting circular plate shown in (a) while (b) shows the same superimposed collection of antennas only
with densities less than 50% filtered from the image, leaving a solid contiguous structure.

Figure 3.22 – Additional example of superimposed and filtered collection of 500 antenna shapes, similar to the
previous figure only with the electrical size of the antennas equal to ka = 0.40 (circular antenna shapes are used)
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With these three design principles in mind, we consider the starting structure shown in Figure 3.23(a).
It consists of a circular plate residing in the x-y plane with multiple elliptical holes removed from the
circular structure. These holes are described by the minor/major axis of the ellipses as well as the (x, y)
coordinates of their centres relative to the centre of the main plate. By controlling the number of
elliptical holes and their size and position, the antenna can be shape synthesized into a resonant, highly
efficient and Q-minimized antenna. Using the exact same objective functions as used previously, and a
similarly structured genetic algorithm, a feedless optimization can proceed. The only difference is that
rather than dealing with binary genes (0’s and 1’s) we are now considering real valued genes. Each gene
corresponds to, for example, an ellipse’s major axis or its x- and y-coordinate of its centre. Rather than
using the uniform crossover technique to generate offspring, the genes from the two selected parents
are averaged [10, pp. 82], producing a real-valued gene with a parameter between both parents’ genes.
An example optimized antenna shape is shown in Figure 3.23(b).

Notice that symmetry is enforced in the optimization procedure. This is enforced for two reasons:
(1) the antennas optimized in section 3.4.5, 3.4.6 and in this section are approximately symmetric
(2) a symmetric antenna is simpler to measure through the use of a ground plane.

It is difficult to feed and measure electrically small antennas using differential feeds as typical
measurement apparatus, such as vector network analyzers, use unbalanced excitation (e.g. coaxial
connectors). Such a measurement scenario requires a balun to transform the unbalanced signal of the
VNA to a balanced signal as required by the electrically small antenna. In order to forgo the need for a
balun, we consider electrically small antennas with a single plane of symmetry. Antennas with a single
symmetry plane can, according to image theory, be physically cut along their symmetry plane and then
placed over a ground plane for measurement. This allows for the use of an unbalanced feed (e.g. coaxial
probe) fed through the ground plane. The resulting performance of the antenna over the ground plane
should exhibit twice the directivity and half the input impedance (both resistance and reactance). The
presence of a ground plane is very typical for electrically small antenna measurements as evidenced by
references [73] – [101] from Chapter 2 – all experimental measurements of electrically small antennas
from these references utilize a ground plane. Examples of differentially fed electrically small antennas
include RFID antennas [17, 18]. Though experimental measurement of such antennas will not be the
focus of this work, the antennas presented in this chapter can be readily adapted to RFID antenna
design.
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Three example antennas were considered, all of which began with a circular plate, each having a
different number of elliptical holes removed. We denote these three antennas as Design A through C
having 4, 6 and 8 elliptical holes removed from the main circular plate respectively. All three antennas
were optimized to be resonant at 600 MHz, with radiation efficiency maximized and their Q minimized.
The distinguishing factor between antennas is their electrical size, which is reduced as the number of
specified holes increases. Since all antennas share the same resonance frequency, the reduction in
electrical size is synonymous with the reduction in physical size. The electrical size at resonance for the
three antennas are ka = 0.449, 0.403 and 0.390 for Designs A through C, respectively. This corresponds
to physical sizes of a = 35.73, 32.07 and 31.03 mm for Designs A through C respectively (note that ‘a’
represents the radius of the smallest circumscribing sphere that can surround the antenna).

The three antennas are shown in Figure 3.24(a)-(c), with their fabricated counterparts shown
connected to a large ground plane for comparison purposes. In fabrication, a very thin (5 mils or
0.127mm) supporting FR4 substrate (εr= 4.4) is used for chemical etching purposes. The presence of the
FR4 substrate will change the antenna performance since it is unaccounted for in simulation. The
simulated radiation efficiency of the antennas was optimized to be above 90%. The resulting simulated
and measured6 input reflection coefficients of the three antennas are shown in Figure 3.25(a)-(c) for a
reference impedance of 10Ω. The antenna Q of the three antennas is shown in Figure 3.26 with the
lower bounding curve for circular shaped planar antennas including as well. Further details of the three
simulated and measured designs can be found in Table 3.1. All three fabricated and measured antennas
showed a similar shift in resonance frequency from 600 MHz down to approximately 575 MHz. This is
mainly due to the presence of the unaccounted for supporting dielectric substrate. All three antennas
achieved antenna Q’s that approached the fundamentally lowest Q possible for an antenna conforming
to a circular planar geometry.

6

The measure Zin is multiplied by a factor of 2 n order to compare against the simulated impedance
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.23 – Example starting shape (a) with the location and size of the ellipses in (a) optimized to yield a
resonant, high radiation efficiency, low-Q antenna shown in (b)
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71.46mm
(a)

64.14mm
(b)

62.07mm
(c)

Figure 3.24 – Plots of three example antennas with photographs of the fabricated models, designs A through C
shown and are labeled as such – all antenna designed to have a resonance frequency of 600 MHz.
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Figure 3.25 – Plot of reflection coefficient of electrically small antenna (a) through (c), numbered as such. Red
curves (–––) are experimental measurements while blue curves (–––) are simulated results. Note the expected
shift down in frequency for the experimental results due to the inclusion of the supporting FR4 substrate.
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Figure 3.26 – The lower bound of Q for electrically small antennas conforming to a planar circular shape, with
the simulated and experimentally determined antenna Q’s of Designs A through C with simulated resonant
frequencies at 600 MHz and experimental resonant frequencies at approximately 575 MHz.
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Design

Holes Sim

Qres

Qratio

% BW 7

Exp

Sim

Exp

Sim

Exp

Sim

Exp

Sim

Exp

erad
Sim

A

4

0.449

0.431

39.5

44.5

40.2

45.5

1.018

1.023

1.66%

1.47%

98%

B

6

0.403

0.386

54.3

61.8

55.7

63.5

1.026

1.028

1.20%

1.05%

95%

C

8

0.390

0.373

60.5

68.5

62.5

68.9

1.033

1.005

1.07%

0.97%

94%

Table 3.1 – Summary of Simulated and Experimental Properties of Designs A through C

7

The % BW is defined as the percentage bandwidth over which reflection coefficient is less than -10 dB with 10-

Ohm reference impedance.
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3.4.8 – Minimization of Resonance Frequency for Electrically Small Antennas

In this section we attempt to lower the resonance of a planar antenna to as low a resonance
frequency as possible, thereby minimizing the value of ka for a self-resonant antenna. In theory, there is
likely no lower bound on resonance frequency (a literature search reveals no mention of such a limit).
We investigate the lowest possible resonance frequency that can be shaped synthesized from a
particular mesh density.

Four antennas were optimized with mesh densities of 100, 200, 400 and 800 triangles, with the
dominant CM currents shown at their respective resonance frequency in Figure 3.27. The physical size is
identical in all cases considered with a largest physical dimension of 31.81 mm. The magnitude of the
CM matrix trace for the PEC and copper varieties is shown in Figure 3.28 and 3.29 respectively for the
four antennas considered. The four resonant electrical sizes obtained were ka = 0.2932, 0.2389, 0.1813
and 0.1621 for the four listed mesh densities respectively. These electrical sizes correspond to resonant
frequencies of 880.2, 717.2, 544.3 and 486.6 MHz respectively. As the resonance frequency decreases,
the radiation efficiency of the structure decreases as well since we are not explicitly optimizing for this
quantity (this is only true for the copper structure, see Figure 3.29). It is clear that a denser mesh allows
for a lower resonance frequency – as expected from the results of Section 3.4.6.

It should be noted that the electrical size at resonance for all four antennas considered in this section
is well below the electrical sizes experimentally considered in this chapter. We believe this indicates that
any moment method mesh used in a shape synthesis optimization procedure will not be synthesizing
antennas with resonant frequencies approaching the lower bounds on resonance frequency imposed by
the number of moment method expansion functions used. This further supports our claim that the
synthesis procedures are guided predominantly by the electromagnetics and not by the density of the
moment method mesh.
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Figure 3.27 – Resonant characteristic mode currents for the four synthesized electrically small antennas with the
lowest possible resonance frequency for the given triangle mesh density
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Figure 3.28 – Magnitude of the CM matrix trace (PEC) for the four optimized mesh densities with each mesh
density showing a unique resonance frequency (resonance occurring at the peak magnitude of the trace)
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Figure 3.29 – Magnitude of the CM matrix trace (Copper) for the four optimized mesh densities with each mesh
density showing a unique resonance frequency (peak magnitude of the trace) along with fairly low radiation
efficiency since this performance metric was not explicitly maximized in the optimization
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3.4.9 – The Computational Advantages of Feedless Optimization

In the previous sections, the starting shape in the GA-DMM method was a circular metal plate which
conforms to the geometry with the lowest possible Q among all planar structures. In order to fully test
our new shape synthesis technique, we must consider alternative geometries that have lower static
polarizabilities and therefore have larger lower bounds on Q, making it inherently more challenging to
obtain a resonant, low-Q antenna that conforms to said alternative geometry. This is where the feedless
optimization finds its greatest utility. Following our introductory remarks in Section 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, our
contention is that by forcing a feed location, one immediately restricts the possible antenna shapes that
can result from an optimizer. In a feedless optimization approach, such a restriction does not exist.

If we wish to turn an irregularly shaped conductor into an antenna, we would traditionally need to
specify a feed location. It can be argued that for a highly irregular shape, the ideal starting feed location
is not known a priori. The potential lack of symmetries in the arbitrary shape and no prior knowledge of
the arbitrary shape’s properties can lead one to perform guesswork in where to place the feed location.
In the extreme, one would need to attempt placing a feed at every conceivable location on the
structure, which in this case would necessitate a gap feed at every expansion function. This is of course a
computationally inefficient approach, but a necessary one in feed-restricted optimization. In order to
obtain the surface currents (and thus obtain input impedance) one would need to “invert” the

N × N impedance matrix, which is an O ( N 3 ) operation. This would need to be performed N times for

( ) to

each feed location with the same order of complexity, leading to an overall complexity of O N 4

optimize an antenna by testing every port (expansion function). In our proposed synthesis technique,
every port is tested simultaneously, since no particular excitation is being specified. The short-cuts

( ) since they involve a matrix inverse, but this does not need to

involving the matrix trace are of O N 3

be repeated for multiple ports since the ports are all inherently tested in tandem due to the nature of
modal analysis. This leads us to argue that our synthesis technique is at least an order of magnitude
lower in complexity than a traditional antenna optimization technique.

In order to demonstrate the computational efficiency of the newly proposed technique, consider
Figure 3.30. Here, we show the computation time to perform a particular optimization computation
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versus the number of expansion functions present in the optimization procedure. The solid black line is
called the “traditional” technique and involves computing the surface currents due to a different
excitation N times, i.e.

[ J ] = [ Z ] [V ] . We must compute the currents N
−1

times because a feed must

be selected in [V ] and N potential feeds exist. In order to consider all feeds in the optimization, N
optimization runs must be performed with the total simulation time shown with a solid black line.

On the other hand, if one uses characteristic modes by directly performing eigenanalysis (Figure 3.30,
dashed line) there is no need to compute the modes for different feeds, since the modes are
independent of excitation. While eigenanalysis is computationally costly, computing the modes but once
is approximately 10 dB second lower in computational time than computing the currents N times. Note
that this approximate 10 dB second advantage exists for all numbers of expansion functions (matrix
sizes) considered.

Lastly, we consider our new synthesis technique involving the matrix trace shown with a dotted line
in Figure 3.30. It has the lowest computation time of all techniques since the operations involved
including a single matrix inverse and trace, which is computationally simpler than eigenanalysis or
computing the currents N times. It is approximately 15 dB second faster than direct eigenanalysis and
approximately 25 dB second faster than the traditional multiple-matrix inversion approach. It is clear
that our newly proposed synthesis technique is computationally superior to traditional techniques as
well as the direct approach using eigenanalysis. It should be stressed that if the feed location is fixed as
per a design requirement, there is no immediately apparent computational advantage in using
eigenanalysis or the matrix trace technique, but this is not the problem we wish to address.
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Figure 3.30 – Computation time (dB seconds) to perform an objective function measurement as a function of the
number of expansion functions N for the three cases of a traditional optimizer involving multiple matrix
inverses, the alternative use of CM eigenanalysis and our proposed use of the trace of the CM matrix
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3.5 – Boundary Constrained Optimization using CM Objective Functions
3.5.1 – Optimization of Constrained Conducting Regions

Among all planar geometries, the circular shape yields the lowest possible Q [14], [15]. If an antenna
requirement forces us to use a different starting geometry we must suffer an increase in Q (narrowing of
bandwidth). Despite this restriction, using our optimization technique it should be possible to shapesynthesize geometries other than a circular shape and still obtain an antenna whose Q approaches that
of the lower bound for its geometry. We consider two alternative antenna geometries – the square and
equilateral triangle – shown in Figure 3.31. The square and triangular shapes have maximum normalized
polarizabilities ( γ a 3 ) of 2.806 and 2.931 respectively, computed using the numerical technique
described in [16]. These results imply the square and equilateral triangle geometries have roughly the
same limit in terms of achievable minimum Q.

The two geometric shapes are synthesized into Q-minimized antennas. The minimum radiation
efficiency is set to 90% in the optimization procedure. The resulting shape-optimized antennas are
shown in Figure 3.32 (with the arrow signifying the feed location selected after optimization occurs –
feed selection is described in Section 3.4.3). In Figure 3.33 and 3.34, we consider the antenna Q of each
geometry compared to the lower bound of antenna Q for that particular geometry. The Q of the square
antenna design is within 5% of the lower bound on square shaped antennas (a Q-ratio of 1.05) while the
Q of the triangular antenna design is within 6% of the lower bound of Q (a Q-ratio of 1.06).

We next consider the outcome of the optimization of 200 antennas for each of the square and
triangular shapes and plot histograms of the Q ratios obtained in each case in Figures 3.35 and 3.36. A
total of 83% of the square shaped antennas achieved a Q ratio less than 1.10 while 85% of the triangular
antennas managed a Q-ratio of 1.10 or lower. Similar to the results for the optimization of circular plates
in Section 3.4.6, we see excellent results in terms of the consistency of the output of the optimizer and
the effectiveness in minimizing the antenna Q.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.31 – Example geometries of (a) square shape and (b) equilateral triangle shape

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.32 – Optimized antennas synthesized from example geometries of (a) square shape and (b) equilateral
triangle shape, with the ideal feed locations shown with an arrow
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Figure 3.33 – Antenna Q of the square shaped electrically small antenna obtained via the input impedance and
alternatively using the matrix trace. The Q-bound for the square and sphere geometries is shown for reference.
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Figure 3.34 – Antenna Q of the triangular electrically small antenna obtained via the input impedance and
alternatively using the matrix trace. The Q-bound for triangle and spherical geometries is shown for reference.
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Figure 3.35 – Histogram Q-Ratios for Square Shaped Antennas
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Figure 3.36 – Histogram Q-Ratios for Triangular Shaped Antennas
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3.5.2 – Shape Synthesis of Highly Irregular Shapes

In order to complete our investigation of the optimization scheme’s ability to shape synthesize, we
now turn to the synthesis of antennas starting from somewhat arbitrary shapes. By considering
randomly shaped four-vertex polygons, we test what is perhaps the most extreme and confining
synthesis problem considered thus far. Most importantly, these example geometries could not be
efficiently synthesized using a traditional optimization technique due to their arbitrary layout – any preselected feed location would necessarily be a guess and hence there would be no guarantee that an
antenna with minimized Q would be obtained by the optimizer. Recall that in our shape optimization
scheme no feed is selected, so the optimization process can proceed uninhibited by this restriction. In
this sense, we allow the electromagnetics to tell us how to shape the antenna and thus where to feed
the structure. An example synthesized antenna that is shaped from an arbitrarily shape starting piece of
conductor is shown in Figure 3.37 (for illustrative purposes only).

Figure 3.37 – Illustrative example of a truly arbitrary starting mesh being shape synthesized into a resonant, high
radiation efficiency, low-Q antenna structure
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In order to garner additional confidence in the optimization method, a total of 32 arbitrarily shaped
polygonal starting geometries were considered, with their meshed geometries shown in Figure 3.38. The
first step in the optimization process was to compute their maximum polarizabilities, as discussed in
Section 3.4.4. This is of course an angle-dependent quantity – a sweep through the possible orientation
of the electric field excitation is necessary. Obtaining the maximum polarizability (see Appendix C)
allows us to determine how well we are performing in terms of the optimized antenna Q. Prior to
optimization, all geometries are sized such that the electrical radius of the smallest circumscribing
sphere corresponds to ka = 0.5. We expect that the optimization would return an antenna with a Q that
approaches the maximum polarizability since we do not specify a feed location and thus will not restrict
the antenna orientation. We enforce radiation efficiency greater than 85%. The resulting shape
synthesized antennas are shown in Figure 3.39. A summary of the properties of the 32 optimized
antennas is shown in Table 3.2. The majority of Q ratios of the 32 optimized designs were less than 10%,
indicating a Q-minimized collection of antennas. However, geometries 22, 28 and 29 did not return an
antenna Q as low as we would prefer, with ratios 17.7%, 30.0% and 19.9%, respectively. Increasing the
mesh density of these structures and then re-running the optimizer showed improved Q ratios below
10%. It is suspected that larger lower bounds on antenna Q for these designs implies greater difficulty in
synthesizing an antenna, let alone an antenna with a Q approaching the lower bound. The input
resistances of the 32 antennas range between 13.73Ω and 1.51Ω. This obviously presents a difficulty in
matching to standard reference impedances. However, low input resistances are typical of small
antennas and additionally one finds that the radiation efficiency is quite good, despite the low input
resistances. The range of impedances present in the 32 shaped antennas is ideally suited for RFID
integrated circuits, as discussed in [17, 18].
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Figure 3.38 – Example collection of 32 arbitrarily shaped polygonal starting shapes destined to be shape
synthesized into resonant, efficient, low-Q antennas. The geometries are numbered from 1 to 32, starting with
the top left corner moving to the right, row by row.
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Figure 3.39 – Example collection of 32 shape synthesized antennas all starting from an arbitrarily shaped
polygon geometry shown in the Figure 3.38. The dominant characteristic mode currents are shown.
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Geometry
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Minimum
Normalized
Polarizability
1.624
0.924
0.275
2.467
0.540
2.227
1.183
0.994
1.496
1.893
1.563
1.650
2.522
0.726
1.118
1.918
0.839
2.334
1.381
1.454
2.006
0.219
1.313
0.708
0.557
2.670
1.659
0.057
1.413
0.185
0.653
0.204

Maximum
Normalized
Polarizability
2.607
2.173
1.666
2.920
2.218
2.682
2.351
2.307
2.479
2.928
2.512
2.767
2.845
2.157
2.518
2.908
2.566
2.893
2.380
2.392
2.606
1.612
2.426
2.377
2.145
3.218
2.749
1.315
2.406
1.502
1.927
1.693

Minimum
Antenna
Q
57.84
69.42
90.54
51.65
67.98
56.22
64.16
65.37
60.84
51.51
60.03
54.50
53.00
69.92
59.90
51.86
58.78
52.13
63.37
63.04
57.87
93.53
62.15
63.44
70.32
46.86
54.86
114.72
62.67
100.43
78.25
89.06

Minimum
Antenna Q
with Losses
54.75
62.90
82.56
45.12
59.18
52.36
57.81
59.19
53.87
45.28
52.50
50.27
46.75
61.84
55.94
48.65
52.91
44.52
58.04
56.20
53.68
81.83
57.46
57.06
61.89
40.35
46.85
102.71
58.67
93.90
72.33
77.12

Antenna
Q

Q
Ratio

Rin
[Ω]

erad
[%]

58.43
69.41
87.50
49.34
62.41
55.04
60.42
63.62
59.88
49.68
54.00
55.53
48.50
65.94
57.08
54.10
56.92
49.39
59.42
62.92
55.96
96.35
59.36
63.43
66.84
44.14
48.73
133.55
70.35
103.47
79.10
85.25

1.067
1.103
1.060
1.094
1.055
1.051
1.045
1.075
1.112
1.097
1.029
1.105
1.037
1.066
1.020
1.112
1.076
1.109
1.024
1.120
1.043
1.177
1.033
1.112
1.080
1.094
1.040
1.300
1.199
1.102
1.094
1.105

9.54
3.78
1.51
12.53
2.67
10.83
4.20
2.47
7.09
11.36
8.31
11.38
13.73
2.35
6.27
10.98
6.07
11.58
7.70
7.30
9.46
1.85
7.33
2.44
2.36
15.99
10.09
9.75
8.01
12.97
2.62
6.12

94.66
90.61
91.18
87.34
87.05
93.13
90.10
90.54
88.54
87.91
87.45
92.24
88.20
88.45
93.37
93.81
90.02
85.40
91.60
89.15
92.76
87.49
92.45
89.94
88.01
86.09
85.41
89.53
93.61
93.51
92.42
86.59

Table 3.2 – Performance of shape-optimized antenna with 32 different arbitrary starting shapes
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3.5.3 – Antenna Synthesis in the Presence of “Do not Touch” Regions

An additional application of the feedless optimization technique is the inclusion of “do not touch”
regions of metallization. By “do not touch” regions, we refer to regions of metal where the optimizer is
not permitted to shape synthesize – they must remain untouched. Three example geometries with “do
not touch” regions are shown in Figure 3.40(a), 3.41(a) and 3.42(a) with the “do not touch” regions
shown in red, and the shape-synthesizable regions shown in green.

By forcing certain metal regions to remain untouched, we are inherently limiting the possible shapes
the optimizer can synthesize. Therefore, it is difficult to determine what the true bounds on antenna Q
are for such restricted geometries since the polarizability approach discussed in Section 3.4.4 and
Appendix C used to obtain the bounds do not give allowance for these restrictions. We suspect that the
bound lies somewhere between the bound for the full geometric shape (including the “do not touch”
regions) and an alternative shape with the “do not touch” regions removed.

The three example antennas with “do not touch” regions were shape synthesized with the resulting
antennas and their dominant and resonant characteristic mode currents are shown in Figure 3.40(b),
3.41(b) and 3.42(b). This shape synthesis was accomplished in precisely the same manner as before, only
the genome of every antenna is restricted to describe only the “green” regions that are shape
synthesizable, while the red regions remain untouched though certainly electromagnetically present.
The antenna Q obtained in the three scenarios was 69.35, 81.54 and 132.3, with the lower bound on Q
for all three antennas (for the square geometry) being 51.67. The Q ratios obtained are 1.342, 1.578 and
2.560, which signifies that we are not achieving the lowest possible Q for the geometry, unlike previous
attempts. We surmise that this is due to the restriction imposed by the “do not touch” regions. Notice
that the Q ratio increases as more of the structure is prevented from being shaped synthesized,
indicating that the entire structure must be shape synthesized to truly minimize the antenna Q.
Nevertheless, these regions pose a difficult task for a traditional optimization technique in that one does
not necessarily know where to begin with a feed location, a restriction our optimization scheme is not
subject to.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.40 – Plot of the one-quarter “do not touch” square plate and its optimized counterparts’ modal current

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.41 – Plot of the one-half “do not touch” square plate and its optimized counterparts’ modal current

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.42 – Plot of the three-quarter “do not touch” plate and its optimized counterparts’ modal current
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3.5.4 – Experimental Measurements of Synthesized Constrained Shaped Antennas

We now turn to experimentally confirming the optimization schemes’ ability to synthesize low-Q
antennas with arbitrary starting shapes. As in Section 3.4.7, we consider symmetrical antennas fed
through a ground plane. This has the added bonus of simultaneously testing an unbalanced design (half
of the antenna over the ground plane) and a balanced design (the full antenna) since the full antenna
will have twice the input impedance and half of the gain of the unbalanced ground plane based design.
Three constrained geometries, a square shape, a plus shape and a rectangular shape are considered as
shown in Figure 3.43. Their respective normalized polarizabilities are shown for reference. The
parameters have the relationships t = 2d and L = 2W. The orientation of the electrical field in
determining the polarizability of the rectangle is along the dimension W.

Meshed starting shapes of the three geometric shapes were optimized to be resonant at 300 MHz,
have high radiation efficiency and low-Q antennas, each with an electrical size of approximately ka = 0.5
using the same optimization techniques described thus far. The meshed antennas are shown in Figure
3.44 with the fabricated antennas cut in half and placed over a large ground plane shown on the right in
the same figure. Similar to the previous example involving circular shaped antennas in Section 3.4.3 and
3.4.7, we require the optimized antenna to have a radiation efficiency of 90% or greater to ensure
radiation efficiency does not play a large role in the behaviour of the antenna being measured. The
resulting measured and simulated input reflection coefficients are shown in Figure 3.45. The reference
impedance used in these examples is Zo = 5 Ohms, half of that of the circularly shaped antennas from
Section 3.4.3 and 3.4.7. The simulated and measured antenna Q of the three antennas is shown in
Figure 3.46 with their associated lower bounds shown overlaid. The results are summarized in Table 3.3.
We note that all antennas considered achieved fairly low antenna Q to within 4% or better of their
respective lower bounds. Note that the frequency shift introduced by the unaccounted for FR4 substrate
is significantly less than for the circular shaped antennas in Section 3.4.7 since the electrical thickness in
this example is less in this example since we are operating at 300 MHz as opposed to 600 MHz.

The low input resistance is to be expected from electrically small antennas, though many relevant
applications would be far better served with lower input resistances rather than the 50Ω standard,
especially scenarios involving miniaturized amplifiers in mobile phones or even high power radio
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transceivers, all of which typically operate with impedances in the range of 5Ω [19]. If one did have the
requirement of a specific input resistance in order to better match to an external reference impedance,
one could first optimize to have a resonant structure in the usual feedless manner described thus far.
This would be followed by determining the null space of [ X ]

−1

[ R ] . If [ Z ] = [ R ] + j [ X ]

describes a

structure with a single resonant and dominant characteristic mode, the aforementioned null space
would in fact be the eigenvector of this dominant mode. Furthermore, with the eigenvector known, one
could proceed to optimize the input resistance using expression (3.30). The current coefficient to use in
this case would be the maximum coefficient within the vector. Again, this is a feedless approach in the
sense that the location of this maximum modal current coefficient is not forced and hence it is strictly
guided by the feedless optimization process.

A literature search reveals only one reference where a constrained-shaped planar antenna has been
shown to achieve the lower bounds of Q [20]. A planar rectangular shaped antenna is considered in [20],
with antenna Q’s approaching the bounds imposed by the Gustaffson-limit. That being said, the
antennas in [20] showed simulated radiation efficiency in the 60% - 80% range, lower than the efficiency
simulated in this section. It should also be noted that the antennas considered in [20] are specifically
designed to conform to planar rectangular shapes. It is expected that irregular antenna shapes such as
the plus shaped geometry (Figure 3.43 and 3.44) and the irregular shaped planar geometries in Figure
3.38 could not be easily designed (if at all) using the techniques described in [20]. This is the advantage
of the feedless antenna shape-synthesis approach: the ability to shape any arbitrarily shaped structure
into a high radiation efficiency, resonant and low-Q antenna.
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Figure 3.43 – Various Geometries and their Associated Normalized Polarizabilities
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Figure 3.44 – Example low-Q shape synthesized antennas conforming to constrained geometric shapes of
square, rectangle (2:1) and plus shape geometries
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Figure 3.45 – Plot of reflection coefficients of electrically small antenna (a) square shape (b) rectangle shape, (c)
plus shape. Red curves (–––) are experimental measurements while blue curves (–––) are simulated results.
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Figure 3.46 – A plot of the lower bound of Q for electrically small antennas conforming to a various constrained
geometric shapes with the simulated and experimentally determined antenna Q’s of the square, rectangle and
plus shaped antennas shown at their respective resonance frequencies
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Qres

Qratio

% BW RL 10dB

erad

Design

Sim

Exp

Sim

Exp

Sim

Exp

Sim

Exp

Sim

Exp

Sim

Square

0.501

0.497

51.1

53.4

52.3

55.2

1.023

1.034

1.27%

1.21%

97%

Rectangle

0.500

0.501

112.0

113.0

113.4

117.8

1.013

1.042

0.586%

0.565%

93%

Plus Shape

0.501

0.496

78.2

80.1

79.5

82.1

1.017

1.025

0.840%

0.804%

95%

Table 3.3 – Summary of predicted and measured properties of square, rectangular and plus shaped electrically
small shape synthesized antennas in Figure 3.44.
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3.6 – Concluding Remarks
In this chapter we have developed the analysis framework to describe the properties of single-mode
antennas. These properties were described entirely using characteristic mode quantities, namely the
eigenvalues and eigencurrents obtained via eigenanalysis, as described in Section 3.2. Quantities such as
resonance frequency, impedance bandwidth and radiation efficiency were shown to be obtainable
without having to excite the structure or define a feeding mechanism – such is the nature of
eigenanalysis. Furthermore, in Section 3.3 we showed computationally simpler techniques involving the
CM matrix trace that allowed us to effectively retrieve the same information as eigenanalysis for far less
computational effort. In Section 3.4 we recognized the fact that these computationally simple
techniques for analysis could be used as objective functions for the purpose of antenna shape synthesis.
These feed-independent objective functions were incorporated in a genetic algorithm optimization
scheme combined with the moment method and an additional computational refinement technique
using the direct matrix manipulation method. It was shown that the combination of these techniques
lead to a computationally efficient optimization approach which gave rise to the synthesis of antennas
with antenna Q approaching that of the fundamental lowest bounds. The feedless optimization
technique was further applied in Section 3.5 where the synthesis of irregularly shaped start geometries
was considered. Similar success was found with these irregular shapes being synthesized into Qminimized antennas. Experimental measurements confirmed much of the theories and conclusions put
forth in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 4
Multi-Band, Single-Mode Antenna Shape
Synthesis

4.1 – Introduction
In Chapter 3 we investigated the application of CM theory in the shape-synthesis of single-mode
antennas, and in particular focused on the synthesis of electrically small antennas. The emphasis was on
obtaining a single-mode antenna with a wideband response centered around a single frequency: a
single-band antenna. In Section 4.2 we will extend the theoretical developments of Chapter 3 to singlemode, multi-band antennas. At a fundamental level, the extension of Chapter 3’s work in this manner is
to apply the optimization scheme at multiple frequencies rather than for a single frequency. However,
as we will show, the devil is in the details and difficulties creep in for structures that are electrically
larger or antenna structures with large regions where direct excitation is not possible (or not permitted).
In Section 4.3 we overcome these difficulties by introducing a new modal formulation, which we will call
sub-structure characteristic modes, that allows us to restrict our window on the characteristic modes to
those that we can directly excite. Section 4.4 concludes the chapter.
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4.2 – Multi-Band Antenna Synthesis using Characteristic Modes
4.2.1 – Proposed Multi-Band Synthesis Technique

A multi-band antenna is one that has two or more distinct operating bandwidths. Ideally, the antenna
would be self-resonant in each of these bands, forgoing the need for tuning circuitry. Multi-band
antenna design is not a simple process [1] – [3], as the frequencies required are usually application
dependent and thus a general design technique applicable to any scenario does not exist. Techniques
exist whereby a feed port is selected and the antenna is shape-synthesized. Given the very large number
of possible feeding locations, such approaches naturally restrict the optimizers’ ability to actually obtain
a multi-band structure. Trial and error might be required until a suitable feeding location is obtained. As
shown in Chapter 3, the feedless optimization scheme developed forgoes the need for a feed location to
be specified before or during the optimization procedure, with the preferred feeding location becoming
apparent after the optimization process concludes. A similar optimization scheme can be developed for
multi-band antennas.

The multi-band synthesis technique we propose closely follows that of Chapter 3. The algorithm
discussed in Section 3.4 and the objective functions shown in expressions (3.85), (3.86) and (3.87) are
also used in the synthesis of multi-band antennas, except that multiple frequencies are considered, as
indicated in the flow diagram of Figure 4.1. Rather than finding the zeros of ∠Ψ (ω ) at one frequency
to obtain a resonant antenna, the condition is enforced at multiple frequencies. The same is true for the
maximization of Ψ (ω ) for radiation efficiency, and additionally the minimization of antenna Q via the
minimization of the frequency derivative of the matrix trace. Once the antenna is resonant and has
sufficient radiation efficiency at each of the desired frequencies, the antenna Q is minimized in a
balanced manner, placing the emphasis on reducing antenna Q for the frequency where the antenna Q
is the largest. Notice also that the algorithm shown in Figure 4.1 allows for eventual selection of a
plurality of feed locations since we are no longer dealing with a single mode at a single frequency. There
may be multiple locations at which to feed the optimized antenna structure, with each feed location
exciting a different (albeit single) mode in a different band.
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Figure 4.1 – Flow diagram of the proposed optimization scheme for multi-band antenna synthesis

4.2.2 – Example Simple Single- and Dual-Band Antennas

A rectangular PEC plate (50mm by 100mm) is used as the starting shape, with the DMM/GA method
coupled to the CM-derived objective functions used to optimize the plate for operation centered at 700
MHz. The selected plate size and subsequent frequencies that will be considered fall in line with typical
mobile phone communication devices sizes and frequencies. The shape-optimized resonant antenna is
shown in Figure 4.2(a). We additionally show the magnitude of the matrix trace in Figure 4.2(b). Note
that we are assuming a PEC structure and thus radiation efficiency is not considered. The electrical size
of this particular structure corresponds to ka = 0.8, well above the electrically small antenna limit. Ergo,
we are not as concerned with low radiation efficiency and additionally recognize the fact that the
bounds on antenna Q are not necessarily limiting for larger electrical sizes (due to the presence of multimodes), with ka = 0.8 approaching such inapplicable frequency regimes.
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The selected feed location is shown in Figure 4.3(a) with the dominant CM current (the eigencurrent
of mode 1) shown in Figure 4.3(b). The CM current shows a plethora of possible feed locations due to
the abundance of high current magnitude regions, with the selected feed chosen for the most desirable
input impedance value. This can be accomplished using an impedance map, as discussed in Appendix B.
The resulting input impedance is plotted in Figure 54(a) and the input reflection coefficient for a
reference impedance of 63Ω shown in Figure 54(b). A respectable bandwidth of 4.3% was found with a 10dB reflection coefficient. While acting as a preliminary investigation of a single-band design, this
example also shows the applicability of the novel feedless optimization approach to non-electrically
small antennas, and hence its applicability to more than the electrically small cases discussed in Chapter
3.

1.1
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Figure 4.2 – Example single-band meshed structure (a) and the magnitude of the CM matrix trace in (b). Note
that this structure is not within the electrically small antenna regime and yet can be treated like a single mode
antenna as evidenced from the plot shown in (b)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3 – Example single-band structure with feed port shown in (a) and modal currents shown in (b). The
ideal feed location is any location where the modal current peaks in magnitude, thereby maximizing the power
that is coupled to the particular mode.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4 – (a) resistance and reactance and (b) input reflection coefficient for the single-band antenna
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We then apply the same algorithm, only now including an additional frequency at 900 MHz in which to
enforce resonance and Q-minimization. The resulting antenna shape is shown in Figure 4.5(a) with the
matrix trace shown in Figure 4.5(b). Two distinct peaks in the trace magnitude are shown, each
representing a separate antenna resonance, one at 700 MHz, the other at 900 MHz.

The feeding location selection is, as always, dependent on the characteristic mode currents with the
selected feed location shown in Figure 4.6(a) and the dominant modal currents at 700 and 900 MHz
shown in Figure 4.6(b) and 4.6(c) respectively. As chance would have it, the feeding location that is
selected is strongly associated with both resonances and thus a multi-band antenna is obtained from
single excitation port. New to our discussion is the notion that the single feed location excites entirely
different modes at each frequency of interest. Consequently, we have a multi-mode antenna structure.
The resulting antenna input impedance is shown in Figure 4.7. Note the clearly shown resonances at 700
and 900 MHz. The input reflection coefficients for both bands are shown in Figure 4.8. Both curves are
generated from the same port with different reference impedances used in both cases (as shown).
However, the ideal reference impedance is different for both resonances: 40Ω for 700 MHz and 10Ω for
900 MHz. This makes simultaneous operation of both bands a potentially difficult task since one would
need to switch reference impedances depending on which band is in use. Given that the reference
impedances are, at the very least, close to 50Ω, it is conceivable that a matching network could be
constructed out of lumped components (e.g. surface mount capacitors and inductors) that would match
both 10Ω and 40Ω at different frequencies to a 50Ω reference impedance. More discussion on this
concept of impedance matching can be found in Section 4.3.2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5 – Example dual-band meshed structure shown in (a) and the magnitude of the CM matrix trace shown
in (b). Note that this structure is not within the electrically small antenna regime at either of its resonant
frequencies and yet can be treated as a single-mode antenna in each band as shown in (b)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.6 – Example single-band structure with feed port shown in (a) and modal currents shown in (b) at 700
MHz and (c) at 900 MHz. The ideal feed location is any location where the modal current peaks in magnitude but
peaking for both modes which resonate at different frequencies
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Figure 4.7 – Simulated input resistance and reactance of the dual-band structure clearly showing the dual-band
behaviour at 700 and 900 MHz

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8 – Input reflection coefficient for (a) the 700 MHz band (with Zo = 40Ω) and for (b) the 900 MHz band
(with Zo = 10Ω). Note that since the input resistance is not explicitly constrained during shape-optimization, the
resulting multi-band structure may have different ideal reference impedances at each of the antenna’s
operating bands
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4.2.3 – Extending the Multi-band Synthesis Concept to Antennas with Many Operating
Bands

The veracity of the feedless optimization scheme is in the ability to arbitrarily specify the number of
required bands. Let us now consider a tri-band design (700, 900 and 1100 MHz), with the shapesynthesized antenna shown in Figure 4.9. The feed locations were determined for each band in the same
manner as in the previous examples. It should be noted that a much denser mesh was required to
successfully obtain a tri-band design. This is to be expected given that the more stringent the design
requirements, the more complex the physical layout would necessarily be. The resulting input reflection
coefficients are shown in Figure 4.10a-c for the selected set of references impedances

Z o = [10Ω 15Ω 10Ω ] for the three ports. Figure 4.11 shows the coupling S-parameters, with less
than -15dB of coupling between ports at all frequencies. The mutual coupling is fairly low, but is
especially notable considering that the structure is contiguous. The ability to have port isolation from a
contiguous structure is the fact that each port excites a single mode rather than a multitude of modes –
the consequence of the latter is increased mutual coupling.

As a last example, as quad-band shape-synthesized design is shown in Figure 4.12(a) with the
magnitude of the CM matrix trace in Figure 4.12(b) showing four distinct resonances at 700, 900, 1100
and 1300 MHz. It is conceivable that any reasonable number of bands can be synthesized in this
manner, provided the structure is electrically small enough to preclude the presence of multiple
simultaneous dominant modes. Such a multi-mode scenario will be discussed in Section 4.2.4.
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Figure 4.9 – Example tri-band structure with three distinct feed locations identified for each of the bands
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.10 – Simulated reflection coefficient for tri-band structure at (a) 700 MHz, (b) 900 MHz and (c) 1.1 GHz
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Figure 4.11 – Simulated S-parameters, coupling terms for three-port, tri-band antenna design example

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12 – Example optimized antenna structure shown in (a) exhibiting closely spaced quad-band behaviour
as shown in (b) through the magnitude of the CM matrix trace
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4.2.4 – A Multi-Mode Problem

Because our intention is to utilize the entire physical structure (rectangular plates) in our previous
multi-band synthesis examples, we find no presence of multiple modes for any given band or the
presence of inaccessible modes at our bands of interest. In situations where electrically significant
regions are inaccessible via excitation9, undesirable to excite or simply regions we wish to remain
unchanged (not shape synthesized), the current form of the synthesis objective functions leads to
undesirable consequences. To emphasize this point, consider Figure 4.13, where we show two views of a

(

)

mock-up of a mobile phone with dimensions Lx , Ly , Lz = ( 60mm,120mm,15mm ) and W = 30mm .
We consider the red regions as a partial ground plane, which we will denote a “do not touch” region
both from the synthesis and excitation perspectives. The green meshed region is denoted the antenna
portion of the structure and is the region we wish to shape synthesize. This is reminiscent of the work
performed in Section 3.5.4 involving electrically small antennas. The issue, however, in this problem is
the fact that this structure is no longer electrically small in the desirable operating bands of mobiles
phones. Consider Figure 4.14 where we plot the CM matrix trace magnitude and phase for this particular
structure. A resonance (see Section 3.3.2) is predicted at 685 MHz while a second resonance appears to
be predicted around 2.5 GHz – both cases predicted by the fact that the trace has zero phase at these
frequencies. Note that the second modal resonance does not show a distinct peak in the CM matrix
trace magnitude, which is contrary to the results shown in Chapter 3. The matrix trace no longer
represents an accurate assessment of the potential properties of this radiating system because the
structure is no longer single-mode for the frequencies of interest.

Figure 4.15 shows the dominant modal currents of this structure at 685 MHz, the CM eigenvalue
being λ1 ≈ −2.25 . The next two closest modes have eigenvalues λ2 ≈ −14.25 and λ3 ≈ +29.49 . These
additional modes have eigenvalues who magnitudes are sufficiently large that the CM matrix trace being
close to zero at 685 MHz in 4.14 is no longer an indication that any individual CM is at resonance. The
first actual characteristic mode resonance, identified by observing the individual eigenvalues rather than
CM matrix trace, occurs around 900 MHz, which is quite distant in frequency from 685 MHz. The
9

Note that by ‘inaccessible by excitation’ we mean regions where the placement of a port, for example, would not

be allowed due to difficulty in accessing the area, or the presence of sensitive components.
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dominant modal current at 900 MHz is shown in Figure 4.16, with a spatial distribution and magnitude
nearly identical to that of the mode at 685 MHz, except that at 685 MHz the current has greater net
stored energy associated with it because λ1 is not zero. There is also the additional issue of excitation of
the dominant mode. The modal current distributions in Figures 4.15 and 4.16 clearly show that this
mode is best accessible through direct excitation of the ground plane, which could either be difficult or
undesirable for other reasons. Another resonant characteristic mode around 2150 MHz is observed for
the same structure, with the dominant modal current shown in Figure 4.17; note the high current
density present on what we called the “antenna” portion of the structure in the first paragraph of this
section. Yet the matrix trace again in Figure 4.14 gives no indication of this second resonant mode being
present on the structure. This is because the first mode’s eigenvalue is small enough in magnitude to
hide the presence of a new, distinct low-magnitude eigenvalue mode in the matrix trace. There are also
numerous additional modes with small eigenvalues that further muddle the presence of a new resonant
mode. In this case, the predicted resonance is not shifted (as was the case for 685 MHz rather than 900
MHz) but rather not predicted at all. Clearly, an alternative approach must be taken if a feedless
synthesis approach is to be used involving the matrix trace. In the next section we propose such a
solution. Before proceeding to Section 4.2.5, it will be worthwhile to remind the reader why we shall
not, given the problem discussed immediately above, use some combination of the eigenvalues of
several modes. One reason is computational efficiency, as already noted in Section 3.4.9. More
importantly is the fact that the analyses of Section 3.2 and 3.3 assuming a single-mode antenna would
no longer apply, and so the CM eigenvalues would not be providing information on a (as yet feedless)
potential antenna.

Figure 4.13 – Example mobile phone mock-up viewed from two different angles
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Figure 4.14 – The magnitude and phase of the trace of the CM matrix for the mobile phone mock-up
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Figure 4.16 – Dominant (and resonant) modal currents of the mobile phone example at 900 MHz,
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4.3 – Sub-Structure Characteristic Modes
4.3.1 – Introducing Sub-Structure Characteristic Modes

The structures in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 were illustrative examples used to emphasize the details of
the optimization scheme. In order to bring some specific applications into the mix, let us now consider
some antenna design examples that are realistic in their implementation and performance for, say,
mobile phone antennas. Mobile phones consist of RF circuitry, batteries, displays and the like. These
portions of the cell phone are usually fixed objects that cannot be changed. In any mobile phone
antenna design process, these components remain unchanged while the antenna is synthesized. Most
importantly, these regions do not have any excitation directly applied to them – they only experience
excitation in a secondary fashion (in other words, they act to scatter any fields from the antenna
proper). The perspective one can use for such a scenario builds off of the work in [4].

Reference [4], albeit not for the purposes of antenna shape synthesis or characteristic mode
computation, viewed physical scatterers that are not directly excited as being part of the environment.
As such, they can be “worked” into the Green’s function numerically – hence the name used in [4] –
numerical Green’s functions. The Green’s function we typically use to describe a scatterer and thus
obtain the impedance matrix is that of freespace. An impedance matrix obtained in this fashion allows
one to excite the structure described by the impedance matrix in any arbitrary manner and obtain the
resulting currents and scattered field. Alternatively, one can restrict the excitation (the incident field) to
isolated scatterers or specified regions and numerically incorporate the effects of all other scatterers
into the Z-matrix, thereby using what is effectively a new Green’s function.

Let us begin our investigation by considering the generic example of two arbitrary scatterers A and B
as shown in Figure 4.18. The impedance matrix for such a structure can be partitioned into a block
matrix with four identifiable parts, as shown in expression (4.1).

[ E A ] [ Z AA ]

=
E
[
]
B

 [ Z BA ]

[ Z AB ] [ J A ]
[ Z BB ] [ J B ]

(3.1)
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where subscript A refers to fields, currents and impedance terms associated with scatterer A, with
similar arguments for subscript B. The terms with AB and BA are impedance matrices associated with
the coupling between scatterers A and B. It should be noted that [ Z AA ] and [ Z BB ] are the impedance
matrices of scatterers A and B in isolation, respectively.

Using the ideas provided in [4] as a starting point, rather assume that the incident field is restricted to
scatterer A alone with no incident field applied to scatterer B, as in done in [5], albeit once again without
any characteristic mode intentions. This scenario prevents the incident field from being caused by
external excitation from sources separate from the scatterers. Rather, it restricts the excitation to a feed
concentrated on scatterer A, although distributed excitations (i.e. over the entire surface of A) are also
permitted. Mathematically, this implies that [ EB ] = 0 in expression (4.1).

Figure 4.18 – Example scattering system where two scatterers are identified as scatterer A and scatterer B. Only
scatterer A is assumed to have an incident field where scatterer B is destined to be numerically included in the
Green’s function of the overall electromagnetic system
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Under the condition of [ EB ] = 0 , the matrix equation relating the incident field to the surface currents is
written simplified into the two matrix equations

[ E A ] = [ Z AA ][ J A ] + [ Z AB ][ J B ]
0 = [ Z BA ][ J A ] + [ Z BB ][ J B ]
The latter equation can be re-written as [ J B ] = − [ Z BB ]

−1

(3.2)

[ Z BA ][ J A ] , which when substituted into the

first expression of (4.7) gives us

[ EA ] = {[ Z AA ] − [ Z AB ][ Z BB ] [ Z BA ]} [ J A ]
−1

(3.3)

Expression (4.3) relates the current on scatterer A to the incident fields on scatterer A, in the presence
of scatterer B, assuming scatterer B has no incident field. Thus the matrix

[ Z ]sub = [ Z AA ] − [ Z AB ][ Z BB ] [ Z BA ]
−1

(3.4)

can be viewed as the impedance matrix of sub-structure A, in the presence of B. We shall denote [ Z ]sub
the sub-structure impedance matrix.

Assume now that we wish to shape-synthesize scatterer A in the presence of scatterer B, with
scatterer B remaining unchanged throughout the shape-synthesis process. Scatterer B is treated similar
to the “do not touch” regions from Section 3.5.3, with the additional condition of no incident field on
the “do not touch” region. If a DMM / GA optimization approach were applied to the sub-structure
impedance matrix shown in (4.4), a great deal of computational advantage can be had by allowing the
scatterer B to remain unshaped by the optimization process. In particular, if scatterer B does indeed
remain as a “do not touch” region and a region where the incident field is zero, the matrix inverse

[ Z BB ]

−1

in (4.4) need only be computed once before the optimization begins and can be reused through

the optimization process. We certainly have computational savings, but can this technique be effectively
applied to our CM-based objective functions for antenna shape synthesis?
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To answer this question, let us consider the matrix [ Z ]sub from expression (4.4) in the conventional
CM eigenvalue problem, which now becomes

[ Z ]sub [ J n ] = (1 + jλn ) [ R ]sub [ J n ]
If we denote [C ] = [ Z AB ][ Z BB ]

−1

(3.5)

[ Z BA ] , this can be re-written as

{[ Z ] − [C ]}[ J ] = (1 + jλ ){[ R ] − Re [C ]} [ J ]
AA

n

n

AA

n

(3.6)

The modal currents [ J n ] and the eigenvalue λn are not the conventional CMs of either scatterer A, B or
their combination. They are the eigenmodes for the special case of arbitrary excitation of A in the
presence of B. Expression (4.6) can be alternatively written as

{[ X ] − Im [C ]} [ J ] = λ {[ R ] − Re [C ]} [ J ]
AA

n

n

AA

n

(3.7)

As the contribution of scatterer B diminishes either through large separation distances between A and B
(making coupling terms small) or diminishing size of scatterer B (thereby making the entries of

[C ] vanishingly small) the traditional CM eigenvalue problem for an isolated scatterer A results. Taking
the inner product of expression (4.7) with respect to [ J n ] , we obtain a meaningful ratio representing
*

the eigenvalue

[ J ] [ X ][ J ] − [ J n ] Im [C ][ J n ]
λn = n * AA n
*
[ J n ] [ RAA ][ J n ] − [ J n ] Re [C ][ J n ]
*

*

(3.8)

We see that by expression (4.8) these new modes are very similar to the traditional CMs, only with an
augmenting term (due to Im [ C ] and Re [C ] , or [C ] in general) that increases or decreases the
radiated and reactive powers depending on the nature of the secondary scatterer B and the coupling
between A and B. Ultimately, the modes represent the possible orthogonal radiating modes associated
with the scatterer A in the presence of scatterer B if only scatterer A were excited. If one were to excite
a resonant characteristic mode of the matrix [ Z ]sub , this would still represent an overall resonant
structure (no net stored energy in the system) despite only needing to excite scatterer A and not B. We
will denote these modes as sub-structure characteristic modes.
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If we have a shape-synthesis problem whereby a large portion of the meshed structure remains
unchanged (which could be treated like a “do not touch” region from Section 3.5.3), the sub-structure
characteristic modes and the numerical Green’s function described in this section will prove very useful
as a computationally efficient optimization approach. However, while having a scatterer B inaccessible
as far as shaping is concerned can easily be incorporated into the usual shape synthesis procedure (as
done in Section 3.5.3), having a scatterer B inaccessible for feed point location requires use of the new
sub-structure CMs just introduced.

The modal currents associated with these sub-structure characteristic modes are restricted to the
scatterer A in our examples. That is to say, the currents that exist on scatterer B are already accounted
for in the numerical Green’s function. However, the currents on scatterer B can still be determined by
using the second of the expressions in (4.2) to obtain

[ J B ] = − [ Z BB ] [ Z BA ][ J A ]
−1

(3.9)

For the sake of clarity, let us denote the modal currents determined from expression (4.5) as  J A,n  to
emphasize that the currents exist on scatterer A and the mode in question is mode ‘n’. The currents on
scatterer B take the naming convention  J B ,n  , again to emphasize the currents exist on scatterer B and
are associated with mode ‘n’. The aggregate of these currents forms the currents on the complete
structure, which we shall name

J



[ J n ]total ,sub =  J A,n 


B ,n



(3.10)

If we repeat what we did to obtain Figure 4.14, only including the trace magnitude and phase of the
sub-structure CM matrix, we obtain the plot shown in Figure 4.19. A resonant characteristic mode is
predicted at 695 MHz since the phase of the CM matrix trace is zero at that frequency. Recall that these
results assume that excitation is restricted to the antenna portion (or scatterer A in our general
derivations thus far in this section). The aggregate of the sub-structure modal currents (expression 4.10)
at 695 MHz is shown in Figure 4.20. Note the distinct difference between these sub-structure currents
(Figure 4.20) and the classical characteristic mode currents of Figure 4.15 at nearly the same frequency.
They are necessarily different due to the different impedance operator being used in the eigenanalysis
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problem. However, there is a reassuring sight in that the peak modal current appears at the junction
between the antenna portion (green, synthesizable region) and the ground plane portion (red, “do not
touch” region). In other words, the peak in modal current is no longer concentrated on the ground
plane, but rather at the junction between the “radiator” and “ground plane” portions. This strongly
suggests the ability to discern both the resonance and the ideal feed location using the sub-structure
characteristic modes – an impossible feat using the classical characteristic modes. It should be noted
that the next mode (mode 2) in the CM sub-structure spectrum has a magnitude of approximately 100,
which supports our assertion of being able to filter the presence in inaccessible modes. Interestingly, the
CM sub-structure model is a superposition of but a few modes of the full structure.

We additionally consider the modes at 2150 MHz and note another resonant sub-structure
characteristic mode as shown in Figure 4.21. Again, the resonance is accurately predicted via the matrix
trace (zero phase in Figure 4.19) and we find intense modal currents peaking along the antenna region
of the structure, precisely as we would desire from our separation of the overall scatterer into substructures.
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Figure 4.19 – The magnitude and phase of the trace of the CM matrix for the mobile phone mock-up showing the
results for both the traditional characteristic modes and the sub-structure characteristic modes
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Figure 4.20 – Dominant modal currents of the mobile phone example at 695 MHz,
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Figure 4.21 – Dominant modal currents of the mobile phone example at 2150 MHz,

λ2, sub ≈ 0
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4.3.2 – Mobile Handset Multi-band Antennas: Design and Experiment

Mobile phone antennas are a canonical example of multi-band antenna designs [6] – [8]. In order to
maintain coverage in a multitude of regions as well as having the ability to communicate with a whole
host of carriers, mobile phone antennas must necessarily be multi-band structures. An example mockup of a mobile phone was shown previously in Figure 4.13. The overall dimensions we will continue to

(

)

use in this section are Lx , Ly , Lz = ( 60mm,120mm,15mm ) and W = 30mm , representing the typical
dimensions of a mobile phone. The thickness (15mm) is somewhat larger than typical phones (though
not by much) in order to compensate for the lack of dielectric materials in our moment method
formulation that would otherwise reduce the antenna profile. We specify the green region as the
synthesizable portions of the structure (the antenna) while the red region (effectively the partial ground
plane of the handheld device) as the “do not touch” region. Note that the ground plane is substantially
larger than the antenna region from both the surface area and the number of expansion functions
perspective. In particular, the ground plane region has 256 triangles to describe its behaviour while the
antenna portion has 96. Since we do not shape synthesize nor directly excite the ground plane, a great
deal of computational savings are to be had for this particular optimization problem. Anytime the
number of expansion functions in the region that is incorporated numerically into the Green’s function is
greater than the number of expansion functions that remain, the problem is handled in a
computationally faster manner using the sub-structure approach. In order to get a sense of the wide
range of frequencies and electrical sizes of the analyzed mobile phone mock-up being considered in this
section, a summary table is given in Table 4.1.

Frequency

λ wavelength,

Lx

Ly

Lz

W

[MHz]

[mm]

[wavelengths]

[wavelengths]

[wavelengths]

[wavelengths]

700

428.6

0.1400

0.2800

0.0350

0.0700

900

333.3

0.1800

0.3600

0.0450

0.0900

1525

196.7

0.3050

0.6100

0.0763

0.1525

1900

157.9

0.3800

0.7600

0.0950

0.1900

2500

120.0

0.5000

1.0000

0.1250

0.2500

Table 4.1 – Summary of electrical sizes of mobile phone mock-up at the frequencies of interest
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Three antenna designs were considered labeled designs A through C:
• Design A: A single-band design with a resonance at 700 MHz
• Design B: A dual-band design with a resonance at 700 and 1900 MHz
• Design C: A tri-band design with a resonance at 700, 1525 and 2500 MHz

The synthesis technique was followed in precisely the same manner as in Section 4.2, whereby the CM
matrix trace is optimized to have zero phase as the desired resonant frequencies and the Q at each
frequency minimized in a balanced manner, identical to the approach in Section 4.2. The only difference
in this problem is the trace function is computed for the sub-structure impedance matrix (expression
4.4) rather than the entire structure’s impedance matrix.

The three designs were fabricated (see Figure 4.22) and measured. In all three cases, a single obvious
feed location was discovered after simulating (see Section 3.4.3). A set of close-up views of the feeding
mechanism in Design C is shown in Figure 4.23. It is important to remember that this feed location is not
selected a priori. Combining the computationally efficient feedless approach with the sub-structure
technique yields further computational benefits beyond any traditional approach.

6cm
3cm

12cm

Design A

Design B

Design C

Figure 4.22 – Example multi-band designs A through C (listed left-right and top-bottom)
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1.5cm

Figure 4.23 – A close-up collection of views of the feeding mechanism of Design C

The modes associated with the partial ground plane, which cannot be efficiently excited directly from
a gap feed, are not present for the sub-structure modes. The presence of the ground plane is of course
accounted for in the numerical Green’s function. This advantage is further shown by plotting the
magnitude of CM matrix trace (the function Ψ (ω ) from Section 3.3.5) for the two cases

{

Ψ (ω ) = Trace [ Z ]

−1

[ R ]}

(3.11)

which is the CM matrix trace for the entire structure including the ground plane and additionally

{

Ψ sub ( ω ) = Trace [ Z ]sub [ R ]sub
−1

}

(3.12)

which is the CM matrix trace for the sub-structure. The latter expression has far greater utility as the
modes associated with the ground plane are effectively filtered out, preventing the “ground plane
modes” of the electrically sizable structure from muddling the presence of what we shall denote
“antenna modes” of the complete structure. Figures 4.24 – 4.26 shows the plots of the magnitude and
phase of expression (4.11) and (4.12) for the three optimized designs A through C respectively. The
magnitude of the matrix trace of the sub-structure impedance matrix (expression 4.12) clearly peaks at
each resonance frequency that was explicitly optimized for while the angle of the same function is zero
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as required. On the other hand, the resonance is not clearly shown through the matrix trace of the
entire structure neither through the magnitude or phase of (4.11). This expression does not peak or
exhibit zero phase at each resonance in a consistent fashion since the “ground plane modes” are also
included in the trace, thereby making it impossible to distinguish the antenna modes from the ground
plane modes. By restricting our view of the CMs from the entire structure to the antenna portion-only,
we have effectively transformed multi-mode analysis to single-mode analysis. Ergo, the developments of
single-mode antenna shape synthesis from Chapter 3 and Section 4.2 are applicable to the structure,
with success found in the three shape synthesized design examples.

Note that Design A was optimized for single band operation, but an unintentional additional band
appears at 2150 MHz. This would not be predictable from the matrix trace of the full structure as shown
in Figure 4.24(a) and 4.24(b) but is very clearly shown through the zero phase of the matrix trace and
the magnitude peak of the sub-structure matrix trace.
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Figure 4.24 – Sub-structure CM matrix trace (a) magnitude, (b) phase for Design A (single band, 700 MHz)
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Figure 4.25 – Sub-structure CM matrix trace (a) magnitude, (b) phase for Design B (dual band, 700 & 1900 MHz)
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Figure 4.26 – Sub-structure CM matrix trace (a) magnitude, (b) phase for Design C (700, 1525 & 2500 MHz)
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Comparisons between the simulated and experimentally measured results of Designs A through C are
shown in Figures 4.27 – 4.29. Reasonable agreement between simulation and experiment is found for all
designs, though Design B shows the greatest discrepancies. A discussion on these discrepancies can be
found in Appendix L.
An interesting set of results are found for the simulation and measurements of Design B in that the
ideal reference impedance is unique for each band of interest (10Ω for 700 MHz, 50Ω for 1900 MHz). It
should be stressed that both bands do indeed resonate simultaneously when excited by the port, but
that the input current obviously differs in both bands since the ideal reference impedance is different
for both bands. A filter/PA/transceiver combination that can match 10/50-Ohm reference impedance for
the 700/1900 MHz bands would provide the solution for such a scenario and is, in theory10, possible to
implement [9] (especially using lumped surface mount components).
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Figure 4.27 – Single-band design using 50Ω reference impedance (Design A)

10

A simple transmission line with Zo = 82Ω and length d = 86mm provides a better than 10dB RL match for 10Ω and

50Ω to a 50Ω transceiver at the frequencies 700 and 1900 MHz respectively. This is by no means optimized and is
only a crude approach to matching the antenna to a 50-Ohm transceiver. Lumped elements or multi-stage
transmission line matching networks would provide a more reasonable approach with a much smaller footprint.
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Figure 4.28 – Dual-band design using (a) 10Ω reference impedance showing a good match at 700 MHz and (b)
50Ω reference impedance showing a good match at 1900 MHz (Design B)
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Figure 4.29 – Tri-band Design C using a single 50Ω reference impedance, well matched for the 700 and 2500 MHz
bands with a reasonable match for the 1525 MHz band.
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4.4 – Concluding Remarks
In this chapter we extended the concepts of Chapter 3 to be able to perform the single-mode antenna
feedless shape-synthesis at multiple frequencies, thereby obtaining multi-band antenna structures. In
Section 4.2, a collection of multi-band antennas were shape-synthesized in this manner, with single-,
dual-, tri- and quad-band designs having been shown successfully synthesized from the same starting
shape. In the concluding remarks of Section 4.2, we emphasized scenarios where the traditional
characteristic modes and their corresponding CM matrix trace are incapable of providing the necessary
information in situations where large regions of the object to be optimized either cannot be excited
directly (via a port), or mustn’t be shaped as part of the optimization, or perhaps both. The particular
example was shown where the “antenna” portion of a mobile handheld phone is much smaller than the
adjoining ground plane, making the ground plane very significant in terms of its characteristic mode
dominance.

A new modal formulation was presented in Section 4.3, denoted the sub-structure characteristic
modes, which determines a new set of characteristic modes of the radiating structure with the ability to
enforce zero incident field on certain regions of the scattering system. This lead to a set of modes that
could only be excited within scatterer regions where the incident field is non-zero, allowing us to work
with a restricted but desirable set of sub-structure characteristic modes. Computational advantages are
also present using this technique, not only because of the feedless nature of the optimization, but also
through a reduction in computational redundancy that is obtained via the impedance operators
associated with regions that are not shaped during the shape-synthesis procedure. Experimentally
verified single-, dual- and tri-band designs were shown, with good agreement shown between
simulation and measurement.
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Chapter 5
Characteristic Modes and Periodic
Structures

5.1 – Introduction

5.1.1 – Introductory Remarks

In this chapter we consider, for the first time in the literature, the characteristic mode analysis of
infinite periodic structures.

The first problem one must contend with in such an endeavour is the interpretation of the CMs of a
periodic structure, as one cannot obtain a single, finite impedance operator that describes the scattering
of an arbitrary incident field from an infinite structure. This problem arises due to that troublesome
word: infinite. Since the structure is infinite, one must restrict the nature of the excitation, and in the
case of periodic structures this restriction takes the form of specifying plane wave excitation with a
specific angle of incidence. We will show that this does not impact the usefulness of the characteristic
modes, but it should be emphasized that these modes are not identical in form to the classical
characteristic modes, though their function is mostly the same.

The second problem one encounters when analyzing a periodic structure from the characteristic
mode perspective is the difficulty in obtaining the actual impedance matrix describing the infinite array.
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Commercial codes are reluctant to provide such details, and when they do, provide a restrictive
environment within which to work. In particular, the desire to apply genetic algorithms in conjunction
with a proprietary commercial moment method code drove us to develop our own periodic structure
moment method formulation. This method is described in Section 5.2, where we develop the so-called
Infinite-from-Finite (IFF) method. Necessity is the mother of invention!

With this computational capability, we proceed in Section 5.3 to investigate the characteristic modes
of periodic structures. We place particular emphasis on the properties and limitations of single-mode
periodic structures to maintain the overall theme of the thesis, but a brief investigation of multi-mode
periodic structures has been included as Appendix H. Much the same as in Chapters 3 and 4, we find a
plethora of information that can be gleaned from eigenanalysis, all without the need to directly
compute excitation currents. Additionally, computational simplicity is found through the use of the CM
matrix trace in a similar vein as in the previous chapters. From these results, it is possible to define
objective functions for the synthesis of periodic structures by optimizing their transmission and
reflection coefficients to take specific, desired values.

In Section 5.4, we apply these objective functions in the shape-synthesis of reflectarray elements. A
new synthesis technique is developed that uses the CM objective functions to design high aperture
efficiency reflectarray structures of shaped elements. By maximizing the physical similarity between
adjacent elements in the reflectarray the errors due to the quasi-periodic implementation of elements
whose properties are determined in an infinite periodic environment is reduced. The synthesis
technique is novel in its own right and can be viewed from a non-CM perspective. Additionally, the use
of CM-derived objective functions reduces the computational complexity and reduces ambiguity in
simulating the scattered near fields of periodic structures and attempting to reference reflection and
transmission phases onto the surface of the periodic structure. Ample experimental results confirm the
claims of the synthesis technique, with significant efforts made to address issues of practicality in
fabrication as part of the element shape-synthesis technique.

Lastly, in Section 5.5 we introduce an entirely new reflectarray design concept whereby a reflectarray
can be designed to maximize gain while simultaneously having its metal surface patterned in a manner
visually representative of an optical image – the mosaic reflectarray. Experimental examples emphasize
the practical and successful use of this new reflectarray design technique.
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5.1.2 – An Interpretation of the CMs of Periodic Structures

The characteristic mode analyses of finite sized structures with both electrically small and
intermediately sized dimensions were considered in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively. We now turn to the
analysis of infinitely sized structures known as periodic structures. One immediately challenging aspect
of such an endeavour is the need for an infinite number of expansion functions and thus an infinitely
sized impedance matrix since the structure is of infinite extent. Two mutually exclusive approaches to
analyze such structures present themselves: (1) restrict the nature of the excitation described by the
impedance matrix and (2) analyze a very large but finite version of the periodic structure as an
approximation. The majority of successful moment method based analysis tools that obtain the
impedance matrix of a periodic structure restrict excitation to that of plane waves with a specified angle
of incidence relative to the lattice of the periodic structure. This presents a very interesting conundrum
for the characteristic modes: what significance do the CMs have when the nature of excitation is
restricted and no longer arbitrary? The answer connects Chapter 5 with the work from Section 4.3
where we first defined the sub-structure characteristic modes. By restricting the nature of excitation, we
limit our view of the characteristic modes to those only relevant to the partial range of excitation.

The classical characteristic mode formulation makes no assumption on the nature excitation – it
remains arbitrary and can take any form. This signifies that in the matrix equation [Z][J] = [V], the
excitation vector [V] can be any conceivable vector, provided the incident field producing [V] satisfies
Maxwell’s equations. If one were to restrict the values that [V] can possibly take, it does not change the
matrix [Z]. Working from the opposite direction, however, one can define the Green’s function used to
construct the matrix [Z] to inherently restrict the nature of the excitation. In this approach, the matrix
[Z] will only be capable of describing scattering due to this restricted range of excitation. Consequently,
the characteristic modes of an excitation-restricted structure will form a set of eigencurrents and
eigenvalues that exhibit orthogonality properties (forming a basis set) for the possible scattered fields
due to the restricted excitation. If the [Z] matrix of any structure was formed assuming only one form of
excitation (e.g. a plane wave incident from a single direction) the characteristic modes associated with
the [Z] matrix determines a set of orthogonal modes that fully describe the scattered field to the single
plane wave. Removing the restriction obviously gives one access to modes capable of describing the
scattered field due to any excitation.
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In many situations it is undesirable to analyze periodic structures using the approach (2) described
earlier whereby a finite (but very large) version of the infinite structure is analyzed. Two major obstacles
must be dealt with in this case: (1) the Z-matrix becomes very large, making the numerical analysis
computationally costly (and possibly intractable) and (2) the number of dominant characteristic modes
becomes too numerous to become useful as an analysis tool. We will focus exclusively on the former
approach where the nature of the excitation is restricted, mostly due to its widespread adoption but
also for the sake computational simplicity.
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5.2 – An Accessible Moment Method Formulation for the Analysis of
Infinite Periodic Structures

5.2.1 – Preliminaries

Many techniques have been proposed that determine the properties of an infinitely sized structure,
quite often for the purpose of analyzing frequency selective surfaces (FSS) or array antennas [1] – [4].
Naturally, one never uses an infinite structure in practice, but rather uses its properties to accurately
approximate the behaviour of a finite version. The mathematics and physics are such that the analysis of
the infinite structure is computationally simple enough to warrant its use. However, such an analysis
requires very specific numerical codes and techniques [1] – [4] that also presents issues involving
Green’s functions singularities, as well slow series convergence [5]. These issues can certainly be
overcome, but not without a substantial amount of algorithm and software development overhead.
Hence the reason commercial software codes are often used in the analysis of periodic structures.
However, this presents another roadblock for our purposes. We must have access to the moment
method impedance matrix [Z] in order to compute the eigencurrents and eigenvalues. Additionally, we
require the visualization of the currents, and therefore need access to expansion function details. Lastly,
we wish to incorporate our customized GA/MoM/DMM optimization technique with the numerical
method and thus we require fairly intimate control over the inner workings of the numerical code.
Unfortunately, no commercial code is known to the author that gives access to all these details. Opensource numerical codes exist, but none of the codes obtained allows for the analysis of full 3-D periodic
structures with elements of arbitrary shape. In this section we will discuss a newly developed numerical
technique by which to analyze infinite periodic structures using only a finite scatterer formulation. We
currently have an entirely open-source finite scatterer formulation from the work of Makarov [6]
developed within MATLAB, which has been adapted and expanded upon by the author.
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5.2.2 – The Infinite-from-Finite (IFF) Formulation

The derivation of the newly defined periodic structure moment method formulation, the so-called
“IFF” or infinite-from-finite method, begins with the impedance operator equation for a finite periodic
structure of M elements:
 [ Z11 ]

 [ Z 21 ]
 ⋮

[ Z M 1 ]

[ Z12 ]
[ Z 22 ]
⋮

[ZM 2 ]

…
…

[ Z1M ]   [ I1 ]   [V1 ] 
[ Z 2 M ]   [ I 2 ]  =  [V2 ] 

 ⋮ 


… [ Z MM ] [ I M ]
⋱

⋮

 ⋮ 


[VM ]

(4.1)

The sub-matrices [ Z nn ] refer to the impedance matrix of the nth element while [ Z mn ] refers to the
coupling matrix between elements m and n. If we allow M to be infinite, we obtain the impedance
matrix of the infinite periodic structure. We immediately see one possible technique that can be used in
the development of a periodic structure code that uses only finite scatterer information: simply build
the [ Z ] matrix large enough such that sufficient accuracy is obtained. This is of course a brute-force
approach and can in fact be impossible to solve since the size of the matrix [ Z ] may approach intractable
proportions. Additionally, consider the fact that this matrix will likely be inverted or be involved with
eigenanalysis numerous times, compounding the numerical and computational difficulties in handling
such a scenario. Let us begin the process of simplification by making a first reasonable assumption: all of
the scatterers in the periodic structure will have identical excitation. This will also lead to all elements
having identical currents due to excitation. This is a reasonable assumption as one does quite often
assume a single plane wave incident on a periodic structure. In order to make this excitation assumption
true, we must excite with a normally incident plane wave. Again, this is reasonable as it is often the
assumption used when designing FSS and reflectarray structures that are not angle-of-incidence
sensitive designs11. Such a scenario requires the two conditions

11

[Vm ] = [V ] ∀m = 1… M

(4.2)

[ I m ] = [ I ] ∀m = 1… M

(4.3)

Consideration is given to arbitrary angle of incidence in Appendix J
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This leads to the altered operator equation
 [ Z11 ]

 [ Z 21 ]
 ⋮

[ Z M 1 ]

[ Z12 ]
[ Z 22 ]
⋮

…
…

 ⋮ 
 
… [ Z MM ] [ I ]
⋱

[ZM 2 ]

[ Z1M ]  [ I ] [V ]
[ Z 2 M ]  [ I ] = [V ]
⋮

 ⋮ 
 
[V ]

(4.4)

Since the current is identical on every element, as is the excitation, we can observe the current on any
element and know we are solving it for all elements. Let us now assume that element 1 is a central
element among all other M–1 scatterers. Assume also that the scatterers surrounding element 1 are
placed in a symmetric fashion surrounding scatterer 1, as shown in Figure 5.1. Consider the first row of
block matrices [ Z11 ]

[ Z12 ]

⋯

[ Z1M ] and their interaction with the excitation and current column

vectors:

[ Z11 ][ I ] + [ Z12 ][ I ] + ⋯ + [ Z1M ][ I ] = [V ]

(4.5)

Factoring the current vector [ I ] leads us to an expression related current to voltage vectors

{[ Z ] + [ Z ] + ⋯ + [ Z ]}[ I ] = [V ]
11

12

1M

(4.6)

Let us denote the matrix
 Z ( M )  = [ Z11 ] + [ Z12 ] + ⋯ + [ Z1M ]
ps
M

= [ Z11 ] + ∑ [ Z1n ]

(4.7)

n=2

= [ Z11 ] + Q ( M ) 

It is interesting to note that the matrix [ Z ] ps has two distinct contributions: (1) [ Z11 ] which is the
impedance matrix of the central element in isolation and (2) Q ( M )  which is the sum of all coupling
matrices of the adjacent elements. If the properties of the single element in isolation is insufficient to
predict the behaviour of the periodic structure, the emergent properties of the periodic array must
come from the matrix Q ( M )  . Because of (5.2) and (5.3) we can relate the current on element 1 to the
excitation on element 1 simply as
 Z ( M )  [ I ] ps = [V ] ps
ps

(4.8)

where  Z ( M )  ps is the same as expression (5.7).
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In order to obtain accurate results and have convergence occur at a faster rate we employ an
averaging technique on the impedance matrices obtained. This is similar in theme to an ARMA/PRONY
type technique. Whenever a complete ring of elements is added to the overall periodic structure matrix,
this matrix is stored in memory. The matrix obtained for each completed loop is averaged with all
matrices obtained in previous loops. A ring of elements is completed when the total number of
elements in the summation in expression (5.7) is 8, 24, 48, and so on. We denote this averaged matrix as
avg

 Z ( M )  . For example, consider the case where we have three complete rings of elements. The
ps

impedance matrix that describes this scenario is given by

{

avg
1
 Z (49)  =  Z (9)  +  Z (25)  +  Z (49) 
ps
ps
ps
ps
3

}

(4.9)

In practice, more than 3 complete rings would be added to obtain what would be considered the
converged “final” impedance matrix.
The assumption of identical excitation and identical currents only occurs under the condition of an
infinite periodic structure. In solving this problem for finite M, we are necessarily incurring errors.
Nevertheless, this is our approximation. Only when M is infinite is expression (5.4) exact. Such is the
nature of computational electromagnetics. The fact of the matter is, for example, that expression (5.1) is
only exact (in the sense of solving a continuous problem rather a discretized one) when the sub-matrices
themselves are infinite. Moreover, any moment method mesh is an approximation and only becomes
exact when the number of expansion functions becomes infinite. The only question that remains is how
many elements “M” are required before the assumption of identical current and excitation is such that a
minimum amount of error is incurred and the current density on the central element is practically what
it would be in an infinite ( M → ∞ ) periodic environment.

Figure 5.1 – Example periodic structure with central element surrounded by M–1 elements where M = 36
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5.2.3 – Convergence and Validation Results for the IFF Method

In order to test for convergence, we consider the transmission and reflection coefficients as metrics. A
normally incident plane is used to excite the periodic structure with the periodic structure impedance
matrix of (5.7) being used to describe the resulting scattering. A point ‘P’ above the periodic structure
(above the central element) is selected at which to measure the scattered field. This point is set to be
approximately 2λ from the scatterer. As one moves farther away from the surface of the central
element one begins to observe the finiteness of the periodic structure by way of observing more than a
single scattered plane wave, even for the case of lattice sizes less than λ 2 . More details regarding this
phenomenon can be found in Appendix F.

Our first example showing convergence and validation is a dogbone-shaped element, shown in Figure
5.2. The incident plane wave is y-polarized, normal to the periodic structure plane of periodicity and is
therefore -z directed. The dimensions are d x = d y = 7.5mm, A = 4 mm, B = 7.4 mm and t = 0.5 mm. The
resulting reflection coefficient magnitude of the periodic structure is shown in Figure 5.3 for the case of
1, 2, 5 and 10 rings and is compared to the commercially available code FEKO [7]. One can see that by
the time the number of rings reaches 10, there is good agreement between our numerical technique
and the commercial code. There is some semblance of the technique converging as well, as the accuracy
of the technique clearly increases as the number of rings increase. Consider additionally Figure 5.4,
which shows the convergence of the reflection phase as a function of the number of rings, strictly for
the frequency 9.9 GHz. This represents the most sensitive frequency of the periodic structure since the
reflection phase is approximately -180 degrees – a resonance. Again, we see very good agreement
between the IFF method and the commercial code FEKO. For all intents and purposes, the numerical
technique is converged by 10 rings, though 1 degree in reflection phase error would be incurred if only 4
rings were used. This shows the possibility of trading accuracy for speed of computation.
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t
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B

t

x
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Figure 5.2 – Example periodic structure consisting of a dogbone-shaped element

Figure 5.3 – Reflection magnitude convergence as a function of the number of element rings over frequency
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Figure 5.4 – Phase of the reflection coefficient of a periodic array of dogbone elements at 9.9 GHz as a function
of the number of rings used in the IFF method (-•-•-•-). The horizontal dashed line (----) is the value predicted
using code FEKO using its infinite periodic structure capability for the dogbone elements.

We also wish to consider periodic structures in the presence of an infinite ground plane. In order to do
so, the Green’s function must account for the presence of such an infinite structure. We propose an
efficient technique to include the effects of an infinite ground plane for the case of purely planar
structures. The details of this technique are in Appendix G. The example periodic structure we will
consider in the presence of an infinite ground plane is a square patch element shown in Figure 5.5. The
dimensions are d x = d y = 4.0 mm , W = L = 3.8 mm at a distance of 10mm from the ground plane. We
excite the structure with a y-polarized normally incident plane wave. The resulting reflection phase is
shown in Figure 5.6 over a very wide range of frequencies. In particular, note that the structure has
three resonances (5, 16, and 32 GHz) from 0 to 40 GHz with the IFF method properly predicting their
behaviour in each instance. This example uses 20 rings for the converged and accurate results, though
fewer rings could have been used to very little noticeable difference. Additional convergence results as
well as more details on the accuracy of the IFF method can be found in Appendix F.

Note that we will not use finite conductivity scatterers and oblique plane wave incidence in this
thesis. Nevertheless, the IFF can deal with these cases as described in Appendix J.
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L

x
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Figure 5.5 – Example patch-based periodic structure with an adjacent ground plane

Figure 5.6 – Simulated reflection phase obtained from the commercial code FEKO (solid black curve) and
alternatively obtained from our moment method IFF formulation (red circles). Very good agreement is found at
all frequencies including the transition through multiple resonances
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5.3 – Characteristic Mode Analysis of Periodic Structures

5.3.1 – Characteristic Modes and Periodic Structures

As discussed in [8], one can use the characteristic mode eigenfields as expansions of incoming and
outgoing waves. The summation of all incoming and outgoing waves gives us an expression for the total
field

E total = E in + E out

(4.10)

where E in and E out are the incoming and outgoing fields respectively. The total field can also be
written in terms of the incident and scattered fields

E total = E inc + E scat

(4.11)

where E inc differs from E in in that E inc can consist of both incoming and outgoing waves (e.g. a plane
wave, a spherical wave and its conjugate and so on). The scattered and outgoing fields can be written
solely in terms of the incoming fields

E scat = 2 P ( E in )

(4.12)

E out = S ( E in )

(4.13)

where P and S are called the perturbation and scattering operators. The perturbation operation P
transforms incoming waves into the scattered fields, while S transforms incoming waves into outgoing
waves. The scattered field is a purely outgoing wave, though it is not necessarily identical to the
outgoing field.

In [8], they consider the expansion of general incoming and outgoing fields in terms of the
characteristic modes. They express the outgoing waves in terms of the characteristic mode fields
(eigenfields) and the incoming waves in terms of the complex conjugates of the same fields.

E out = ∑ bn E n

(4.14)

E in = ∑ an E n

(4.15)

n

∗

n
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Additionally, the scattered field is also written in terms of the characteristic mode fields

E scat = ∑ cn E n

(4.16)

n

Since the characteristic modes produce scattered fields, they produce only outgoing fields. Hence,
they are naturally used as expansion functions for both the outgoing fields and scattered fields. If one
were to take the complex conjugate of a characteristic mode field, it would turn the outgoing field into
an entirely incoming field and hence, the complex conjugate of the characteristic mode fields makes
excellent expansion functions for the incoming field, as in (5.15).

Under these conditions (5.14 – 5.16) of field expansion, the perturbation and scattering operators are
diagonalized (see [8, sec VIII] for proof) and are given in matrix form as

 −1
1 + j λ
1


0
[ P ] = 
 ⋮

 0


0
−1
1 + jλ2

⋯





⋮ 

⋱
0 

−1 
0
1 + jλN 

⋯

0

(4.17)

and

 1 − jλ1
 − 1 + jλ
1


0
[ S ] = 

⋮

 0


0
−

1 − jλ2
1 + jλ2

⋯





⋮



⋱
0

1 − j λN 
0 −
1 + jλN 

⋯

0

(4.18)

Therefore, [ P ] and [ S ] act to transform the characteristic modes into the scattered and outgoing fields
respectively. These matrices now relate the coefficients in (5.14) – (5.16) via

[b] = [ S ][ a ]

(4.19)

[ c] = 2 [ P ][ a ]

(4.20)

where [ a ] , [b ] , [ c ] are column vectors containing the coefficients an , bn , cn .
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Transmission and reflection coefficients of a scattering system are typically defined as the ratio of
total field to incident field, and scattered field to incident field, respectively. Since we already have an
expression for the scattered field (5.12), we require an expression for either the total or incident field to
obtain the transmission and reflection coefficients. By combining (5.10) and (5.13), we obtain an
expression for the total field in terms of the incoming field

E total = E in + S ( E in )

(4.21)

We can then substitute (5.12) and (5.21) into (5.11) to obtain an expression for the incident field in
terms of the incoming field

E inc = E in + S ( E in ) − 2 P ( E in )

(4.22)

As discussed in [8], the incoming wave is written as an expansion of complex conjugates of the
characteristic modes. We shall introduce the concept of modal reflection and transmission coefficients
by observing the incident, scattered and total fields as strictly associated with a single mode. In other
words, let us assume that the incident field excites a single mode ‘n’. Since the [ S ] and [ P ] matrices are
diagonalized, if we assume only one mode is excited, the outgoing and scattered fields will consist only
of the mode with index ‘n’. Under single-mode excitation the three key expressions (5.14) – (5.16)
become

E out = bn E n

(4.23)

∗

E in = an E n

(4.24)

E scat = cn E n

(4.25)

Under these single mode conditions, the incident, scattered and total fields can be written

E inc = an (1 + snn − 2 pnn ) E n
∗

∗

E scat = 2 pnn an E n

(4.26)
(4.27)

E total = an (1 + snn ) E n
∗

(4.28)

where snn is the (n,n) indexed entry of matrix [S] from (5.18) and pnn is the (n,n) indexed entry of matrix

[ P ] from (5.17). In can also be shown that 1 + snn − 2 pnn = 2 , allowing us to further simplify (5.26).
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Therefore, we can write the modal transmission and reflection coefficients in terms of the expressions in
(5.26) – (5.28) relative to any arbitrary polarization p .

Τn , p =

p ⋅ E total
p ⋅ E inc

Γn, p =

(

an (1 + snn ) p ⋅ E n

=

(

∗

an 2 p ⋅ E

p ⋅ E scat
p ⋅ E inc

=

∗
n

)

(

∗

(

an 2 p ⋅ E

nn

2

2 pnn an p ⋅ E n
∗
n

) = 1+ s

)

)=p

nn

=

=

jλn
1 + jλn

−1
1 + jλn

(4.29)

(4.30)

which shows that the modal transmission and reflection coefficients are independent of the polarization
being measured. This allows us to simply express these modal coefficients strictly in terms of the mode’s
eigenvalue as follows

Τn =

1 + snn
jλn
=
2
1 + jλn

Γ n = pnn =

−1
1 + jλn

(4.31)

(4.32)

Expressions (5.31) and (5.32) are hereafter known as the modal transmission and reflection coefficients
and are in fact a systems’ transmission and reflection coefficients should the incident field solely excite
the nth mode of the scatterer.

We have in fact made the effort not to mention periodic structures up to this point since all of the
previous derivations are valid for any scatterer. However, we will now explicitly state that our interests
lie in periodic structures since transmission and reflection coefficients are of paramount importance,
with the latter term being the most important parameter for reflectarray design. A peculiarity of these
results is that reflection and transmission coefficient often requires a measurement location in space,
positioned somewhere above the periodic structure, which is not the case for the modal-based
coefficients. This is a consequence of the characteristic mode theory and a phenomenon also observed
from the results of Chapter 3 and 4.
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5.3.2 – The Single Mode Periodic Structure in Freespace

In Chapters 3 and 4 we discussed the notion of single mode antennas at great length. We will now
discuss the concept of a single mode periodic structure. As shown in the previous Section 5.3.1, a singlemode periodic structure’s electromagnetic behaviour can be described solely in terms of the single
mode’s eigenvalue behaviour. The excitation of a single-mode periodic structure will only significantly
excite its dominant mode. The transmission and reflection coefficients of such a structure will in fact be
one and the same as the modal transmission and reflection coefficients (5.31) and (5.32). Let us denote
these coefficients simply as (there reference plane locations are discussed in Section 5.3.5)

Τ = Τn =

jλn
1 + jλn

(4.33)

Γ = Γn =

−1
1 + jλn

(4.34)

If these modal coefficients truly are the reflection coefficients of the periodic structure, they must obey
2

the law of power conservation, i.e. Τn + Γ n
2

2

= 1 . We can confirm this by evaluating

jλn
−1
+
1 + jλn
1 + jλn

2

2

λ
1
= n 2+
=1
1 + λn 1 + λn2

and hence power is conserved.

Also, for a single interface the relationship Τ = 1 + Γ must hold. We can also confirm this by evaluating

Τ−Γ =

jλn
1 + jλn
−1
−
=
=1
1 + jλn 1 + jλn 1 + jλn

Thus, the expressions for transmission and reflection of a single-mode periodic structure are sound. We
shall explore these claims through simulation examples in Section 5.3.7.
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5.3.3 – The Circuit Model of Single Mode Periodic Structures in Freespace

Since the periodic structure being considered is single-mode and with normal plane wave incidence,
we can approximate the electrical behaviour of the structure with a simple reactive element straddled
by transmission lines, as shown in Figure 5.7. The transmission and reflection coefficients of such a
structure can be written in terms of the equivalent impedance of the structure as follows

Γ=

Z in − Z o
Z in + Z o

where Z o is the intrinsic impedance of freespace ηo =

(4.35)

µ ε and Z in is the input impedance of the

periodic structure with freespace on the opposite side and from (5.35) can be written

Z in = ηo

1+ Γ
1− Γ

(4.36)

The impedance of the periodic structure is represented by Z L and the infinite transmission line can be
represented by the load impedance ηo . Hence, the expression for Z in is Z L in parallel with ηo

Z in =

ηo Z L
ηo + Z L

(4.37)

Equating (5.36) and (5.37) and solving for the shunt impedance Z L gives us

Z L = ηo

1+ Γ
− 2Γ

(4.38)

Finally, substituting the expression for the reflection coefficient in (5.34) into (5.38) gives us

ZL = j

ηo
2

λn

(4.39)

This is a reassuring result since it implies numerous necessary results:

(1) The equivalent impedance of the periodic structure is purely reactive and thus has no real part.
This is necessary for a lossless periodic structure.
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(2) If the dominant CM of the single mode periodic structure is capacitive or inductive, the
equivalent reactive element is also capacitive or inductive by way of the sign of the eigenvalue.

(3) If the single mode is resonant, the eigenvalue is zero and hence the impedance is zero,
representing a short circuit. A short circuit has a reflection coefficient of -1, precisely as the CM
theory and standard periodic structure theory would predict.

(4) If the single mode has an infinite eigenvalue (positive or negative) the impedance becomes
infinite as well and thus the circuit element is open circuit. The reflection coefficient is then
zero, representing a transparent freespace periodic structure.

Figure 5.7 – Representation of a simple freespace periodic structure modeled as a reactive element straddled by
transmission lines representing freespace. Note this model is valid for lossless periodic structures.
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5.3.4 – Single Mode Periodic Structures in the Presence of an Infinite Ground Plane

We can also analyze the modal behaviour of periodic structures in the presence of an infinite ground
plane. In particular, consider the arbitrary expansion of the scattered field as follows
inc

E scat

J n, E
Vni
=
En =
En
1 + jλn
1 + jλn

(4.40)

where we have implicitly assumed the excitation of a single characteristic mode. Since the periodic
structure exists over the infinite ground plane, and we excite it using an incident plane wave, we can
simply express the incident field as the scaled complex conjugate of the characteristic field E

inc

*

= an E n

where an is an arbitrary complex scaling factor. This must be the case since the ground plane will act to
ensure all incident fields are in fact incoming waves and outgoing fields are purely scattered fields.
Under these conditions for excitation, we obtain the scattered field

E scat =

J n, E

inc

1 + jλn

*

En =

J n , an E n
1 + jλn

E n = an

J n, Z* (J n )
1 + jλn

E n = an

1 − jλn
En
1 + jλn

(4.41)

The scattered field will simply be a plane wave of identical amplitude but phase shifted by the complex
quantity (1 − jλn ) (1 + jλn ) . The reflection coefficient for a periodic structure over a ground plane then
becomes

Γ = Γn =

1 − jλn
1 + jλn

(4.42)

This is a sensible quantity as it suggests that a resonant mode ( λn = 0 ) will yield a reflection coefficient
of Γ = +1 , while an infinite eigenvalue suggests a reflection coefficient of Γ = −1 . The latter condition
is particularly interesting since an infinite eigenvalue suggests infinite net stored energy and implies no
scattered real power content. A single-mode periodic structure with an infinite CM eigenvalue does not
scatter any incident fields. However, since the ground plane is present, the reflection coefficient
becomes Γ = −1 and the only structure “observed” by the incoming field is the ground plane itself with
the periodic structure becoming transparent.
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5.3.5 – Reference Planes and Single Mode Periodic Structures

It should be noted, however, that the reflection coefficients obtained for both the freespace and
infinite ground plane scattering scenarios have their fields referenced at the origin of the Green’s
function used to describe the scattering (e.g. using the IFF method). The most common location is
selected to be the origin of the coordinate system, which is indeed the case in our example. Reflection
and transmission coefficients, however, are typically referenced on the surface of the periodic structure
rather than at the origin. For the case of a freespace periodic structure, we will continue to analyze
periodic structures that are single layer that reside in the x-y plane and hence the phase reference is
already located on the surface of the periodic structure.

However, this is not necessarily the case of the periodic structure with an adjacent ground plane.
Oftentimes, the ground plane is placed in the x-y plane at z = 0, with the periodic structure placed at
some distance z = d. For the purpose of practical analysis, we would rather have the phase reference on
the surface of the periodic structure rather than the ground plane. We have two options presented to
us:

(1) Perform a reference plane shift bringing the reflection coefficient from the ground plane
reference to the surface of the periodic structure [11]. This amounts to the simple multiplication
by the complex exponential e− j 2 β d which changes the phase of the reflection coefficient but
leaves the magnitude unhindered (where β = ω µε )

(2) Simulate the periodic structure with the ground plane located at z = -d and the periodic
structure residing at the location z = 0.

We shall opt for the former solution because of its general adoption in the literature, as well as the
simplicity in shifting the reference plane.
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5.3.6 – Computational Short-Cuts Involving the Trace of the CM Matrix

In keeping with the tradition of Chapters 3 and 4, we consider what the trace of the characteristic
mode matrix can tell us about a periodic structure. Recall that the trace of this matrix for a single mode
structure (antenna, or periodic structure now) can be written

(

Ψ = Trace [ Z ]

−1

[ R ]) ≈

1
1 + jλ1

(4.43)

This immediately allows us to write expressions for the transmission and reflection coefficients of
freespace periodic structures as

Γ = Γ n = −Ψ

(4.44)

Τ = Τn = 1 − Ψ

(4.45)

Note that the CM matrix trace is valid at every frequency for the case of periodic structures as evidenced
by (5.44) and (5.45). This is in contrast to the results of Chapters 3 and 4 where the trace was restricted
to frequencies where a resonant characteristic mode exists. In the case of periodic structures with
infinite ground planes, the matrix trace offers another short cut via the fact that

(

Ψ = Trace [ Z ]

−1

[ R ]) ≈

1
1 + jλn

(4.46)

and

(

Ψ ∗ = Trace [ Z ]

−1

[ R ])

∗

≈

1
1 − jλn

(4.47)

and through the combination of (5.46) and (5.47), we obtain

Γ = Γn

(
=
Trace ([ Z ]

Trace [ Z ]

−1

−1

[ R ])

[ R ])

∗

=

Ψ 1 − jλn
=
Ψ ∗ 1 + jλn

(4.48)

We have now obtained expressions to compute the transmission and reflection coefficients of singlemode periodic structures (both the freespace kind, and those with an adjacent infinite ground plane)
without having to directly excite the structures and without having to measure any scattered fields.
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5.3.7 – Simulations Confirming Single-Mode Periodic Structure Properties

In order to confirm that our derivations of single mode periodic structures are indeed correct, as well
as introduce some examples of single mode periodic structures, we next explore various examples of
transmission and reflection coefficients predicted using characteristic mode eigenvalues. Let us repeat
the analysis of the dogbone-shaped element of Section 5.2.3 (see Figure 5.8a), only now consider both
the transmission and reflection magnitudes over frequency range from low frequency to 25 GHz for a ypolarized normally incident plane wave. The transmission magnitude and phase for the dogbone is
shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 respectively. The reflection magnitude and phase is also shown in Figure
5.11 and 5.12 respectively. The results show the simulated results using the commercial code FEKO in
solid black lines, while the parameters are obtained using the IFF method using a traditional field based
technique represented by a dashed line. Finally, the parameters are obtained using the matrix trace
method (expressions 5.44 and 5.45) and are shown using triangle markers. Note that all three
techniques show good agreement, with the latter technique being obtained simply through the matrix
trace and without having to directly excite the periodic structure or sample scattered fields.

Consider now the square patch from section 5.2.3, shown in Figure 5.8b. An interesting property of
the square patch is that it is not truly a single mode periodic structure. It is in fact a two-mode periodic
structure by way of its symmetry. When excitation is polarized along y, a single mode is excited (denote
this mode 1). If polarized along x, a single mode is excited as well (call this mode 2). Plots of the
eigenvalues of these two modes are shown in Figure 5.13, showing that they are indistinguishable. This
pair forms a set of degenerate modes (identical eigenvalues) with the eigencurrents being simple
geometric rotations of each other. These eigencurrents are shown in Figure 5.14(a) and 5.14(b), the
modes are associated with x- and y-polarized fields, respectively. The reflection phase obtained from a
commercial code, from the IFF method and from the IFF trace method is shown in Figure 5.15. While not
literally a single-mode periodic structure, the patch can still be treated as such given the association
each of the two significant modes have with the incident field polarization. Note that with the
degeneracy of two modes, both of which are significant modes (all other modes are deemed
insignificant by way of their eigenvalue magnitudes), the matrix trace of such a structure can be written

(

Ψ = Trace [ Z ]

−1

[ R ]) ≈

1
1
+
1 + jλ1 1 + jλ2

(4.49)
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Since the eigenvalues are degenerate, i.e. λ1 ≈ λ2 ≈ λ , we can simply express the matrix trace as

(

Ψ = Trace [ Z ]

−1

[ R ]) ≈

2
1 + jλ

(4.50)

This change effects the expressions for the transmission and reflection coefficients in terms of the
characteristic mode matrix trace as follows (for the freespace periodic structure)

1
Γ = Γn = − Ψ
2

(4.51)

1
Τ = Τn = 1 − Ψ
2

(4.52)

For periodic structures with a supporting ground plane, the expression for the reflection coefficient does
not change due to the cancelling effect of the ratio of traces

Γ = Γn =

(
Trace ([ Z ]

Trace [ Z ]

)
[ R ])

−1

−1

[ R]

∗

2
Ψ
1 + jλ 1 − jλn
= ∗ =
=
2
Ψ
1 + jλn
1 − jλ

(4.53)

We will continue to denote these periodic structures as single-mode since in the majority of cases we
encounter will excite these structures along either x or y – both cases view the periodic structure
functionally as a single-mode periodic structure. A further look at the theoretical limitations and
properties of single-mode periodic structures can be found in Appendix K.
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Figure 5.8 – Example periodic structures consisting of (a) freespace array of dogbone elements and (b) periodic
structure of patch elements with an adjacent ground plane
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Figure 5.9 – Transmission magnitude of the freespace dogbone periodic structure comparing three methods:
commercial code FEKO, the IFF method using field analysis and the IFF method using the CM matrix trace
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Figure 5.10 – Transmission phase of the freespace dogbone periodic structure comparing three methodologies:
commercial code FEKO, the IFF method using field analysis and the IFF method using the CM matrix trace
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Figure 5.11 – Reflection magnitude of the freespace dogbone periodic structure comparing three methodologies:
commercial code FEKO, the IFF method using field analysis and the IFF method using the CM matrix trace
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Figure 5.12 – Reflection phase of the freespace dogbone periodic structure comparing three methodologies:
commercial code FEKO, the IFF method using field analysis and the IFF method using the CM matrix trace
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Figure 5.13 – Two degenerate modes with significant eigenvalues for the patch/ground plane periodic structure
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Figure 5.14 – Degenerate mode eigencurrents for the patch/ground plane periodic structure
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Figure 5.15 – Reflection phase of the patch/ground plane periodic structure comparing three methodologies:
commercial code FEKO, the IFF method using field analysis and the IFF method using the CM matrix trace
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5.4 – Reflectarray Design using CM Objective Functions

5.4.1 – Proposed Objective Function for Reflectarray Element Synthesis

Similar to what was done in Chapters 3 and 4, we propose a synthesis technique that is excitation-free
and allows us to synthesize the shape of the reflectarray elements. Fundamentally, we will utilize
expression (5.53) in our synthesis procedure. It should be noted that the derivations and techniques in
this section are not necessarily unique to reflectarrays – they can be used to synthesize frequency
selective surfaces, artificial magnetic conductors and metamaterials. One major motivation for
concentrating on reflectarrays is the fact that they are fundamentally high gain antennas. The other
examples of periodic structures are not typically used as antennas – at least not on their own. In this
sense, reflectarrays provide us with immediately accessible experimental measurements using the same
measurements facilities as in Chapters 3 and 4.

We therefore use expression (5.53) as our objective function in order to optimize our periodic
structure element, only with the reference plane shifted to that of the surface of the periodic structure
(as discussed in Section 5.3.5)

Ψ
− 2d ω µε
∗
Ψ 

Objective function #1: ∠Γ = Arg 

(4.54)

where the function Ψ is the trace of the characteristic mode matrix, used throughout the thesis and
first introduced in Section 3.3.5. The term −2d ω µε is included to shift the reference plane from that
of the ground plane to the surface of the periodic structure.

The optimization technique used is identical to that of Chapters 3 and 4, whereby a GA/MoM
optimizer is used as the search function, the DMM method is employed for computational simplicity and
(5.54) is used to obtain the desired phase of the reflection coefficient.
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5.4.2 –The Fragmented Reflectarray Element and the Indexing Approach to Element
Shape Synthesis

The most commonly used technique of designing reflectarray elements is the variation of geometrical
parameters. For example, consider the patch element (Figure 5.16) – the canonical test case for
reflectarray designs. By varying either the patch length or width, one can control the reflection phase of
the element in question. This variation of a geometrical parameter results in the reflection phase curve
(known as an S-curve) shown in Figure 5.16. Multiple geometrical parameters can also be varied such as
the variation of both the length and width. In this scenario, a reflection phase surface is generated
rather than a reflection phase curve. More will be said about this approach in Section 5.4.4.

An alternative approach is proposed here whereby an element is described by an index rather than a
particular geometrical parameter. In the development of our reflectarray synthesis technique, the index
will correspond to a particular reflection phase. For example, index 1 might refer to a reflection phase of
180 degrees, index 19 to 0 degrees and index 36 to a reflection phase of -170 degrees. Under such
conditions, the reflection phase becomes quantized with steps of 10 degrees with increasing the index
number.

This indexing approach allows for an entirely new approach for reflectarray design whereby each
required reflection phase can be synthesized uniquely in an element-by-element approach rather than
the variation of a small number of geometric parameters. In our work we will consider elements that
reside in lattices with electrical dimensions below λ/2 known as sub-wavelength elements. In particular
we shall use λ/6 lattice sizes. Consider now the DMM method described and utilized throughout
Chapters 3 and 4, applied to the synthesis of reflectarray elements. Assume the starting shape used in
the DMM method begins with a square patch reflectarray element, meshed using 722 triangles. Such a
starting shape is depicted in Figure 5.18(a), and an example of an element shape-synthesized from this
starting shape shown in Figure 5.18(b). It is then feasible, using the objective function (5.54) from
Section 5.4.1 to synthesize reflectarray elements with reflection phases that differ by steps of 10
degrees, with the resulting elements shown in Figure 5.18(c). Note that these elements are shown
strictly for illustrative purposes and are not intended for practical use; but similar ones will be used
successfully in Section 5.4.6. We shall denote these elements as sub-wavelength fragmented elements.
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Figure 5.16 – Example canonical reflectarray element: the square resonant patch with an adjacent ground plane
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Figure 5.17 – Reflection phase of the canonical infinite periodic structure of patches over a ground plane
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Genome = [1111111…111111111]

Genome = [1001111… 0110100101]

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5.18 – Example fragmented elements including the starting shape shown in (a) consisting of a solid patch
element which is then shape synthesized into (b) a particular element. A collection of fragmented elements is
shown in (c) where each element has a unique reflection phase. Starting with the top-left element and working
o

from left to right (in “matrix fashion”) the elements’ reflection phase begins at 180 and decreases in 10 degree
o

steps to -120 for the bottom-rightmost element. Note these elements reside in a 4mm square lattice, the
elements themselves being 3.8mm square and exist in vacuum over an infinite ground plane at a distance of
4mm. The resulting reflection phase is computed at 12 GHz.
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5.4.3 –Symmetry and Optimization of the Fragmented Elements

Reflectarrays are often designed for satellite communications and are frequently required to properly
handle circularly polarized (CP) signals [12]. Thus the elements in many reflectarrays must be designed
such that the desired reflection phase is obtained for an incident CP plane wave as opposed to a linearly
polarized (LP) wave. One can obviously excite an element with a CP wave and tune its geometrical (or
otherwise physical) parameters until the desired reflection phase is obtained. On the other hand, one
can alternatively ensure that the element has identical reflection phase response to any two arbitrary
orthogonal linear polarizations. This is easily accomplished by maintaining symmetry of the new
fragmented element such that the element appears unchanged after a 90 degree spatial rotation.
Another means of describing such a scenario is the enforcement of identical symmetry along two
orthogonal planes. An example of such an element is shown in Figure 5.19(c). This element has the
additional benefit that is can be used interchangeably for both LP and CP reflectarrays, since the
reflection phase is valid for both CP and LP incident plane waves. An example element with one plane of
symmetry is shown in Figure 5.19(b) and an element without any symmetry in Figure 5.19(a). Any of
these elements can be used in a linearly polarized reflectarray, but the benefits of the symmetry shown
in Figure 5.19(c) are numerous as discussed.

(a)

(b)

(c)

No symmetry

Partial Symmetry

Full Symmetry

Figure 5.19 – Example fragmented elements exhibits varying degrees of symmetry from (a) no symmetry, (b)
partial symmetry along a single plane and (c) symmetry along two planes with the additional property of
identical symmetry along both planes which we will denote full symmetry
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5.4.4 – Reflectarrays: The Periodic Structure Approximation

A reflectarray is fundamentally not a periodic structure and is better described as a finite array of
reflecting elements. Nevertheless, periodic structure analysis is indispensable in describing reflectarray
performance, in particular at the element level. Locally, a reflectarray can appear like a periodic
structure with aggregates of elements sharing similar geometrical properties. This is characteristic of
reflectarrays used to emulate parabolic reflectors since the required reflection phase can be defined as a
monotonically increasing function from the center of the reflectarray outwards to its extremities.

The greater the geometrical variation of the elements in the reflectarray, the greater the potential
for phase errors over the surface of the reflectarray. This phase error over the surface of the reflectarray
results in a decrease in the reflectarray aperture efficiency. Various papers have attempted to quantify
these errors [13] – [16]. In particular, using what is known as the “surrounded element technique”, the
authors of [13], [14] attempt to simulate the presence of non-identical adjacent elements and
determine the reflection phase under these non-periodic or quasi-periodic conditions. The authors of
[15] have pointed out that a source of error in reflection phase occurs in the vicinity of Fresnel zone
boundaries, corresponding to the regions in the reflectarray where the phase rolls over from -180 to 180
degrees. Across this boundary the element size often varies quite dramatically which will act to
introduce reflection phase errors due to the dramatic breaking of periodicity. The authors of [16]
propose the first genuine attempt at mitigating these errors through the use of a novel element known
as the “phoenix element”. The novelty of this element is that the variation of the elements’ geometric
parameters maintains a relatively similar shape from 180 degrees reflection phase, through resonance
and towards -180 degrees reflection phase. Most importantly, the geometrical parameters near -180
degrees are nearly identical to the geometrical parameters around 180 degrees, leading to a smooth
transition around the Fresnel zone boundaries. However, the element is still subject to a small number
of geometrical parameters and the variation is still noticeable over the surface of the reflectarray. We
conjecture that should adjacent elements maintain a high degree of geometrical similarity, the reflection
phase error will be reduced and the reflectarray gain will be maximized. The fragmented element idea
introduced in Section 5.4.2 will be used to achieve this, as shown in the next two sections.
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5.4.5 – New Reflectarray Design Technique: Similarity Optimization using
Fragmented Elements

We are motivated to better approximate the infinite periodic structure in the implementation of the
reflectarray. We propose that a new design technique whereby adjacent elements are optimized to
have maximum physical (geometrical) similarity will aid us in this endeavour. We find a particularly
good fit with the DMM / GA optimization technique since geometrical properties are coded in a binary
genome with each geometrical feature (a pixel or triangle) being described by a 0 or 1. A 0 implies the
removal of the pixel, while 1 indicates keeping the pixel (the pixel in this example consists of an RWG
expansion function with two triangles). This offers us an unambiguous computational measure where
the similarity between adjacent elements can be computed in a straightforward manner by performing a
binary XNOR12 operation between the element’s genomes. The XNOR operation is normalized by the
total number of bits in the genome, giving us an expression that is effectively a percentage measure of
the similarity between elements. Consider elements A and B (shown in Figure 5.20) with genomes
G A and GB . The percentage similarity between elements is fairly low at 30.19%. Further, consider

elements C and D (shown in Figure 5.21) with genomes GC and GD . Their similarity is quite high at
78.67%. What is important to note is that each pair of elements (A&B and C&D) differs in reflection
phase by 10 degrees. If used in a reflectarray context, there is a very high likelihood that these elements
would appear in adjacent cells within the reflectarray. One cannot speak with certainty that the
elements will be adjacent in any given reflectarray, only that elements with similar phase will, at the
very least, have a higher chance of being adjacent.

Our proposal here is that a reflectarray consisting of adjacent fragmented elements with a high
degree of similarity, with similarity measures as shown in Figure 5.21, will have lower phase error and
thus higher aperture efficiency than a reflectarray with elements exhibiting reduced element similarity
as shown in Figure 5.20. In truth, this is not the ideal approach to minimizing phase error as the
fundamentally correct approach would be to directly observe the reflection phase in regions where the
12

The XNOR operation is often written

A ⊕ B (the negation of NOR). XNOR’s truth table is simply: 1 ⊕ 1 = 1 ,

1 ⊕ 0 = 0 , 0 ⊕ 1 = 0 and 0 ⊕ 0 = 1 . We can state this simply as if the two arguments are the same, you obtain
true, if they are different, you obtain false.
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elements vary shape over the surface. One would then shape-synthesize the elements to minimize the
phase error in those particular regions. In order to do so, one would need to simulate aggregates of
many elements numerous times to account for the many different regions on the surface of the
reflectarray. Such an approach is very costly computationally in terms of both the time required and the
memory requirements for the simulation. It can be shown that using the fragmented element approach
requires substantial memory requirements (exceeding 96 GB of memory to simulate even 50 elements
with symmetries exploited), bearing in mind that a moderately sized reflectarray, especially of the subwavelength variety, can contain over 10,000 elements. Entire reflectarrays can be simulated [17] but
such simulations require elements with simple shapes such as patches and loops which have lower
memory requirements than the more detailed fragmented elements.

G A = [1001001…100000111]

GB = [1011101…110110111]

(a)
(b)
Figure 5.20 – Two example fragmented elements with a fairly low degree of similarity. Using the described
normalized XNOR operation we find a % similarity of 30.19% between the elements.

GC = [1111001…100011111]

GD = [1111101…110111111]

(a)
(b)
Figure 5.21 – Two example fragmented elements with a fairly high degree of similarity. Using the described
normalized XNOR operation we find a % similarity of 78.67% between the elements.
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The proposed element shape-synthesis approach is shown in the flow diagram from Figure 5.22, and
will be referred to as “similarity optimization” of reflectarrays. The synthesis begins by shaping an
element with reflection phase 180o (for example). Once this element is obtained, a new element is
synthesized with reflection phase one step ahead that of the previous element (e.g. 170o for a step of
10o). Once the desired phase is achieved, the synthesis procedure does not proceed to the next element
but rather computes the similarity the present element has with the previously synthesized element and
begins to shape the elements for both its reflection phase and its similarity to the previous element.
Specifying a particular allowable phase error (e.g. 170o + 2o) allows for some flexibility in terms of which
elements rank well in this multi-objective optimization scheme. The objective function used in the
maximization of similarity between elements is given as

Similarity ( m, n ) = 100% × sum { XNOR ( Gm , Gn )} N bits

(4.55)

where Gm and Gn are the genomes of the mth and nth population member, XNOR ( Gm , Gn ) performs
the XNOR logical operation in a bit-wise fashion on the genomes and N bits is the total number of bits in
the genome. Recall that N bits is the number of triangles in the mother structure (here a square patch)
which indicates that the similarity function is bound between 0% and 100% with 100% only be possible
for identical elements.

Once the optimization converges (maximum similarity for a given maximum phase error) the
optimizer proceeds with the next element, repeating the process. Once the last element is reached (e.g.
–120o, spanning 300o of phase range) the optimization can conclude. However, it was determined that
additional passes prove fruitful in terms of the similarity between elements and the optimization
process can return to the original element (180o) and optimize its similarity with the -120o element. In
this sense, the similarity is being enforced in a cyclical (circular) fashion rather than in a linear fashion
(e.g. variation of a geometrical parameter) as is usually done when designing reflectarrays using
conventional elements. This implies that our optimization scheme is somewhat similar to the scheme
employed in the development of the “phoenix element” in [16]. What sets this work apart from [16] is
the effective use of 722 geometrical parameters, with each triangle in the moment method mesh acting
as a unique geometrical parameter. If we combine triangles as pixels, this number is reduced to 361
parameters. In any case, 361 binary geometrical parameters implies a search space of more than 10108
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unique elements! This is the advantage of the fragmented element approach. Since the number of
elements that can be synthesized from the starting shape is over 10108 unique structures, we propose
that all canonical reflectarray elements are in fact contained within the search space. In other words,
one could synthesize patch, loop, dog-bone, Jerusalem crosses, slotted patches and even the phoenix
element from the possible elements that can be synthesized from the fragmented starting shape. Only
the mesh density restricts this proposition. With a pixel size of 0.2mm in a 4mm lattice, we propose that
such a restriction is minimal in our shape synthesis approach. This phenomenon will become evident as
we shall observe patches (both regular and slotted), loops and Jerusalem cross shaped elements born
out of the GA-driven fragmented element shape-synthesis approach.

Figure 5.22 – Flow diagram of similarity shape synthesis optimization scheme for reflectarray Design
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5.4.6 – Two Example Reflectarray Designs: Minimum and Maximum Similarity

An example set of reflectarray elements was optimized for maximum similarity with a reflection phase
spanning from 180o to -120o in 10 degree steps, producing 31 distinct elements. The starting structure
consisted of a 3.8mm square patch element at 12 GHz residing in a 4mm by 4mm square lattice meshed
with a triangle density of 722 triangles implying an approximate “gene” density of 1 triangle per linear
0.2mm. This density was selected with conventional chemical etching limitations in mind. The distance
of the element from the ground plane was set to be 4mm, though other heights could have been
considered. The particular case of 4mm was selected due to the availability of high quality RohacellTM
material of this thickness. RohacellTM is a foam-like substrate that has electrical properties similar to that
of air ( ε r ≈ 1.08 for microwave frequencies), and so our assumption of vacuum substrate (i.e. no
dielectrics) is better approximated. It should be noted, however, that simulations did show reflectarray
designs were possible using “vacuum substrate” thicknesses ranging from 1mm to 5mm. Additionally, a
phase error of +/- 2 degrees was permitted, allowing some flexibility in terms of how the element’s
similarity is optimized. The reflectarray metal pattern is to be etched on a very thin (5 mils) FR4
substrate which will be adhered to the RohacellTM foam substrate.

The optimization process ran through five full runs, each step refining the similarity between adjacent
elements, with the resulting similarity optimized elements shown in Figure 5.23. Recall that a single run
optimizes all 31 elements, with each additional run acting to refine the similarity optimization in a
cyclical fashion. Therefore, each element received a shape refinement a total of five times. Note that
these elements are synthesized without a particular reflectarray in mind. However, due to the cyclical
nature of the similarity optimization, these elements are ideally suited for pencil-beam reflectarrays as
their design involves a reflection phase that is a monotonically increasing function as one observes the
required phase from the centre of the reflectarray moving outwards to the edge of the surface. These
elements will therefore begin with the 31st element at the center of the reflectarray and decrease in
index moving outwards to the edge, thereby exhibiting a smooth transition from element to element
over the reflectarray surface. Note that if one begins with element 31 and observes the change in the
physical layout working backwards in index, the variation from element to element is very gradual which
should yield low phase error if employed in a reflectarray design. An additional set of reflectarray
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elements was considered, with precisely the same physical and electrical properties, but “optimized”
not for similarity but rather for dissimilarity. These elements are shown in Figure 5.24.

Some observations of the similarity optimized elements (Figure 5.23) include:
• In general, the elements are very dense in terms of the metal regions. This is likely due to the fact
that any given reflection phase requires sufficient metal complexity to achieve said phase, with
the similarity optimization forcing some elements that would otherwise not need to have such
dense levels of metal to do so.
• The most dramatic transition in physical shape still occurs from the -120 degree reflection phase
as it rolls over to 180 degrees. However, this transition is fairly smooth compared to that in
other reflectarray designs [12] – [17]. Note that this implies that 60 degrees of reflection phase
is missing from the collection of elements. However, it has been shown [12] that having as low
as 300 degrees phase range in a reflectarray design results in a negligible loss in gain.

Some observations of the dissimilarity optimized elements (Figure 5.24) include:
• The transition from element to element is more abrupt than in the similarity optimized case.
• The overall metal density is fairly low for each element.
• An interesting phenomenon of the procedure is that every other element appears to have a high
degree of similarity. In other words, element phase 121.751o and 100.8877o look similar, but are
clearly dramatically different than element 111.0818o. This may have implications on the overall
performance of the dissimilarity optimized reflectarray since there seems to be reasonable
degree of similarity despite the optimization’s attempt to oppose such similarity.
• The most abrupt change occurs between the element with the most negative phase (index 31, 124.9806o) and the element with the most positive phase (index 1, +179.8404o).
• Another noticeably abrupt change occurs from -78.0638o to -70.3734o.

A comparison between the similarity-optimized and dissimilarity-optimized element sets:
• The elements with the most negative phase (-100o, -110o and -125o) are very nearly identical
between the similarity and dissimilarity optimized designs. This is because patch-like periodic
structure elements that are sub-wavelength tend to only present capacitive surface impedance,
with the structure relying on the fairly meager inductance introduced by the substrate and
ground plane. This limits how negative a value reflection phase can obtain.
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Phase: -79.5034°

Phase: -88.0029°

Phase: -101.5225°

Phase: -110.4916°

Phase: -124.9806°

- Square lattice size of 4mm and element size of 3.8mm
- Vacuum substrate 4mm, 722 triangle mesh, 12 GHz
- Reflection phase referenced to the surface of the element

Figure 5.23 – Similarity optimized reflectarray elements
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- Square lattice size of 4mm and element size of 3.8mm
- Vacuum substrate 4mm, 722 triangle mesh, 12 GHz
- Reflection phase referenced to the surface of the element

Figure 5.24 – Dissimilarity optimized reflectarray elements
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Using these elements, it is possible to design a reflectarray with specified size, shape and feed location
operating at 12 GHz. We choose to design an offset fed reflectarray, whereby the feed is offset to
mitigate blockage of the reflectarray aperture. Such a reflectarray layout is shown in Figure 5.25. The
diagram shows a 2D view of the reflectarray, but the reflectarray is a square aperture with the feed
placed along the aperture’s line of symmetry (yref = 0mm). The centre of the reflectarray is assumed to
be located at the coordinate origin (x,y,z) = (0, 0, 0) while the feed horn is placed at (x,y,z) = (-124mm, 0,
432mm). The aperture size of the reflectarray was selected to be 396mm per side while the square
lattice of the elements in the reflectarray is 4mm per side. Note that for these dimensions, the feed
illuminates the reflectarray at an angle of 16o relative to broadside with the resultant collimated beam
directed 16o off broadside to the opposite side of the normal to the reflectarray. In other words, the
reflectarray is designed so that the main beam direction is in the so-called specular direction at the
centre frequency. The F/D of the reflectarray (ratio of focal distance to aperture size)
is F D = 448.44 396 ≈ 1.1324 . The centre frequency is selected to be 12 GHz, a fairly common
SATCOM frequency. At this frequency, the aperture of the reflectarray is just shy of 16 wavelengths
along its side, indicating the reflectarray is of moderate size.

A pyramidal horn antenna is used as the feed for the reflectarray structure. Ideally, one would
simulate (or retrieve from a datasheet) the location of the horn’s phase centre and look to place this
phase center coincident with the focal point of the reflectarray. Such a scenario best matches the
spherical waves emanating from the horn onto the surface to allow the reflectarray to optimally
transform the spherical wave into a plane wave. The horn antenna used was a Q-par (QSH17S15S) with
mid-band gain of 15 dBi with best operation between 10 and 15 GHz. The waveguide connection was a
standard WR75 (WG17). An example horn is shown in Figure 5.26. The Q-par horn has dimensions H =
50mm, W = 60mm, L = 90mm, a = 19.05mm and b = 9.525mm. For our chosen feed location and
aperture size, the edge taper on the aperture of the reflectarray is approximately –10dB relative to that
at the centre of the reflectarray. More details regarding the feed will be discussed in Section 5.4.10.
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Figure 5.25 – Example Offset Fed Reflectarray Configuration

Figure 5.26 – Example feed horn with dimensions H = 50mm, W = 60mm, L = 90mm, a = 19.05mm and b =
9.525mm.
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The process of implementing the reflectarray is straightforward and is accomplished by determining
the necessary reflection phase that must be imposed by the elements on the reflectarray such that the
incident spherical wave is corrected to produce a plane wave. Each physical location on the reflectarray
has an ideal reflection phase and we find the element that minimizes the error between what is actually
implemented and this desired phase. In a conventional reflectarray design, one would search for the
ideal element dimension along the phase curve (colloquially called the S-curve) – in our approach we
search among the indices for the element that minimizes phase error. The resulting aperture phase
distribution of the reflectarray design is shown graphically in Figure 5.27 where we plot the desired
reflection phase (the ideal reflectarray) and element indices (labeled “selected element indices”, ranging
from 1 to 31) that minimize the error with this desired reflection phase on the surface of the
reflectarray. The resulting achieved reflection phase distribution is also plotted with the associated
phase error over the aperture shown. As expected from the majority of reflectarray designs, the only
significant phase error observed before fabrication occurs near the Fresnel zone boundaries where the
element’s limited phase range causes rings of phase error. However, as discussed previously, the phase
error (due to limited phase range) in these regions does not greatly impact the overall performance of
the reflectarray but rather the discontinuity at the Fresnel zone boundaries being the major source of
phase error. Additionally, we plot the percentage similarity of each element in the reflectarray (the
smallest of the percentage similarity value among the 8 possible adjacent elements) in Figure 5.28. We
see that the percentage similarity is quite high, especially in the central regions of the reflectarray where
the majority of power is incident from the feed. The average percentage similarity over the entire
reflectarray is approximately 70.2%.

We next consider the design of the same reflectarray, only using the dissimilarity-optimized elements
as our pool of elements with which to design the reflectarray. The resulting phase distributions for this
reflectarray design is shown graphically in Figure 5.29 while the percentage similarity is shown in Figure
5.30. The average percentage similarity over the reflectarray is a mere 12.5%, substantially lower than
the similarity-optimized reflectarray. However, it is relevant to observe that the centre of the
reflectarray, which reflects the majority of the incident power, still remains with a fairly high degree of
inter-element similarity. It is important to note that both reflectarrays should have identical measured
gain as they have identical reflection phase and amplitude tapering as predicted by array theory.
However, with electromagnetics not being a theory based solely on geometry, it is expected that the
similarity-optimized reflectarray will outperform the dissimilarity-optimized reflectarray due to the
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reduction in phase error by better upholding the periodic structure approximation. We show in Section
5.4.8 that this is indeed the case.
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Figure 5.27 – Plots of the desired and achieved reflection phase for the similarity optimized reflectarray

Figure 5.28 – Plot of the percentage similarity of the elements in the designed similarity-optimized reflectarray
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Figure 5.29 – Plots of the desired and achieved reflection phase for the dissimilarity optimized reflectarray

Figure 5.30 – Percentage similarity of the elements within the designed dissimilarity-optimized reflectarray
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5.4.7 – Fabrication Issues with Fragmented Reflectarrays

One potential issue with fragmented reflectarray elements, and any fragmented electromagnetic
design for that matter, is the issue of single vertex connections. This was discussed in Section 3.4.5 for
the case of electrically small antennas. In that section we showed that the single vertices were not of
major concern as far as simulation and fabrication were concerned. In this fragmented element work,
the vertices are of little consequence as far as simulations are concerned, but fabrication becomes a
great concern. In this reflectarray work, the smallest feature size (a pixel) is on the order of 0.2mm. Such
a small feature size requires a fine etching tolerance that approaches the fundamental limitations of
conventional chemical etching techniques. We expect that the single vertices, which are connections
that are in theory non-physical, will present limitations in fabrication. The single vertices have a much
higher likelihood of being physically connected in fabrication due to the tighter etching tolerances. The
slightest amount of under-etching (copper regions not fully removed) occurring uniformly over the
entire reflectarray will almost certainly impair the reflectarray’s performance vis-à-vis reflection phase
error. It is therefore desirable to “fix” these vertices; by “fix” we refer to the creation of two separate
vertices in the moment method mesh and in the reflectarray layout. This generation of two physically
separated vertices rather than a single shared vertex will hopefully mitigate any fabrication issues. An
example of this single vertex issue is shown in Figure 5.31(a) while the vertices are fixed in Figure
5.31(b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.31 – Example reflectarray element (a) with the single vertex issue and (b) with the single vertices fixed
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Another factor to consider is that the particular computational electromagnetics implementation of
our element synthesis technique being used here cannot handle dielectrics (it utilizes a metal-only
moment method formulation). Ergo, we need to utilize foam-like substrate with electrical properties as
close as possible to vacuum. The RohacellTM foam with relative permittivity 1.08 and very low loss
tangent of 0.00035 which was used in our fragmented reflectarray fabricated designs between the
elements and the ground plane. The elements themselves were etched onto a very thin (5 mils or
0.127mm) single-cladded FR4 substrate was used as the supporting structure. Two varieties of this thin
FR4 substrate was used, one a higher quality variety by Isola known as GETEK RF300 while the other was
a very low cost bulk FR4 substrate. The higher quality substrate was easier to etch (the copper was
easier to remove from the substrate) despite both substrates having identical 0.5 oz copper. This
resulted in a slight under-etching of the reflectarrays using the lower quality substrates. The two distinct
substrates were used as a control to ensure that any unexpected performance discrepancies could be
carefully explained. A total of four reflectarrays were fabricated as summarized in Table 5.1. Photos of
the four fabricated reflectarrays are shown in Figure 5.32 for reference. All four designs used the
maximum similarity design. A more detailed, high-quality professional photograph of Design D is shown
in Figure 5.33. It should be noted that the element-free border around the edge of the reflectarray was
required to ensure proper etching. If this boundary were included in the aperture size (as it should) the
size of the reflectarray increases to 420mm per side.

Design

Vertices Fixed

Quality of FR4

A

No

Low

B

Yes

Low

C

No

High

D

Yes

High

Table 5.1 – Summary of fabricated reflectarray designs
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.32 – Example four fabricated reflectarrays. Design (a) uses the lower quality FR4 without the vertices
fixed, design (b) used lower quality FR4 with vertices fixed, design (c) used higher quality FR4 without the
vertices fixed and lastly design (d) used higher quality FR4 with the vertices fixed. A protective plastic coating
appears in the photographs which are in place to protect the copper from corrosion. This cover is removed when
taking measurements.
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Figure 5.33 – High resolution and detailed photographs of similarity-optimized fragmented reflectarray with
photo courtesy of Communications Research Centre Canada (CRC), Photographer: John Brebner.
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An inspection of the fabricated designs was performed, with particular emphasis placed on the details
of the elements where single vertices are (or were) present. A microscope photograph of one of the
copper elements in Design A is shown in Figure 5.34(a) with a further magnified image of the single
vertex connection showing a physical path for current to flow shown in Figure 5.34(b). Observations
over the entirety of the reflectarray revealed that every single element investigated exhibited these
physical single vertex connections. Recall that in simulation such physical connections are not present
since a single vertex does not allow current to flow across it, while in the fabricated design, these single
vertex connections would permit current flow and thus be problematic. By breaking the vertices, we
mitigate these issues. Consider Figure 5.35, where we magnify the same element in Figure 5.34, only for
Design D where we have broken the vertices before fabrication. We do not observe any unwanted
physical connections which we suspect will aid in obtaining the expected performance.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.34 – Microscope view of (a) fabricated reflectarray element showing multiple single-vertex connections
and (b) closer view of a problematic single vertex connection

0.2mm

Figure 5.35 – Magnified view of a problem-free reflectarray element, achieved due to the vertex-fixing approach
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Interestingly, the most laborious aspect of the fragmented reflectarray design process was not the
theoretical developments, nor the element shape synthesis, nor the fabrication using conventional
chemical etching techniques but rather the conversion from layout to photo mask. The full reflectarray
design contains 9,801 elements, with each element being synthesized from a starting shape containing
722 triangles. Hence, the overall reflectarray can quite possibly be described using upwards of 7,076,322
triangles with the actual final result in the 6 million triangle range due to the reduced number of
triangles in some of the elements. Furthermore, consider the fact that each triangle is described using
three vertices, placing the total vertex count in the tens of millions. Needless to say, the complexity of
representing the overall structure using triangles was out of the question for the purposes of
transferring to a photo mask. The solution was to union the triangles together to create a distinct,
though very complicated, polygon (or set of polygons) for each element. This acted to reduce the overall
memory requirements and made it possible, although still difficult, to generate photo masks.
Paradoxically (and perhaps ironically), the time requirements to simply generate the photo mask was
greater than the time required to design the actual reflectarray, including the generation of the
impedance matrix, through the element shape synthesis, to the selection of the elements. It is an
interesting engineering observation to note the weakest links within the design chain, which in this case
were the methodologies of transferring the design to photo mask.
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5.4.8 – Comparison of Measured Results for the Four Fabricated “Similarity
Optimized” Reflectarrays

The four fragmented reflectarray antennas were measured in a far-field anechoic chamber. All
antennas were measured twice to check for consistency. The antennas were also re-measured after 4
weeks to check repeatability of the measurement. No notable discrepancies were observed between
measurement sessions. Fragmented reflectarray Design A is shown mounted for measurement with its
feed and test jig in Figure 5.36. The antenna gain in the specular direction vs. frequency of the four
antennas is shown in Figure 5.37. The resulting far-field gain pattern of the four designs is shown in
Figure 5.38 at 11.2 GHz (the frequency at which peak gain occurs in all four designs) and at 12 GHz in
Figure 5.39 (which is the design frequency). Cross-pol measurements are shown in Figure 5.40. It is
abundantly clear from Figures 5.37 – 5.40 that the best performance is found using the higher quality
substrate and with the individual element single-vertices fixed in the antenna layout (Design D). There is
a notable shift down in the centre frequency since the peak antenna gain occurs at 11.2 GHz. This is due
to the presence of the non-vacuum substrate RohacellTM, the thin but nevertheless present FR4 layer,
and the glue layers that held the thin FR4 layer attached to the RohacellTM which was subsequently
glued to the ground plane (a steel plate). These differences between the simulation models and the
actual fabricated reflectarrays conspire to shift the centre frequency down as higher-than-expected
permittivities tend to do. A summary of these results is shown in Table 5.2. It is interesting to note that
all four antennas have their peak gain shifted to the same frequency. Since the only commonality
between designs is the non-vacuum substrate and glue layers, it is proposed that this is the sole source
of frequency shift. If the vertex-fixing of the elements caused a noticeable phase shift, we would see a
different shift between Designs A & C and Designs B & D, which is not present.

There is no doubt that we have identified the best performing reflectarray from the quartet of cases
that were designed, fabricated and measured. However, more should be said regarding the
performance of Design D, considering its remarkably high gain for its electrical aperture size. We shall
discuss this in Section 5.4.10. However, we proceeded to fabricate the dissimilarity optimized
reflectarray using the same technique as Design D (i.e. vertices-fixed using a higher quality substrate),
and its performance will first be compared to that of Design D in Section 5.4.9.
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Figure 5.36 – Fragmented reflectarray ‘Design A’ shown in anechoic Chamber

Design

Maximum Gain
(11.2 GHz)

1-dB Gain
% bandwidth

A

24.30 dBi

7.4%

B

29.54 dBi

10.3%

C

32.17 dBi

10.5%

D

33.06 dBi

12.3% 13

1st Side-lobe
Level

Cross-pol
(11.2 GHz)

16.28 dBi
(-8.02 dB)
19.67 dBi
(-9.87 dB)
17.16 dBi
(-15.01 dB)
12.44 dBi
(-20.62 dB)

-1.12 dBi
(-25.42 dB)
4.69 dBi
(-24.85 dB)
6.76 dBi
(-25.41 dB)
4.19 dBi
(-28.87 dB)

Maximum Gain
(12.0 GHz)
21.82 dBi
28.48 dBi
31.26 dBi
32.56 dBi

Table 5.2 – Summary of electrical performance for the four fabricated fragmented reflectarrays

13

It is worth noting that if a centre frequency of 11.6 GHz is considered, the 1-dB bandwidth increases to 18.1%.
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Figure 5.37 – Antenna gain in the specular direction (16 off broadside) of four fragmented reflectarrays over
frequency (E-plane) with gain curves: (–––––) design D, ( – – – – ) design C, (• – • – ) design B, (• • • •) design A
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Figure 5.38 – Antenna gain pattern of four fragmented reflectarrays at 11.2 GHz (E-plane gain shown) with gain
curves: (–––––) Design D, ( – – – – ) Design C, (• – • – ) Design B, (• • • •) Design A
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Figure 5.39 – Antenna gain pattern of four fragmented reflectarrays at 12 GHz (E-plane gain shown) with gain
curves: (–––––) Design D, ( – – – – ) Design C, (• – • – ) Design B, (• • • •) Design A
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Figure 5.40 – Antenna E-plane cross-pol at 11.2 GHz of four fragmented reflectarrays over frequency with gain
curves: (–––––) Design D, ( – – – – ) Design C, (• – • – ) Design B, (• • • •) Design A
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5.4.9 – Measurement Results Comparison of the Similarity and Dissimilarity
Optimized Reflectarrays

The motivation for designing a “dissimilarity-optimized” reflectarray was to quantify what effect there
is, if any, of having high and low degrees of similarity between elements on performance. After
designing, fabricating and measuring the four reflectarrays from Section 5.4.8, using different substrates
and layout techniques, we were confident that the higher-quality FR4 was a sound choice and that fixing
the vertices mitigated the fabrication issues associated with the shared vertices of the moment method
mesh. We proceeded with the fabrication of the “dissimilarity-optimized” reflectarray on the higherquality FR4 and fixed the vertices appropriately. A comparison of the gain versus frequency of the two
fragmented reflectarray designs is shown in Figure 5.41. The similarity-optimized design manages to
obtain higher gain for all frequencies and on the average has at least 0.5dB higher gain (and over 1 dB at
11.6 GHz). That being said, it is clear that the dissimilarity-optimized reflectarray did not perform poorly.
An additional plot of the far-field patterns of the two reflectarrays is shown in Figure 5.42, with higher
side lobe levels apparent for the dissimilarity optimized reflectarray. Higher side lobes can often be
attributed to phase error in reflectarray design (and array design in general).

The justifications for the reasonably good performance of the dissimilarity optimized reflectarray are
found mainly in the central regions of the reflectarrays. If one refers back to Figures 5.23 and 5.24, we
noted that the elements responsible for -120, -110 and -100 degrees reflection phase are nearly
identical between the two design approaches. These elements predominantly populate the central
regions of both reflectarrays. Coincidentally, this is also the region where the majority of power is
incident from the feed and will therefore act to collimate the greatest amount of power. If the region of
greatest incident power is nearly identical in both examples, then one would expect the performance of
even the dissimilarity optimized reflectarray to be acceptable. Nevertheless, it is clear that the similarity
optimized reflectarray yields the higher gain with no significant additional effort over a reflectarray that
has not been similarity-optimized and is therefore an attractive design approach for high gain
reflectarray design. A side-by-side comparison of the similarity and dissimilarity reflectarray is shown in
Figure 5.43(a) and 5.43(b) while a closer look at the outlying and central regions of the dissimilarity
optimized reflectarray is shown in Figure 5.44. A fairly strong similarity between elements is observed
for the central region while outlying regions show dissimilarity, albeit with lower incident field
amplitudes from the feed.
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Figure 5.41 – Plot of Gain versus Frequency for the Similarity (–––––) and Dissimilarity-Optimized ( – – – – )
Reflectarrays
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Figure 5.42 – Plot of the gain pattern at 11.2 GHz for similarity-optimized reflectarray (Design D) shown with (––
–––) and the dissimilarity-optimized reflectarray shown as ( – – – – )
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.43 – Photographs of the (a) dissimilarity and (b) similarity optimized Reflectarrays, side-by-side
comparison

4mm

Figure 5.44 – Detailed photograph of dissimilarity optimized reflectarray shows fairly strong similarity within the
central regions of the reflectarray, with regions having dissimilarity only appearing on the outer regions away
from the centre of the reflectarray and for regions where the incident power density is much lower than the
power density at the center of the reflectarray
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A single central row of both the similarity and dissimilarity optimized reflectarrays (99 elements in
total) was simulated using HFSS. The structure was simulated to be in an infinite periodic structure, with
PMC boundary conditions placed along the edge of the row, effectively repeating the rows in the
manner shown in Figure 5.45 and 5.46 with the periodicity along y. While this is not representative of
the true reflectarray, it is as close as current high-end simulation software and computers can reliably
simulate for the fragmented elements being used here. This is principally due to the very high degree of
detail each fragmented element requires14, thereby dramatically increasing memory requirements. This
single row of the reflectarray was illuminated with a plane wave from the direction of the feed location
(though the feed was not included) with the resulting phase of the reflected field shown in Figure 5.47
for both the similarity and dissimilarity reflectarrays. In the same figure the desired reflection phase
(given the feed location and the desired beam direction) is shown as well. It is clear that the reflected
phase from the fragmented element based similarity-optimized reflectarray yields the lowest phase
error and matches closely with the desired reflection phase, which is further emphasized in Figure 5.48.
It is also interesting to note that the phase error caused by the reduced phase range of the elements
(300o rather than the full 360o) is effectively non-existent in the similarity-optimized reflectarray due to
the smoothness of the geometric variation across the Fresnel zone boundary. This is not the case for the
dissimilarity-optimized design since the phase error is double what would be expected from truncated
phase range alone. The combination of both truncated phase range and abrupt geometric transitions
leads to greater-than-expected reflection phase error.

In Figure 5.49, we emphasize the simulated row (using a blue bounding box) and the regions where
phase error occurs (using red bounding boxes) and note two distinct regions on the dissimilarity
optimized reflectarray with large phase errors: (1) between 40mm and 80mm from the center of the
reflectarray and (2) between 110mm and 170mm from the centre – these locations can be observed in
Figure 5.48. In Figure 5.49, we identify these problematic regions and note that there is a very strong
correlation between the regions with large reflection phase error and the regions with the lowest
similarity within the reflectarray, further justifying our claims as to why superior performance is
observed in the reflectarray with a high degree of inter-element similarity. It should also be noted that

14

In order to pre-emptively address potential questions regarding whether incident fields can even “see” the

small, sub-wavelength features of the elements, we direct the reader to Figures 5.23 and 5.24, where these small
o

features are capable of delivering a full 300 of reflection phase variation.
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the similarity-optimized reflectarray shows very low reflection phase error through the Fresnel zone
boundaries.

Figure 5.45 – Example single row of reflectarray (similarity-optimized) simulated in HFSS

PMC
boundary
PML boundary
at end of row
PMC
boundary
PML boundary
at end of row

Figure 5.46 – Example single row of reflectarray (similarity-optimized) simulated in HFSS with the boundary
conditions used to simulate an infinite collection of these reflectarray rows
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Figure 5.47 – Simulated reflection phase from a single-row of the reflectarray surface for both the similarity and
dissimilarity optimized reflectarrays. Ideal (desired) reflection phase is shown for reference.
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Figure 5.48 – Reflection phase error from a single-row of the reflectarray surface
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12mm

Figure 5.49 – Close-up photograph of dissimilarity optimized reflectarray with the simulated single row outlined
in blue and the problematic regions outlined in red. These problematic regions correspond to the two distinct
regions where the reflection phase error peaks (40mm to 80mm and 110mm to 170mm from Figure 5.48). The
plot of the similarity amongst element is shown overlaid with the approximate problematic regions identified.
There is a fairly strong correlation between regions (effectively rings) of low similarity and regions with the
highest reflection phase errors.
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5.4.10 – A Closer Look at the Performance of the Similarity-Optimized Reflectarray

It is worthwhile investigating to what degree we are maximizing the gain of the reflectarray. There
exists an upper bound on the gain of every reflectarray that is mostly dependent on the pattern of the
feed and the phase over the reflectarray aperture. Ideally, one would desire a feed that uniformly
illuminates the aperture with all of the radiated power of the feed being captured and reflected by the
aperture with precisely the required reflection phase [12], [18].

The illumination efficiency of a reflectarray can be computed using



 ∫ E ( x, y ) dS 
1

ηi =  S
2
S
∫ E ( x, y ) dS

2

(4.56)

S

where S is the area of the aperture, E ( x, y ) is the co-polarized incident field from the feed and the
integration is taken over the aperture of the reflectarray. The spillover efficiency of the reflectarray can
be written

ηs =

Prad , aperture

(4.57)

Prad ,total

where Prad ,aperture is the power radiated into the aperture by the feed and Prad ,total is the total power
radiated by the feed. Lastly, the phase efficiency of the reflectarray, a measure of how well the
reflectarray synthesizes the required reflection phase, can be computed using
2

ηp =

∫ E ( x, y ) dS
S

∫

E ( x, y ) dS
2

(4.58)

S

Additionally, one would want the cross-polarization of the feed to be negligible as any power
radiated into undesirable polarization will act to reduce the gain. The feed would also need to minimally
block the reflected fields from the reflectarray. These concepts are discussed in further detail in [12] and
[18]. Fortunately, these latter two sources of loss (reduction in gain) can be largely mitigated: (1) for
most applications a low cross-pol feed horn is not difficult to procure, thereby making cross-polarization
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losses negligible [12] and (2) by designing an offset reflectarray, it is possible to largely negate the
effects of feed blockage [18]. This leaves us with the issue of illumination and spillover efficiency. Typical
feed horns have some form of smoothly varying antenna pattern, making it necessary to incur some
form of loss due to the non-ideal taper and the lost power radiated into regions other than the aperture.
The combination of these two efficiencies gives a good estimate for the upper bound on the achievable
aperture efficiency, and thus gain, for any reflectarray with a given aperture size and feed configuration.

In other words, in the ideal scenario the upper bound on reflectarray gain is limited by

Gmax, RA = η pη sηi Gmax, ap

(4.59)

where Gmax,ap is the gain of an ideal aperture which follows the ubiquitous formula Gmax, ap = 4π A λ 2 .
In practice, however, negligible loss due to phase error is rarely the case. Results from Section 5.4.9
show that the similarity-optimization approach using fragmented elements greatly improvesη p .

The horn antenna described in Section 5.4.6 is used as our test case for determining illumination and
spillover efficiency. The horn was simulated in FEKO [7] with the resulting fields measured over an
imaginary square aperture of the same size as the reflectarray in our design examples. The resulting
meshed horn and example simulated aperture fields are shown in Figure 5.50(a) and (b) respectively.
Note that the actual reflectarray is not present – the fields are measured in freespace and represent the
incident field in the presence of the reflectarray antenna. The resulting illumination, spillover and
combined efficiencies are shown in Figure 5.51. The maximum gain for a uniformly illuminated aperture
is shown with the upper bounds on gain for the selected combination of feed horn, aperture and feed
location shown as well. Note that these results additionally consider the directivity losses due to beam
steering to 16o from broadside which amounts to an additional 0.17 dB of losses.

From Figure 5.51, the theoretical maximum gain for our reflectarray design at 11.2 GHz is 33.17 dBi
with the ideal (but impossible) upper bound of 34.73 dBi for a uniformly illuminated aperture with no
spillover. The inability to reach maximum gain of an aperture is due to the 0.96 dB of spillover and 0.60
dB of illumination losses and hence the true maximum gain of 33.17 dBi. Recall that Design D (the
similarity optimized reflectarray) obtained a gain of 33.06 dBi. This implies that Design D has a measured
gain that is within 0.11 dB (97.4%) of the theoretically maximum possible gain for the selected feed and
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aperture size combination. This further implies that the aperture phase efficiency is approximately
97.4%, assuming the feed blockage and cross-polarization efficiencies are close enough to 100%. It
should be noted that the reflectarray is also assumed lossless, which is not truly the case due to the
presence of glue layers to adhere the foam to the FR4, with the lossy FR4 and finite-conductivity copper
elements also contributing to loss. In truth, our phase efficiency is potentially higher because of the fact
that these losses are not accounted for, however small they might be. In any case, since we are using
coupled resonant elements, we expect much lower losses than traditional resonant elements [22]. For
the gains quoted, we have obtained an aperture efficiency of 65.5% compared to the theoretical
maximum aperture efficiency of 67.2%. It would appear for all intents and purposes that the similarity
optimization approach in reflectarray design is flirting with the ideal maximum gain performance.

Note that the aperture size used in the calculation was 420mm x 420mm and not the smaller 396mm
x 396mm. The larger size accounts for the reflectarray’s borders where no elements are present. It is
expected that if these borders were filled with fragmented elements, the upper bound on gain would be
approached even closer. Let us further consider that since we are not fully utilizing the aperture
provided, our aperture efficiency arguably resides somewhere between the efficiencies computed for
396mm x 396mm and 420mm x 420mm. If the smaller aperture size were used in the calculations, a
measured aperture efficiency of 73.7% would be obtained. We conclude that the aperture efficiency
obtained if the borders were filled with elements would be greater than 65.5%. However, without
experimental confirmation, this is simply conjecture and we will remain quoting the 65.5% aperture
efficiency. Despite the non-ideal fabrication parameters, we still find excellent performance. It is
expected that as these phenomena are accounted for or corrected in the design process, the closer the
measured aperture efficiency will approach that of the fundamental limits.

For a comparison with other reflectarrays found in the literature, we consider examples in [19] – [22].
In [19], which is perhaps the most cited article on reflectarrays, the highest aperture efficiency obtained
was 54%. While this paper is from some time ago (circa 1997), it does represent the pinnacle of
microstrip patch-based reflectarray designs. In [20], a single-band (single-layer) example reflectarray
design obtained 60.6% aperture efficiency. Additionally, in [21], 60% aperture efficiency is claimed.
References [19] – [21] use resonant elements (λ/2-spaced). Lastly, we consider reference [22] which
obtained a 55% aperture efficiency using similarly-sized sub-wavelength elements as our fragmented
elements. In general, it would seem that aperture efficiencies between 40% and 50% are the norm in
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reflectarray designs, with 60% representing an approximate limit on the most efficient designs reported
thus far. At the very least, we are fully confident that the similarity-shaped fragmented elements yield a
reflectarray with aperture efficiency far surpassing previous sub-wavelength based reflectarray designs
and certainly competes with if not exceeding the aperture efficiencies obtained in other resonant
element based reflectarrays. We therefore suggest that the similarity-optimized sub-wavelength
fragmented elements provides an improved design approach to further increase the aperture
efficiencies of reflectarray antennas.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.50 – Example horn (a) meshed in FEKO and (b) illuminating a bare aperture with the same physical size
as the reflectarray aperture in our design examples (aperture fields shown for illustrative purposes only)
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Figure 5.51 – Illumination, spillover and combined efficiencies and the upper bounds on antenna gain for an
ideal aperture and the actual aperture illumination/spillover using the Q-par horn in our design examples
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5.5 – The Mosaic Reflectarray
5.5.1 – Introductory Remarks

Oftentimes one is presented with an idea in engineering where the immediate response is “that can’t
possibly work” or “it might work, but it will perform so poorly that it will be worthless.” This sort of
response can be given to a request that in and of itself has no bearing on the measurable performance
of a given design and in fact can be detrimental to the design as a whole. The motivation for such a
decision can stem from a cost perspective, as was recently found to be the case for the antenna design
in a popular mobile phone [23]. The motivation can be for purely marketing reasons – the design is
made to look aesthetically pleasing without any particular regard to the impact on performance (or, in
the least desirable scenario, despite a negative impact on performance). If the performance is not
impacted greatly, but the design is such that it becomes a more desirable product, then the benefits are
clearly apparent. To quote a great aeronautical engineer,

Scientists study the world as it is, engineers create the world that never has been
- Theodore von Karman

If the author could be so bold as to append to this quote, he would add the phrase
and marketers convince us we want to live in a world that engineers can create.

Engineers are very often driven to develop products and, whether they like it or not, are tasked to
maintain non-technical features in the name of increased sales. In moments where an engineer can
produce an excellent design from the technical perspective while simultaneously creating an
aesthetically pleasing design as per marketing requirements, the engineer is in a good situation to
please all the parties concerned; truly a cause for celebration. Having said all of that, the author must
now stop digressing and come clean with the admission that such things are of no concern in this thesis.
The pursuit of knowledge for the sake of knowledge is reward enough and there are no such
aforementioned parties concerned in this work. Nevertheless, let us now consider a novel and
marketing-friendly approach to the design of high-performance reflectarrays.
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5.5.2 – Putting the Element Indexing Approach to Further Use

The indexing approach offers a great deal more than what was explicitly used thus far in the thesis. In
particular, there is no limit to the number of elements that can occupy an index. The work performed
previously united a single unique element with each index, thereby giving a single option for desired
reflection phases in close proximity to the phase of said element. This was to our advantage as we
wanted to maintain a high degree of similarity between elements. Alternatively, one can tie each index
to a particular reflection phase and fill a ‘bin’ with a multitude of uniquely shaped elements, each having
the same reflection phase. This offers the designer a choice: which element among many is best suited
for a given location in the reflectarray, beyond meeting the reflection phase criterion? The answer is
entirely dependent on the application.

One such application, for example, is the use of these fragmented elements in the design of a
reflectarray that both meets the requirements of a particular set of reflection phases over the surface
(e.g. the reflectarrays we have designed thus far) and simultaneously attempts to synthesize an optical
image with its surface patterning. The latter image synthesis concept is used extensively in photography
and is known as a photo mosaic [24]. The general idea is to use a collection of photos, shapes and/or
patterns that is aggregated in a manner that resembles some other photo, shape or pattern. The novelty
is that there is a great amount of detail contained deep within the image though simultaneously
conveying an immediately noticeable single overall image.

Our proposal is therefore to utilize the fragmented reflectarray elements in a manner that both meets
the requirements of reflection phase as well as using the metal density (which can be thought of as an
optical property of the element) to simultaneously mimic an optical image, thus forming a mosaic. In a
perhaps poetic sense we can think of such a structure as a dual-band device: a collimated, high gain
antenna at microwave frequencies and an image at optical frequencies.
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5.5.3 – Mosaic Based Reflectarray Design

A secondary metric is now used to classify a fragmented element: its metal density. This quantity will
be defined in a basic fashion, giving no concern to the actual shape and positional dependence of the
metal density. It will simply be defined as the ratio of the total number of triangles in a given element
divided by the total number of triangles in the starting element shape (a solid patch in all of our
examples).

The first step in our design process is generating a wide variety of elements with which to design our
mosaic reflectarray. The ideal collection of elements would entail groups of elements with reflection
phase in, for example, 10o steps (as was done before) only now each reflection phase (effectively an
index) has numerous elements associated with it, each with a different shape and optimistically with a
variety of different metal densities. As a first optimization approach, we will simply optimize the
elements to achieve the desired phase to within 2o error in steps of 10o, which is precisely the same
approach used previously in Section 5.4.6. The only difference now is we demand 128 elements from
the optimizer for each index, thereby synthesizing nearly 4,000 fragmented elements. While generating
4,000 elements appears, at first glance, to be an unreasonably large number of elements, it was
nonetheless generated within one day of simulations using a high-end computer with fairly modest
specifications. One minor change was made to the design which involved changing the vacuum
substrate height from 4mm down to 3mm due to a change in the availability of the previously
mentioned RohacellTM.

In order to emphasize the variability, let us plot the minimum, maximum and average metal
densities of each index, as shown in Figure 5.52. Note that the average metal density falls neatly
between the upper and lower bounds, indicating a good spread of choices in metal density. The indices
between 2 and 25 have a very large range of metal densities. For the indices between 26 and 31, the
reflection phase is negative (-70o to -120o). It is clear that for these indices, the variability in the element
metal density is low. This is mainly due to the fact that it is not trivial to obtain an element with these
phases for sub-wavelength designs [18]. Nevertheless, we find this will not hamper our ability to
synthesize mosaics since the achievable variability appears sufficient. It should also be noted there is a
lack of variability in metal density for the first index (index 1), or 180o reflection phase. In fact, one
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observes a low metal density as well. This is due to the ideal 180o element having no metallization (a
blank unit cell, with a ground plane boundary of course) with the best approximation necessarily having
a relatively low percentage of metal coverage.

As an illustrative example, consider Figure 5.53 where 128 elements are shown for index 19, or 0o
reflection phase. Note the unique shape of each element and the varying levels of metal density. Note
also that there exists an additional 30 groups of 128 elements such us these, with each element having a
unique shape. By selecting the correct element based on the metal density (assuming it meets the
criteria of reflection phase) it is possible to generate a mosaic using the fragmented elements. As an
additional sorting technique, the elements are ordered from least dense to most dense (in terms of
metallization) with the least dense occurring at the top left-most of the image for the example in Figure
5.53, with increasing density shown across rows (the most dense element occurring at the bottomright). The range of density varies from 45% to 70%, indicating a reasonable range of densities with
which to form our reflectarray mosaics.
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Figure 5.52 – Maximum, average and minimum percentage of metal for each reflection phase index in the
generating database of fragmented reflectarray elements (average % is computed by taking the average metal
density of 128 elements occupying each index)
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Figure 5.53 – Collection of 128 fragmented elements. Note that each element has a reflection phase that is
o

o

within 2 phase of 0 and yet 128 uniquely shaped elements are shown (metal density varies from 40% to 70%)
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Since our elements have a single optical colour due to the copper etching, all of our images must be
viewable in grayscale. An upper and lower limit is computed from the range of metal densities available.
In our case, the database has a reasonable selection of elements across all indices for the metal
densities between 40% and 70%. We therefore re-normalize our densities from 40% - 70% to 0% to
100% in order to suitably generate a mosaic for any given image. Next, we must discretize the image
from its possibly higher resolution to a resolution that matches the number of elements in our
reflectarray. Since we wish to remain consistent with previous work, we shall design a 99 x 99 element
reflectarray (9,801 elements total) identical in size and specifications to our previous work in Section
5.4. As a result, our image must be down-sampled to a 99 x 99 pixel image (for a total of 9,801 pixels).

The first example we will consider is a collage of maple leafs (an iconic Canadian symbol) with the CRC
logo, recognizing the research centre that was gracious enough to fabricate and measure many of the
reflectarrays. The original colour image and its down-sampled, grayscale equivalent 99x99 pixel image is
shown in Figure 5.54(a) and (b) respectively. Using the same database as discussed in the previous
example, the metal density of the synthesized mosaic reflectarray is shown in Figure 5.55, plotted
element-by-element in terms of the elements’ metal density. Note that the scaling is from 0 to 100
representing 0% to 100% optical density. From this figure we are confident that the mosaic is properly
synthesized, and so we proceed with the reflectarray fabrication. While we are synthesizing a mosaic
reflectarray, we are also simultaneously trying to obtain the desired reflection phase for a high gain
reflectarray. Figure 5.56 shows the desired phase (which is the same reflection phase required for the
reflectarrays from Section 5.4), the element phase (including the selection of elements for the purpose
of generating a mosaic) and the phase error. Notice that the phase error is quite low except around the
Fresnel zone boundaries. Notice that the large phase error is confined to the same regions as in the
examples of Section 5.4 – the result of which had negligible impact on the gain of the reflectarray.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.54 – Example images for mosaic reflectarray, (a) original image in full colour and (b) grayscale image
discretized down to 99 x 99 pixels to match reflectarray element density

Figure 5.55 – Mosaic reflectarray plot of surface metal density (with densities between 40% and 70%)
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Figure 5.56 – Example maple leaf mosaic reflectarray design showing the desired phase, element phase and
lastly the phase error. Note that the realized phase and phase error simultaneously generate the mosaic.
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The next example mosaic we will consider involves the University of Ottawa (uOttawa) logo, shown in
Figure 5.57. The obtained logo was already of low enough resolution that the transfer to the small 99x99
pixel image had little impact on the image quality. The resulting best-approximation mosaic using the
database of elements is shown in Figure 5.58. Additionally, the desired phase, achieved phase and phase
error is shown in Figure 5.59. Much the same as for the previous mosaic reflectarray, the phase error is
quite low in all regions but the Fresnel zone boundaries, which regions we expect to have minimal
impact on the reflectarray performance, as discussed in Section 5.4.

Figure 5.57 – uOttawa Logo to be Synthesized as a Mosaic Reflectarray
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Figure 5.58 – Mosaic reflectarray plot of surface metal density (with densities between 40% and 70%)
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Figure 5.59 – Example uOttawa logo mosaic reflectarray showing the desired phase, element phase (realized)
and lastly the Phase Error. Note that the realized phase and phase error simultaneously generate the mosaic
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It should be noted that in these examples we are leveraging quite heavily on the sub-wavelength
element concept. Namely, the element density in the reflectarray is such that we can well approximate
an image using the mosaic technique since we are effectively provided with 99 x 99 pixels. If a
reflectarray were designed using a half-wavelength lattice, the resolution would drop to 33 x 33 pixels.
The uOttawa logo and maple leaf / CRC logo mosaic reflectarrays are shown in Figure 5.60(a) and 5.60(b)
respectively for the case of λ/2 spacing. While some details are recognizable, it does not do justice to
the original image. We believe that the mosaic reflectarray is only feasible using fragmented subwavelength elements, further adding to their novel and useful properties.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.60 – Example mosaic reflectarrays showing metal density surface plots, assuming the use of λ/2 spaced
elements for the case of (a) uOttawa logo and (b) maple leaf and CRC logo
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5.5.4 – Measured Results and Comparison of the Mosaic Reflectarray Designs

The two mosaic reflectarrays were fabricated using the same approach as the successful similarity
(and dissimilarity) optimized reflectarrays from Section 5.4. By using a high quality very thin substrate as
the supporting structure, and breaking the single vertices in the moment method mesh to prevent
unwanted shorting of these non-physical connections, we expect that any performance degradation can
be isolated and attributed to the non-ideal mosaic patterning. The fabricated uOttawa and Maple Leaf /
CRC reflectarrays are shown in Figure 5.61 and 5.62 respectively. The resulting measured gain versus
frequency of the two mosaic reflectarrays is shown in Figure 5.63, with the gains of the similarity and
dissimilarity optimized reflectarrays shown for reference. Additionally, the measured far-field patterns
of the two mosaic reflectarrays are shown in Figure 5.64 at 11.2 GHz. We see remarkably good gain for
the mosaic designs, outperforming the dissimilarity optimized reflectarray for some frequencies and
generally performing well despite the non-ideal patterning. The similarity optimized reflectarray clearly
has the best performance, but at the cost of 0.7 – 1.0 dB of gain, one can successfully (and convincingly)
pattern the surface of a reflectarray with a mosaic. It should also be noted that the gains achieved for
the two mosaic reflectarrays at 11.2 GHz (and at 12 GHz) are quite high and one might argue they are
within the range of, if not better than, the majority of similarly sized (electrically-speaking) reflectarrays
found in the literature. These results are summarized in Table 5.3.

Design

Maximum Gain
(11.2 GHz)

1-dB Gain
% bandwidth

Similarity
(Design D)

33.06 dBi

12.3%

Dissimilarity

32.15 dBi

12.6%

Mosaic
uOttawa
Mosaic
Leaf & CRC

32.36 dBi
32.05 dBi

3.8%
(12.8%)15
3.6%
(12.2%)14

1st Side-lobe
Level

Cross-pol
(11.2 GHz)

12.44 dBi
(-20.62 dB)
14.96 dBi
(-17.19 dB)
12.21 dBi
(-20.15 dB)
10.89 dBi
(-21.16 dB)

4.19 dBi
(-28.87 dB)
4.06 dBi
(-27.09 dB)
6.43 dBi
(-25.93 dB)
6.33 dBi
(-25.72 dB)

Maximum Gain
(12.0 GHz)
32.56 dBi
31.75 dBi
31.79 dBi
31.52 dBi

Table 5.3 – Summary of electrical performance for the four successfully fabricated fragmented reflectarrays

15

Note that if a 1.5 dBi gain bandwidth were specified, the bandwidth would increase in the 12% range for both

mosaic reflectarrays. This is due to the sudden drop in gain (~ 1.5 dBi) from 11.2 to 11.4 GHz.
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Figure 5.61 – Fabricated mosaic reflectarray in CRC’s anechoic measurement chamber – uOttawa Logo

Figure 5.62 – Fabricated mosaic reflectarray in CRC’s anechoic measurement chamber – maple leaf & CRC logo
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Figure 5.63 – Antenna E-plane gain of four fragmented reflectarrays over frequency with gain curves: (–––––)
similarity optimized, ( – – – – ) dissimilarity optimized, (–––––) uOttawa mosaic, (–––––) CRC & leaf mosaic.
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Figure 5.64 – Antenna E-plane gain pattern of mosaic fragmented reflectarrays: (–––––) uOttawa mosaic
reflectarray, (–––––) CRC & leaf mosaic reflectarray at 11.2 GHz.
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5.6 – Concluding Remarks
The characteristic modes of periodic structures were investigated in this chapter. This does not appear
to have been done elsewhere in the literature. We began with a description of the issues that arise
when dealing with a scatterer of infinite extent, which led to a slightly different interpretation of the
CMs compared to the classical approach. Nevertheless, the CMs of periodic structures were shown to be
of value for both analysis and synthesis problems. In Section 5.2 we developed a new moment method
approach, which we named the infinite-from-finite (IFF) method that allowed us to analyze infinite
periodic structures. This gave us access to the impedance matrix describing an infinite periodic structure
and allowed us to obtain the characteristic modes of said periodic structure. The novelty of the newly
derived formulation is the ability to take any existing finite structure freespace moment method
formulation and use it to obtain the properties of an infinite periodic array of such structures.

In Section 5.3 we investigated the characteristic mode properties of infinite periodic structures.
Critical performance metrics such as transmission and reflection coefficients were shown to be
retrievable from the characteristic mode eigenvalues. Additionally, computationally efficient shortcuts
were derived that made use of the impedance matrix trace operator, forgoing the need to perform
actual eigenanalysis. The transmission and reflection coefficients of free-standing, and ground plane
backed, periodic structures were shown to be obtainable without having to acquire excitation currents.
These results form a set of objective functions useful in the synthesis of single-mode periodic structures.

In Section 5.4, we applied the characteristic mode based objective function in the synthesis of highgain reflectarrays through fragmented element shape synthesis. A new and unconventional optimization
technique was proposed whereby the adjacent elements in the reflectarray are optimized to be as
physically similar as possible while still maintaining the necessary variation in the element reflection
phase. This helps to maintain the periodic structure condition despite being placed in a quasi-periodic
and finite array of elements. This leads to near negligible aperture phase error, and hence the very high
aperture efficiencies that were experimentally measured. The concept was further extended in Section
5.5 where the novel design concept of mosaic reflectarrays was introduced. It was shown that a
reflectarray surface can be simultaneously patterned with an optical (visual) image while still
maintaining the desired reflection phase from its surface to yield a high-gain reflectarray.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 – Summary of the Contributions of the Thesis
The principal contributions of this thesis are as follows:

• An entirely new approach was devised for the shape synthesis of antennas which are subject to
geometry restrictions (eg. must fit within a specified planar area). It is novel since it allows the
shape optimization process to proceed unrestricted by a fixed feedpoint location (and was
designated as being a "feedless" approach). The feedpoint selection is done after the optimum
shape has been found, guided by the current distribution and impedance map of the resulting
shaped structure. This is not possible with existing shape synthesis methods, and removes
restrictions on the shaping process. The approach was made possible through connecting
antenna performance parameters to characteristic mode concepts. The objective functions
derived for this new shape synthesis approach were shown to be computationally efficient.

• The shape synthesis technique was successfully applied to numerous electrically small antenna
shapes, obtaining bandwidths that closely approach the fundamental limits for the shaped
geometries considered. These results were supported by experimental results. The synthesis
technique was further applied to multi-band antenna synthesis. The feedless aspect allows the
synthesis process to guide the selection of different feedpoints for different bands after the
shaping has been done. This would not be forthcoming from existing shape synthesis methods,
and knowing how to select such points a priori would be difficult.
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• A new sub-structure characteristic mode concept for electromagnetic systems was devised. It
extends the range of applicability of the feedless shape-synthesis technique to cases where
external requirements might not allow certain parts of the structure to be shaped and/or
contain feed points. The application of this procedure was successfully illustrated theoretically
and experimentally.

• The concept of sub-wavelength fragmented elements and similarity optimized elements in
reflectarray design are first proposed in this thesis. The combination of these concepts and, in
particular, the optimization for maximum similarity between adjacent elements in a reflectarray,
leads to near-optimal performance of reflectarrays in terms of aperture efficiency. It is believed
that the similarity optimized fragmented reflectarray’s aperture efficiency is the closest a
reflectarray has come to achieving the maximum gain for a given feed configuration.

• The invention of a reflectarray design designated the mosaic reflectarray. This reflectarray design
technique was shown to be capable of patterning an optical (visual) mosaic image on to the
surface of the reflectarray while still maintaining the desired reflection phase from the surface
of the reflectarray. The impact on reflectarray gain was marginal, with the performance
remaining competitive with (if not better than) traditional half-wavelength-spaced reflectarray
designs.

Some of the lesser contributions of the thesis, although still significant, are as follows:

• The development of a new numerical technique for obtaining static polarizability using a timeharmonic moment method formulation. It is possible, using this formulation, to obtain the
bounds on antenna Q (a static derived quantity) via the same moment method formulation used
to obtain the frequency-dependent parameters such as input impedance and matched
bandwidth. This allows one to immediately determine whether a given shape synthesized
antenna design is performing optimally, given the geometric shape, all from the same numerical
method.
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• The theoretical development of a convenient moment method formulation denoted the infinitefrom-finite method, for the analysis of infinite periodic structures. This was accomplished using
a technique that allows any traditional freespace-based moment method formulation to analyze
periodic structure in a relatively simple manner. This approach was used throughout Chapter 5,
with substantial experimental results confirming the accuracy and wide applicability of the
formulation.

• The further development of a moment method code capable of analyzing PEC structures is now
capable of analyzing finite conductivity scatterers ranging from electrically small, to
intermediately sized and finally to infinitely large periodic structures. The computation of the
characteristic modes for all such formulations is possible.

• The characteristic mode analysis of periodic structures was investigated for the first time.
Fundamental limitations of single-mode periodic structures were derived (Appendix K), some of
which can be found in the literature, while others are likely new contributions. The result of
these derivations was used in Chapter 5 to rapidly determine the reflection coefficients of
reflectarray elements. Suggestions for future work on this topic are presented in Section 6.2

6.2 – Future Work
The following future work might prove fruitful by exploiting more of what characteristic mode theory
has to offer:

• A thorough theoretical investigation of the identities, properties, implications and application of
the sub-structure characteristic modes is in order as it provides an entirely new view of
characteristic mode concepts.
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• Determining the fundamental bounds on antenna Q for a structure with “do not touch” regions
would add to the knowledge base on the limits of antenna behaviour. This work would certainly
involve the use of the sub-structure characteristic modes introduced in Chapter 4.

• The use of characteristic modes to shape-synthesize UWB antennas in a feedless manner was
initially investigated in Appendix E. The results of Appendix E should provide a springboard for
future work on this antenna synthesis problem.

• The new concept of the fragmented reflectarray was successfully used to maximize the aperture
efficiency of reflectarray antennas. The flexibility of fragmented elements is apparent in that the
number of possible shapes they can take is a colossal number compared to traditional
geometrically varied elements.

A consequence of this is there are numerous areas of

reflectarray research that have not been explored that would benefit greatly from fragmented
elements:

o

One in particular is the synthesis of wideband reflectarrays. Fragmented elements offer
one the opportunity to synthesize elements that yield the precise reflection phase
necessary for wideband reflectarray operation rather than using the traditional
approach of database lookup and/or the use of wideband elements.

o

Another interesting application of fragmented elements involves the synthesis of
elements for shaped-beam reflectarrays, since the latter are notorious for having very
high geometric variation over their surface due to the large variations in reflection
phase. Similarity-shaped fragmented elements would provide the means to reduce this
geometric variation over the surface, which would certainly improve the performance of
shaped-beam reflectarrays.

• Including dielectrics in a future iteration of the periodic structure moment method code would
dramatically improve the applicability of the synthesis approach. It should be noted that
including the effects of the dielectric substrate would further improve the already stellar
performance of the similarity-optimized reflectarray discussed in Section 5.4. This would also
open up the possibility of synthesizing, among other things, electromagnetic absorbers.
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• A wide variety of alternative periodic structure based antenna design concepts should be
explored using the fragmented element approach. These include the optimization of
transmitarrays, thin-lenses, FSS structures, AMC structures, absorbers and low-RCS surfaces.
There are very specific gaps in these research areas that fragmented elements can help to
address, such as computational efficiency (e.g. for thin lenses) as well as improved angular
sensitivity (e.g. for absorbers and low-RCS devices).

• The modal character of multi-mode periodic structures was briefly investigated in Appendix H.
Initial investigations of the behaviour of periodic structures purported to exhibit metamateriallike behaviour suggests that modal decomposition of these structures will prove to be
illuminating.
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Appendix A: Succinct Introduction to the
Method of Moments
The method of moments is an invaluable numerical method used predominantly for antenna design
and analysis. The moment method solves an integral equation by discretizing the domain in which the
unknown is defined. The unknown quantity in the method of moments is surface and/or volume
current density. These currents can be the result of some chosen method of excitation, be it with a
source defined somewhere on the surface or an incident field scattered by the object. We can begin by
defining a typical integral equation
b

∫ f ( x′) G ( x, x′) dx′ = g ( x )
a

(A.1)

where a ≤ x ≤ b
-

f ( x′ ) is the unknown function we wish to determine, and typically takes the form of a surface
and/or volume current (but in the 1D case, it is a line current)

-

G ( x, x′ ) is the kernel of the integral equation. In electromagnetics, this function is almost
always a Green’s function that has a hand in describing the domain in which f ( x′ ) is defined.

-

g ( x ) is known as a source function or driving function. It is considered the driving force
behind the unknown function f ( x′ )

In order to solve for the unknown f ( x′ ) , we expand the function in terms of a set of linearly
independent expansion functions.
∞

f ( x ′ ) = ∑ an f n ( x ′ )
n =1

(A.2)

Since we are using finite resources we must discretize the domain and therefore use a finite number of
expansion functions N to model the unknown f ( x′ ) .
N

f ( x ′ ) ≈ ∑ an f n ( x ′ )

(A.3)

n =1
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Our integral equation after substitution of the approximated unknown then becomes:

 N

an f n ( x′ ) G ( x, x′ ) dx′ ≈ g ( x )
∫a  ∑
n =1

b

(A.4)

Integral operators are linear, and hence we can write:
N

b

n =1

a

∑ an ∫ fn ( x′)G ( x, x′) dx′ ≈ g ( x )

(A.5)

We note that currently our only unknowns are the coefficients an , so we are clearly on the right track
to developing a numerical method to solve the integral equation. Examining (A.5), we note that we have
effectively discretized the kernel over

x′ by expanding the unknown using the expansion

functions f n ( x′ ) , but we still have the x -dependent portion of the kernel and the continuous function

g ( x ) that have yet to be discretized. We therefore define another set of weighting functions g m ( x) in
which to expand g ( x ) . We choose these weighting functions to be the same as the expansion
functions, yielding what is known as a Galerkin method. This is a very important concept for
characteristic mode analysis, as a Galerkin method will produce a symmetric impedance matrix [Z], as
required by CM theory. We therefore set our weighting functions to be the same as the expansion
functions, multiply and integrate both sides of the integral equation, noting the new set of indices:
N

b b

b

n =1

a a

a

∑ an ∫ ∫ f n ( x′)G ( x, x′) f m ( x ) dx′dx ≈ ∫ g ( x ) fm ( x ) dx

(A.6)

We now have all known functions discretized over the domain, with the coefficients an remaining
unknown. We can now consider the above expression as a system of linear equations if we consider m =
1, 2, … N weighting functions (one at a time), and group terms in matrix form as shown below:
N

b b

b

an ∫ ∫ f n ( x′ )G ( x, x′ ) f m ( x ) dx′dx ≈ ∫ g ( x ) f m ( x ) dx
∑
n =1
a a
a


 

Z mn

(A.7)

Vm

This allows us to write:
N

∑a Z
n

mn

≈ Vm

with m = 1, 2,… , N

(A.8)

n =1
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Expression (A.8) is of course equivalent to the matrix expression

 Z11 ⋯ Z1N   a1   V1 
 ⋮ ⋱
⋮   ⋮  =  ⋮ 

 Z N 1 ⋯ Z NN   aN  VN 

(A.9)

where the column vector [ a1 ⋯ a N ] is the collection of unknowns to be solved for. We have
T

considered a 1D domain, but the same method can be extended to 2 and 3 dimensions, with newly
defined integral equations with the currents as unknowns to be solved for.

The moment method is a general numerical method used to solve electromagnetics problems, and
the details change depending on the formulation. The expansion functions can exist over discretized
portions of the domain or possibly over the entire domain. The properties of the expansion functions
change depending on the application. Three high level categories can be considered for moment
method expansion functions, namely wire-type, surface-type and volumetric-type. As their names
imply, the expansion functions are application specific. For our purposes, we shall employ surface-type
or triangular patch expansion functions. Many commercial software tools are available that use a
moment method formulation, but access to the details of the formulation, namely the impedance
matrix [Z], is often restricted. For the purposes of eigenanalysis, we require access to [Z]. An ideal
solution was found using the moment method engine designed by Makarov [Ch. 2, Ref. 71]. With the
moment method formulation in hand, we were able to develop the additional software components
required for eigenanalysis. The expansion functions used in Makarov’s formulation are known as RWG
edge elements. They were first proposed by Rao, Wilton and Glisson [Ch. 2, Ref. 72] from which the
expansion functions’ name is derived. The surface that defines our antenna is discretized into triangles,
with every pair of triangles sharing a common edge forming an RWG edge element. One can think of
each RWG expansion function as an equivalent elementary dipole of current, and the Z matrix as the
description of the mutual and self interactions of these dipoles. From this perspective, we can
approximate the current across each edge using these edge elements, and subsequently determine
quantities such as input impedance, radiation efficiency and far-field patterns. More importantly, we
can compute the characteristic modes of the meshed structure using the impedance operator [Z]. We
restrict our designs to be infinitesimally thin conducting surfaces, thereby forgoing the need to design
with volumetric RWG elements. That being said, we are not limited to two dimensions since we can
construct 3D objects provided they can be described as a surface and not a penetrable volume.
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Appendix B: Characteristic Mode Analysis
of a Single-Mode Antenna
The reader should cover Section 3.2 – 3.4 before reading this appendix.

A great deal of the thesis is concerned with the analysis and synthesis of single-mode antennas. As
such, we will perform characteristic mode analysis of a typical electrically small antenna in this
appendix. The geometry of the example antenna is shown in Figure B.1, with the ideal16 feed location
shown with a red circle. The largest linear dimension of the antenna is 116.5mm (with a line width of
5mm), with the resonance frequency occurring at 300 MHz for the copper variety of the antenna.
Combining the largest linear dimension of the antenna (2a, where ‘a’ is the radius of the smallest
circumscribing sphere) with the resonance frequency indicates the antenna is resonant at an electrical
size ka = 0.366, well into the small antenna regime. The antenna input impedance is shown in Figure B.2,
and the input reflection coefficient using reference impedance value Zo = 5Ω in Figure B.3. The selected
reference impedance is rather low due to low input resistance which is a consequence of its electrically
small size. The impedance matrix for this antenna is computed and the resulting CM matrix trace is
computed, with the real and imaginary parts shown in Figure B.4 and a more detailed view in Figure B.5.
The magnitude and phase of the CM matrix is also shown in Figure B.6. The resonance is clearly
identified with zero phase of the trace, or zero imaginary part. Figure B.7 shows the radiation efficiency
of this antenna, obtained both using the traditional means of direct excitation via a feed, and the newly
proposed “feedless” or excitation-free approach of Section 3.3 that uses the CM matrix trace and its
value at resonance. There is indeed very close agreement at resonance. Additionally, we consider the
antenna Q, obtained using expression (2.57), and the alternative approach using the frequency
derivative of the CM matrix trace and find very good agreement again, but as expected from the thesis
valid only at the resonance of the antenna, as shown in Figure B.8. Note that this antenna has very large
antenna Q and low radiation efficiency. Lastly, for the sake of completeness, the dominant characteristic
mode current distribution on the antenna at 300 MHz is shown in Figure B.9.

16

The feed location is ideal because of symmetry but also, as we will see, the dominant CM currents peak here.
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Figure B.1 – Example electrically small, single-mode antenna
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Figure B.2 – Input impedance of example electrically small, single-mode antenna
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Figure B.3 – Input reflection coefficient (Zo = 5Ω) of example electrically small, single-mode antenna
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Figure B.4 – Real and imaginary parts of the CM matrix trace for single-mode antenna
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Figure B.5 – Expanded view of the real and imaginary parts of the CM matrix trace for single-mode antenna
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Figure B.6 – Magnitude and phase of the CM matrix trace for single-mode antenna
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Figure B.7 – Radiation efficiency obtained from the traditional means of excitation and alternatively from the
CM matrix trace for single-mode antenna
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Figure B.8 – Antenna Q computed from input impedance (black curve), from the matrix trace (blue curve) and
the minimum Q for rectangular plate (2:1 ratio) and sphere
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Figure B.9 – Dominant Characteristic Mode Current at 300 MHz (the antenna is resonant, input reactance is
zero). CM eigenvalue magnitude is 0, signifying resonance as well. Current density is in dB and normalized to
radiate 1 watt.

The ability to compute the resonance frequency, radiation efficiency and bandwidth of a single-mode
antenna in a feedless manner was shown in Chapter 3 as well as in the examples shown thus far in
Appendix B. We can further emphasize this concept by plotting maps of various quantities on the
surface of the electrically small antenna shown in Figure B.1. These include maps of input resistance
(Figure B.10), input reactance (Figure B.11), radiation efficiency (B.12), antenna Q (Figure B.13) and
single-mode purity (Figure B.14). These five quantities are computed at the centre frequency of 300
MHz and are plotted as a function of position over the surface of the antenna shown in Figure B.1. This
mapping concept effectively places a port at every possible location on the surface of the antenna and
determines the five aforementioned antenna metrics as functions of the port location.

The impedance maps of input resistance (Figure B.10) and input reactance (Figure B.11) show that
the majority of the antenna structure will present similar input impedances, regardless of the selected
feed location. In a very similar manner, the radiation efficiency (Figure B.12) and antenna Q (Figure B.13)
shows near uniform behaviour over the surface of the antenna structure. As a last (and most important)
investigation, consider the single-mode excitation purity measure, shown in Figure B.14. The purity
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measurement is simply the percentage of power that enters the antenna port that couples to the
dominant characteristic mode (n = 1) of the structure. We see for nearly every selected port location,
the majority (nearly 100%) of the power is coupled to the dominant characteristic mode. These results
are valid for any single-mode electrically small antenna.

Figure B.10 – Map of input resistance (Rin) as a function of position on electrically small, single-mode antenna.
Input resistance is plotted as log10(Rin)

Figure B.11 – Map of input reactance (Xin) as a function of position on electrically small, single-mode antenna.
Input reactance is plotted as log10(|Xin|)
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Figure B.12 – Map of radiation efficiency (erad) as a function of position on electrically small, single-mode
antenna. Radiation efficiency is plotted in linear units as a percentage.

Figure B.13 – Map of antenna Q as a function of position on electrically small, single-mode antenna. Antenna Q
is plotted in linear units.

Figure B.14 – Map of single-mode purity as a function of position on electrically small, single-mode antenna.
Units are plotted in percentage, where percentage is a measure of the amount of input power coupling to the
dominant characteristic mode of the electrically small antenna.
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Appendix C: Obtaining Static Polarizability
from a Time-Harmonic Moment Method
Formulation
In [1] the authors give a relationship for estimating the bounds on the directivity to quality-factor ratio
(D/Q) of electrically small antennas in a "sharper" manner than existing methods, since it holds for
arbitrary non-spherical antenna volumes (the widely used ones). It requires computation of certain
components of the so-called high-contrast polarizability γɶ∞ (the tilde denoting that it is a dyadic) of the
radiating structure, obtained via the solution of a related electrostatic problem [1]. We can identify an
expression whereby the same integral equation based moment method formulation used to determine
the input impedance and radiation patterns of an antenna can be used to accurately estimate the
required components of its γɶ∞ , and hence its D/Q bounds. Consider a conducting antenna structure
with surface S , and let ρstatic (r ) be the surface charge density induced on the structure when it is placed
in an impressed uniform unit-amplitude static electric field whose orientation is ê . This charge density
can be shown to be the solution of the integral equation [1]

ρstatic (r ')

∫∫ 4πε
S

0

r −r '

dS ' = eˆ ⋅ r + Co

(C.1)

where quantity Co is determined subject to the condition that the total charge on S is zero, namely

∫∫ ρ

static

(r ) dS = 0 . We here use ρstatic (r ) to directly denote the surface charge density rather than the

S

normalized charge density. The eˆ-component of the polarizability dyadic γɶ∞ for an eˆ-oriented impressed
field (in fact the eˆ-component of the induced electric dipole moment p for the specified impressed field
orientation ê ) can then be obtained from ρstatic (r ) using [1]

eˆ ⋅ γɶ∞ ⋅ eˆ = eˆ ⋅ p (eˆ) = eˆ ⋅ ∫∫ r ρstatic (r ) dS

(C.2)

S
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This can be used [1] to determine an upper bound for D/Q. In order to avoid confusion with symbols
used to denote various other polarizabilities we will refer to the scalar quantity in eq. C.2 as
γ imp = eˆ ⋅ γɶ∞ ⋅ eˆ , the subscript "imp" pointing to the fact that it is the high-contrast polarizability

component in the direction of the impressed field.
The question which arises is as follows. Suppose we are using an EFIE-based moment method model
(e.g. ref. [2]) of the antenna of interest, where the unknown quantity is the surface current density J s . If
we specify a uniform incident plane wave with polarization unit vector ê , could we not simply specify an
extremely low value for the frequency (to approximate a static impressed electric field), find the surface
charge density from the continuity relation ρ s = (−1/ jω )∇ s ⋅ J s , assume that ρstatic (r ) ≈ ρ s (r ) , and hence
determine the polarizability of the antenna structure? This might be so if we had an exact solution for
J s . But in the so-called "very low-frequency region" this approach cannot be used to accurately

determine ρ s from conventional moment method solutions for J s , for reasons clearly set out in
reference [3] and elsewhere. However, it should be remembered that it is

∫∫ r ρ

static

(r ) dS we actually

S

wish to determine, and not ρstatic (r ) . Papas [4, Chap.4] has shown that this quantity can be expressed
directly in terms of the integral of the electric current density, namely
p = ∫∫ ρ s (r ) r dS =
S

j

ω ∫∫
S

(C.3)

J (r ) dS

Thus explicit knowledge of the charge density is not necessary to determine γ imp from expression (C.2).
We therefore conjecture that we can determine γ imp using
 j

γ imp = eˆ ⋅ ∫∫ r ρstatic ( r ) dS = eˆ ⋅ lim 
ω →ω
S

ℓ

∫∫ J
 ω

s

S


(r ) dS 


(C.4)

where ωℓ is some selected very low frequency.

In a moment method formulation that uses RWG expansion functions the resultant current density over
the n-th triangle is given by reference [5]
J n (r ) = I1 f1 (r ) + I 2 f 2 (r ) + I 3 f 3 (r )

(C.5)

where f i (r ) is the expansion function associated with i–th edge of that triangle and is a function of
position r on the triangle, and I i is the coefficient associated with that same edge (in fact an element of
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the moment method solution vector), integer i here being a local numbering index. We approximate the
resultant current density J n on the n-th triangle as being constant over the triangle and equal to its
vector value at the triangle centroid rc . Thus (4) becomes
γ imp =

j

ωℓ

∑ {eˆ ⋅ J
∀n

n

(rc )} ∆Sn

(C.6)

where ∆Sn is the area of the triangle, and the summation is over all individual triangles. A detailed
integration of the complete RWG representation (C.5) of J n (r ) can be done over each triangle in
evaluating (C.4), but (C.6) is sufficient. Note that since the polarizability is a real scalar quantity, the
current must be imaginary in the time-harmonic solution as frequency approaches zero. This, and the
validity of the approach represented by expression (C.4), is confirmed by simulation in Section III. With
regards to which value of ωℓ to use, in what follows we have gone as low as 1/2π radians/second, but
find little difference in the computed γ imp when computed at that frequency and 106/2π radians/second
for planar conducting objects of maximum dimension 1m or so.

3
In the results presented here we will follow the practice of [6] and show the quantity γ imp / asph
, referred

to in [6] as the normalized polarizability, with asph the radius of the smallest sphere that can circumscribe
the object. The first validation example is a sphere of radius a = 1m (for which shape clearly asph = a )
3
selected for convenience. Fig. C.1 shows the computed value of γ imp / asph
for the sphere versus electrical

size kℓ a = ωℓ µ0ε 0 a . As the frequency decreases the normalized polarizability indeed approaches the
analytical value from [1]; this represents the limiting operation in (C.4). Our interest lies principally with
thin planar conducting antenna structures. We therefore next consider a thin circular plate of radius a =
1m (the plate has the same radius value as the sphere in the previous example), and so once
again asph = a . The applied electric field has ê parallel to the plane of the disc. We see from Fig. C.2 that
3
once again the method proposed clearly predicts a value of γ imp / asph
identical to that obtained from the

closed-form expression in [6]. The γ imp for the circular plate is much less than that for the sphere, even
though they both have the same circumscribing sphere. This is what is meant by the statement in [1]
that use of the polarizability in question provides a sharper way of establishing small antenna bounds
than conventional methods. It can distinguish between thin and voluminous objects which have the
same circumscribing spheres.
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In order to examine the effect of mesh density on the accuracy of the γ imp computation we selected the
frequency to be ωℓ = 1/ 2π Hz and modeled a circular plate of radius 1m, corresponding at this frequency
to an electrical size kℓ a = 2.1×10-8 . The meshing used was purposefully not ideal for this application (it
meshes everywhere equally) and is the reason for the relatively slow convergence evident in Fig. C.3. If
one uses an adaptive mesh with denser meshing along edges (where charge density accumulates), the
convergence with respect to mesh density is more rapid. Nevertheless, this result confirms that the
proposed approach is an accurate tool for the prediction of polarizability. In order to test the accuracy of
the approach for geometries other than rotationally symmetric ones we consider a thin rectangular
plate of variable length ℓ1 and width ℓ2, and hence changing aspect ratio ξ = ℓ1 / ℓ 2 . In this case
asph = (ℓ1 / 2) 2 + (ℓ 2 / 2)2 =

1
2

ℓ12 + ℓ 2 2 , and Fig. C.4, shows that the results using the approach of Section

II are identical to that obtained from the analytical estimates in [1].

As a final example we consider the highly irregular thin plate shown in Fig. C.5, with dimensions such
that asph ≈ 1m as for the previous examples. This is simply meant to represent a complicated geometry
for which analytical estimates of γ imp are not at all easily determined. We are not implying that one will
necessarily construct an antenna of such a shape, but not discounting this either. The applied electric
field has ê as illustrated in Fig. C.5, parallel to the plane of the disc (the xy-plane), whose precise
orientation can be specified through the angle φpol . The resulting normalized polarizability as a function
of φpol is shown in Fig. C.6, and has distinct maxima and minima at φpol = 125o and φpol = 35o , respectively.
It would not have been possible to "guess" the maximum and minimum angles for this geometry. This is
a useful feature of the polarizability viewpoint proposed in [1] since by knowing the orientation with the
largest γ imp we can select antenna orientations so that the widest bandwidth response for a geometry in
question can be obtained with proper design. The structure in Fig. C.5 will have the widest bandwidth
response to fields polarized as shown in Fig. C.7, and hence (invoking reciprocity) should be fed such
that fields of this polarization are the predominant ones generated. The field orientation resulting in the
lowest value of γ imp is that in Fig. C.8. A simple method has been proposed for obtaining computational
estimates of the polarizability γ imp of conducting antenna structures of arbitrary shape, via the same
moment method formulation being used for the analysis of the radiating performance of the antenna
itself. This can be done with sufficient accuracy through use of expression (C.4), and so a separate static
analysis is not necessary.
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Fig. C.1. Convergence of computed values (▬▬) of normalized γimp for a sphere to the analytical value
(▪▪▪▪▪▪) [1, 6] as the value of ωℓ decreases.

Fig. C.2. Convergence of computed values (▬▬) of normalized γimp for a thin circular plate to the
analytical value (▪▪▪▪▪▪) [1, 6] as the value of ωℓ decreases.
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Fig. C.3. Convergence of the normalized γimp of a thin circular plate computed (•••••) using the approach
outlined to the closed-form estimate (▪▪▪▪▪▪) from [1], as a function of mesh density.

Fig. C.4. Normalized polarizability of a rectangular plate for the cases

eˆ = xˆ

(blue) and

eˆ = yˆ

(red). The

crosses indicate the analytical estimates [1], the solid lines the values computed using eq. C.6
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Fig. C.5. Highly irregular thin plate geometry representative of structures for which analytical estimates
of the normalized polarizability are not available.

Fig. C.6 Normalized polarizability of the highly irregular thin plate shown in Fig. C.4 for applied field
orientation

eˆ = xˆ cos φpol + yˆ sin φpol + 0 zˆ

.
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Fig. C.7 Impressed electric field orientation ( φpol = 125o ) for maximum

γ imp .

Fig. C.8 Impressed electric field orientation ( φpol = 35o ) for minimum γ imp .
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Appendix D: Absorption Efficiency
Computation Examples
From the derivations, statements and conclusions made by Gustafsson et. al. [1], one can be fairly
confident that the single-mode antennas synthesized in Chapter 3 have absorption coefficients
approximately equal to 50%. In particular, Gustafsson [1, Sec. 2] states that an absorption coefficient of
50% “is observed for many small antennas that are matched at a dominant first resonance ko . This is
partly explained by the fact that the absorption efficiency σ a ( k ) σ ext ( k ) = 1 2 for minimum scattering
antennas, that is, small single mode antennas absorb and scatter the same amount of power at the
resonance frequency.” Given that the antennas in Chapter 3 are, by definition, single-mode antennas,
we expect the absorption efficiency to obey the approximate equalityηɶ ≈ 1 2 . Nevertheless, we shall
confirm this fact through simulation for selected antennas from Chapter 3.

Two important quantities must be computed in order to estimate the absorption efficiency. The first is
the absorption cross section, defined in [1, eq. 5]. It is a function of directivity and reflection coefficient
only, is scaled by the square of the wave number and is defined as

σ a (k ) =

(

D (k ) 1− Γ (k )
k

2

)π

(D.1)

2

where D ( k ) is the maximum antenna directivity, Γ ( k ) is the antenna’s reflection coefficient and k is
the freespace wave number. The function σ a ( k ) is also called the effective antenna aperture. We next
require the quantity known as the extinction cross-section, as defined in [2, eq. 10] and given as

σ ext ( k ) =

 pˆ o ⋅ F 
4π
Im


k2
 Eo 

(D.2)

()

where F kˆ is the far-field pattern (with spherical wave dependence removed) in the direction of the
incident plane wave, Eo is the magnitude of the incident plane wave and pˆ o is the sense of polarization
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to be measured (the same as the polarization of the incident plane wave). The absorption coefficient is
then defined as the weighted integral ratio of these two functions

∫
ηɶ =
∫

∞

0
∞

0

k −2σ a ( k ) dk

(D.3)

k σ ext ( k ) dk
−2

The term k −2 within the integrand will act to dramatically reduce the effects of higher frequency
contributions and thus any low-frequencies where cross sections are large (around resonances) will
dominate the behaviour of the ratio of integrals.

We first consider antenna Design A from Section 3.4.7. The absorption (D.1) and extinction (D.2)
cross-sections, normalized to k −2 , are shown in Figure D.1 for antenna Design A. Note the very strong
resonance and thus large cross-sections at 600 MHz. Higher frequency resonances occur as well, but
their effects are substantially reduced by the scaling factor k −2 , and hence do not contribute greatly to
the integrals in (D.3). Computation of these integrals leads to an absorption efficiency of 0.47 which is
nearly equal to the value of 0.50 assumed in Chapter 3, and in the majority of works found in the
literature. The fact that the absorption efficiency is not precisely equal to 0.50 is mainly due to the
second unwanted resonance occurring around 1800 MHz. We next consider the same scaled crosssections for antenna Design B in Figure D.2. We observe similar results to those for Design A, only now
the second resonance has a lower extinction cross-section and thus we expect less contribution to the
absorption efficiency. This is precisely the case with the computed absorption efficiency computed as
0.49, closer to the 0.50 that is characteristic of single mode antennas.

References for Appendix D
[1] M. Gustafsson, M. Cismasu, S. Nordebo, “Absorption Efficiency and Physical Bounds on Antennas,”
International Journal of Antennas and Propagation, Vol. 2010, Article 946746, 7 pages.

[2] J. Bach Anderson, A. Frandsen, “Absorption Efficiency of Receiving Antennas,” IEEE Transactions on
Antennas and Propagation, Vol. 53, No. 9, September 2005, pp 2843 – 2849.
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Figure D.1 – Scaled cross-sections for antenna Design A from Section 3.4.7. The antenna is shown
overlaid with the dominant polarization used in determining the cross-sections.
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Figure D.2 – Scaled cross-sections for antenna Design B from Section 3.4.7. The antenna is shown
overlaid with the dominant polarization used in determining the cross-sections.
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Appendix E: UWB Multi-mode Antenna
Synthesis using Feedless Optimization
Another aspect of antenna design that has not been discussed thus far is the design of UWB antennas.
The term UWB refers to ultrawideband and has various definitions to classify antennas as UWB or not.
According to the FCC [1], an ultra-wideband antenna is defined as any antenna with a bandwidth greater
than 500 MHz or a bandwidth at least 20% relative to its center frequency. One example of an
unlicensed spectrum is the frequency range 3.1 to 10.6 GHz (a bandwidth of 7.5 GHz or 109.5%). In our
work we will simply attempt to obtain a bandwidth as large as possible for a given antenna area/volume
in order to avoid restricting ourselves to any particular applications. For the readers’ convenience,
reference [2] is likely the most popular17 UWB antenna design reference found in the literature.

The characteristic mode analysis of UWB antennas (and wideband antennas in general) has been
investigated in [3] – [6]. The conclusion from these references is that an UWB antenna’s behaviour is
described by multiple modes, where portions of the antenna’s well-matched bandwidth is due to
particular resonant modes, with the dominant mode(s) exchanging roles in allowing the antenna to be
resonant. Hence, the UWB antenna is wideband (in the cases discussed) due to multiple near-resonant
modes existing over different frequency regimes.

Whether a single mode can result in wideband behaviour is a worthwhile question to pose, but it is
expected that a single-mode antenna is restricted in bandwidth even in the electrically large regimes by
the bounds imposed by Chu and Gustafsson. However, electrically intermediate and large antennas tend
to be multi-mode and so the Chu limit is rarely imposed for these larger structures. In other words,
single mode antennas are subject to traditional bandwidth restrictions imposed by Q-limits. Multi-mode
antennas are not subject to this restriction which is likely the reason the UWB antennas analyzed in [3] –
[6] are all multi-mode antennas. The concept of a wideband single mode antenna that is not electrically
small (e.g. intermediately sized) will not be discussed in this thesis, but is proposed as a relevant
research topic for future work.
17

According to Google Scholar, http://scholar.google.ca/, retrieved November 2011
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We will perform CM analysis on an example UWB slot antenna, with the antenna shown in Figure
E.1. A plot of the eigenvalue magnitudes of the antenna for various frequencies is shown in Figure E.2.
As the frequency increases, the number of low magnitude eigenvalue modes dramatically increases.

If the antenna is excited at the center of the slot, one obtains the input impedance shown in Figure
E.3, simulated from 500 MHz to 10 GHz. The input reflection coefficient with reference impedance 100Ω
is shown in Figure E.4. There is an excellent match starting at around 1.9 GHz and beyond. If one defines
the bandwidth to be a reflection coefficient below -10dB, the operating band spans from 1.9 GHz to 5.3
GHz. This corresponds to a percentage bandwidth of 94.44%. If a reference impedance of 50 Ohms is
used, the operating band begins at 1.5 GHz but is restricted to 2.7 GHz in the upper range. It should also
be noted that if a 6 dB RL is defined for matching purposes, the bandwidth is quite large, beginning
around 1.5 GHz and extending well beyond 10 GHz.

The angle of the matrix trace function, Ψ , is shown in Figure E.5. Note that over the bandwidth where
the impedance matching is good (in particular from 1 GHz onwards) the matrix trace angle is small and is
nearly equal to zero. Though a ripple in the trace angle occurs in between 1 and 3 GHz, we still consider
the trace angle to be small in magnitude from 1 GHz and above. This has implications on how the matrix
trace can be used in UWB antenna synthesis, as discussed next.

Figure E.1 – Example UWB Radiating Slot Structure
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Figure E.2 – Mode Spectrum of the UWB Structure for Different Frequencies over its UWB Regime
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Figure E.3 – Input Impedance of the UWB Antenna clearly showing wideband performance through the relative
flatness of the resistance and reactance
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Figure E.4 – Input Reflection Coefficient of the UWB Radiating Slot for a Reference Impedance of 100-Ohms
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Figure E.5 – A plot of the angle of the CM matrix trace for the wideband radiating slot. The trace angle is clearly
small in magnitude (nearly zero) over the antenna’s wideband operating regime.
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From our perspective, we are interested in whether the objective functions in expressions (3.77) to
(3.79) can be used effectively in UWB antenna synthesis. As pointed out in [3] – [6], an UWB antenna
consists of many significant characteristic modes. The presence of multiple simultaneously dominant
modes as opposed to multiple dominant modes separated in frequency changes the applicability of the
matrix trace. Consider, once again, the CM matrix trace of a PEC structure, defined as

(

Trace [ Z ]

−1

[ R ]) =

1
1
1
1
+
+⋯ +
+⋯ +
1 + jλ1 1 + jλ2
1 + jλM
1 + jλN

(E.1)

Assume the first M modes of N total modes are significant contributors to the trace. As a first step, let
us assume that these first M modes are not only dominant, but also near-resonant. As such, the trace
can be approximated by

(

Trace [ Z ]

−1

[ R ]) ≈

1
1
1
+
+⋯ +
1 + jλ1 1 + jλ2
1 + jλM
 



≈1

≈1

(E.2)

≈1

The matrix trace magnitude Ψ and phase ∠Ψ can be stated to be approximately equal to

Ψ ≈M

(E.3)

∠Ψ ≈ 0

(E.4)

Such a scenario would connect well with our previous work where the presence of a single dominant
resonant mode was shown to dominate the antennas electrical performance. We expect the same
would be true in this scenario: an antenna with multiple (as opposed to single) dominant and resonant
modes will be dominated by these modes’ behaviour. The difference is that now multiple modes work in
tandem to yield a resonant antenna over a wide range of frequencies.

Our objective function for the synthesis of UWB antennas will be the enforcement of expression (E.4)
over the bandwidth of interest. Contrary to the previous work in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, there is less
determinism in the use of expression E.4 as an objective function. One can understand this if we
consider the case where two modes are present and dominant (low magnitude eigenvalues) with the
remaining modes deemed insignificant:
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(

Trace [ Z ]

−1

[ R ]) ≈

1
1
+
1 + jλ1 1 + jλ2

(E.5)

For arguments sake, assume that λ1 ≈ λ and λ2 ≈ − λ . The magnitude λ is such that it is orders of
magnitude smaller than the magnitudes for modes n > 3, but not always small enough to be negligible.
Under these conditions, the matrix trace then becomes

(

Trace [ Z ]

−1

[ R ]) ≈

1− j λ
1+ λ

2

+

1+ j λ
1+ λ

2

≈

2
1+ λ

2

(E.6)

Expression (E.6) has zero phase (no imaginary part) for any given value of eigenvalue λ . However,
one would surmise that there is no guarantee that the superposition of modes 1 and 2 would give rise to
a resonant structure. In fact, it could very well be the case that excitation of the antenna will result in
the individual excitation of either modes 1 or 2, but possibly not both. This would imply that the matrix
trace can be misleading since the excitation of one of these modes alone would lead to non-resonant
behaviour due to the non-zero and potentially moderately sized eigenvalue.

These results suggest that there is indeed the possibility of returning a false-positive in optimization.
Namely, an optimizer could produce an antenna with very small trace angle over a wide bandwidth and
yet it might very well contain non-resonant modes and thus be incapable of resonant behaviour. In this
sense, the proposed algorithm for UWB synthesis is not as robust and consistent as the other synthesis
techniques (Chapter 3’s small antenna and Chapter 4’s multi-band synthesis). In any case one must
determine the suitability and practicality of an optimized antenna before making conclusions and if a
false-positive does result, the optimization process must be re-started.

The optimization flow diagram is shown in Figure E.6(a). The optimization scheme was applied to a
square metal region, 150mm by 150mm. The frequency band over which impedance matching was of
interest began around 500 MHz and run upwards to 3 GHz. Any results obtained can be applied to
alternative frequency bands through the properties of antenna scaling. What is important from any
results obtained is the percentage bandwidth and the electrical dimensions of the antenna considered.
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Various multi-objective functions schemes were attempted but it was ultimately settled on a min-max
routine. That is to say, the objective function became the largest angle of the trace over all frequencies
with the goal of minimizing this function. This specific algorithm is shown in Figure E.6(b). Four
optimizations runs were selected for further analysis and are discussed next.

A mother structure consisting of a square plate sized 150mm x 150mm was used in the UWB
synthesis. The angle of the CM matrix trace was minimized (in a min-max scenario) over the bandwidth
1 GHz to 6 GHz. This optimization scheme was applied in numerous runs, where four antennas were
selected with their matrix trace angle shown in Figure E.7. The fabricated antennas are shown E.8(a) –
(d) with the feed location of design C shown in greater in Figure E.8(e). The four antennas have trace
angles less than +/- 20 degrees between 1 and 6 GHz. The resulting simulated and measured reflection
coefficients for the four designs are shown in Figures E.9 through E.12. We see a distinct lack of UWB
behaviour, though experiment and simulation agree quite well.

In order to discern why the optimization technique seems to have failed we consider the
experimentally measured input resistance and reactance of the four antennas, shown in Figures E.13
and E.14 respectively. Firstly, we recognize that the input resistance has a very large dynamic range over
the band from 1 to 6 GHz, peaking in the hundreds of Ohms and dropping to as low as 5 Ohms. This
makes the antennas incapable of a wideband match, even through the use of alternative reference
impedances. Additionally, the reactance appears to experience a very large dynamic range as well,
which is tied to the resistance since the peaks in both cases are due to anti-resonances. It would appear
that rather than synthesizing a collection of UWB antennas we have obtained a collection of multiresonant antennas. While not a success, we have (unintentionally) shown a technique to obtain a multiresonant structure, albeit not in a deterministic fashion.
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(a)

(b)

Figure E.6 – Example optimization schemes whereby one (a) minimizes the trace angle at each frequency or
better yet, (b) minimizes the maximum trace angle at each frequency of interest
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Figure E.7 – Angle of the CM Matrix Trace for the UWB Designs A through D
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure E.8 – Example Antenna designs A through D denoted as such. The details of the feeding mechanism of
Design C is shown with greater detail in (e)
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Figure E.9 – Reflection Coefficient for Design A (Zo = 50Ω, Simulation and Experiment)
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Figure E.10 – Reflection Coefficient for Design B (Zo = 50Ω, Simulation and Experiment)
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Figure E.11 – Reflection Coefficient for Design C (Zo = 50Ω, Simulation and Experiment)
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Figure E.12 – Reflection Coefficient for Design D (Zo = 50Ω, Simulation and Experiment)
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Figure E.13 – Experimentally Measured Input Resistance of UWB Designs A through D
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Figure E.14 – Experimentally Measured Input Reactance of UWB Designs A through D
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So as to not waste an experimental result, it was considered whether there are applications of the
resulting attempts at UWB antenna designs. One possible application is found through noting that the
input resistance varies quite widely, leading to a very large range of ideal reference impedances. The
reactance also varies significantly as well which implies that matching will be very sensitive to the
reference impedance selected. As such, we consider sweeping reference impedances from 1-Ohm to
500-Ohm and track the frequencies where a good match occurs for the antenna designs in question. We
consider -10dB to be a well matched reflection coefficient. In Figure E.15 we show a scatter plot of the
well matched frequencies as a function of varying reference impedance for Design A. We see that a
good match is possible between 4.8 GHz and 6 GHz as well as 1.65 GHz to 2.25 GHz. Should
reconfigurable matching networks exist that can vary their matched impedance from 1 to 500 Ohm, the
antenna considered would be capable of reconfiguring its matched frequency as shown.

If we consider antenna Design C, the tuning range is considerably wider, as shown in Figure E.16. The
operating range begins at 2.80 GHz and moves upwards in frequency to 5.35 GHz, representing a tuning
range of 2.55 GHz or 62.5%. The required range of reference impedances is narrower than 1 to 500
Ohms and is in fact limited between 125 to 350 Ohms. Other reference impedances are possible, but
this is the sufficient range to cover the entire band of matched frequencies. While these designs may
not be practical as of yet, they do show that the selected reference impedance plays a great role in
determining where in frequency the antenna is well matched, with the frequencies varying substantially
for a single antenna design.
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Figure E.15 – Plot of Matched Frequency (10dB RL) versus Reference Impedance for Design A

Figure E.16 – Plot of Matched Frequency (10dB RL) versus Reference Impedance for Design C
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Appendix F: Convergence and Validation
for the Infinite-from-Finite (IFF) Method
Additional convergence data is shown in this Appendix (Figures F.1 through F.4) for the purpose of
validating the IFF method. In order to validate the periodic structures we use the matrix trace

Ψ = Tr {Z −1 R} as the convergence indicator as it is representative of all of the characteristic modes of
the periodic structure (for the selected angle of incidence) and hence simultaneously validates all
polarizations as well as transmission and reflection coefficients in a single inclusive test. All four Figures
F.1 through F.3 consider 3.8mm patches in a 4mm lattice over a very wide range of frequencies. Figure
F.4 considers 6mm patches in a 7mm lattice in freespace. Note that in all cases convergence is obtained.
However, the convergence appears to be slower for freespace periodic structures, thereby requiring
additional elements (resulting in additional coupling matrices) to be added to the periodic structure for
accurate modeling. The reason for the slow convergence, or rather the faster convergence of the
periodic structures with ground planes, is the canceling effect of the ground plane image currents. As
shown in Appendix G, the image currents result in the addition of the negative of the coupling matrices.
This acts to partially cancel the contribution of the periodic structure’s coupling matrices, thereby
leading to faster overall convergence.

In an attempt to visualize the convergence of the periodic structure, we consider plots of the coupling
between the central scatterer (element 1) and the adjacent circling elements (scatterers 2 through M).
The methodology for visualizing these results involves plotting the magnitudes of the entries in the
coupling matrices in the IFF method, namely the [ Z1m ] matrices for m > 1. Plots of these magnitudes
are shown in Figures F.5 and F.6 for the cases of ground plane (4mm height) and freespace respectively.
Both cases involve 3.8mm patches in a 4mm lattice.
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Figure F.1 – Convergence and validation for array of patches, 0.5mm separation from ground plane,
RED – 1 element, BLUE – intermediate, BLACK – 64 elements (8x8), GREEN – commercial code FEKO
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Figure F.2 – Convergence and validation for array of patches, 1mm separation from ground plane RED
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Figure F.3 – Convergence and validation for array of patches, 2mm separation from ground plane, RED
– 1 element, BLUE – intermediate, BLACK – 64 elements (8x8), GREEN – FEKO (commercial code)
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Figure F.5 – Magnitude of coupling between central element and outer elements [ground plane]

Figure F.6 – Magnitude of coupling between central element and outer elements [freespace]
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Appendix G: Including the Effects of an
Infinite Ground Plane in the Method of
Moments
In order to incorporate the effects of an infinite ground plane on a scatterer, one can incorporate its
effects into the Green’s function. This can either be accomplished with a modified Green’s function or
with a numerical Green’s function approach. In order to reduce the overhead in developing software to
incorporate the actual Green’s function, we instead consider a numerical technique that uses existing
computational electromagnetics code. Moreover, in order to simplify things as much as possible, we
only consider planar structures that are oriented such that they are parallel to the infinite ground plane.
In such a scenario the currents on the planar structure are entirely parallel to the infinite ground plane,
which dramatically simplifies the numerical techniques we can use to analyze their behaviour. By image
theory, currents above and parallel to the infinite ground plane will be imaged in the opposite direction
below the ground plane, with fields produced by the current and its image being valid in regions above
the ground plane.

If we place an identical scatterer a distance 2h below the original scatterer (where h is the distance
from the scatterer to the infinite ground plane) i.e. at the image plane, we can proceed with a technique
to numerically include the effects of the infinite ground plane. Such a scenario is shown in Figure G.1. In
the same figure, the currents are shown to be representative of the enforcement of image theory. In
this scenario of two scatterers we can fully describe the electromagnetics via their impedance matrix,
broken up into block matrices for the scatterers A and B, as shown in expression G.1.

[ Z AA ]

[ Z BA ]

[ Z AB ] [ J A ] = [VA ]
[ Z BB ] [ J B ] [VB ]

(G.1)

If the currents [ J B ] were indeed image currents, they would have the condition [ J B ] = − [ J A ] . Under
such a condition, the matrix equation (G.1) can be written as
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[ Z AA ]

[ Z BA ]

[ Z AB ]  [ J A ]  = [VA ]
[ Z BB ]  − [ J A ] [VB ]

(G.2)

which gives us an expression relating the current to the field on the scatterer A as follows

{[ Z ] − [ Z ]}[ J ] = [V ]
AA

AB

A

A

(G.3)

Let us denote the impedance matrix for planar structures over an infinite ground plane as

 Z A, gp  = [ Z AA ] − [ Z AB ]

(G.4)

The matrix  Z A, gp  therefore relates the current and field on a scatterer (as any impedance matrix
must) and can be obtained numerically from any freespace Green’s function formulation by computing
the impedance matrix of the scatterer and the coupling matrix between the scatterer and its image. The
only restriction imposed is that the scatterer must be planar such that its currents are entirely parallel to
the infinite ground plane.

This approach can be re-derived for scatterers with purely normal currents in which case the
impedance matrix takes the form  Z A, gp  = [ Z AA ] + [ Z AB ] . For scatterers that support both parallel and
normal currents a mixed approach is required. However, such a scenario is no longer trivial to
implement in a numerical code, nor is it of interest in the present thesis.

Figure G.1 – Example pair of planar scatterers A and B separated by a distance ‘2h’ with currents
representative of a single scatterer A over an infinite ground plane at a distance ‘h’.
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Appendix H: Multi-mode Periodic Structure
Analysis
While we will not explicitly use it in this thesis, the concept of multi-mode periodic structures is a
concept worth exploring. First and foremost, it is expected that at the very least some of the restrictions
imposed by a single-mode periodic structure from Section 5.3.6 are no longer valid. Some of these
concepts are indeed restrictive, i.e. being incapable of synthesizing an AMC without a ground plane as
well as the limiting range of transmission and reflection phase and magnitude obtainable from a singlemode structure.

An example of a multi-mode periodic structure is the stacked square patch element shown in Figure
H.1. The unit cell size is 5mm by 5mm with the square PEC plates measuring 4mm by 4mm. The
characteristic mode spectrum of this structure from DC to 60 GHz reveals two dominant modes (four in
total, but a mode degeneracy of two). Both modes have eigencurrents similar to the distribution in
Figure 5.14, with one mode showing parallel currents on the top and bottom plates while the other
shows anti-parallel currents. The eigenvalue behaviour over frequency is shown in Figure H.2. The actual
reflection coefficient for a normally incident plane wave (polarized either along x or y) is shown with a
solid black curve in Figure H.3. In the same figure, the modal reflection coefficients of the two modes are
shown with dashed and dotted curves. Note that neither of the modal reflection coefficients match well
with the actual reflection coefficient and hence, the structure is not a single mode periodic structure.

From the theory introduced in Section 5.3.1, the reflection coefficient can be written as a linear
superposition of the individual modal reflection coefficients as follows

Γ = ∑ an Γ n

(H.1)

n

where the coefficients an are yet to be determined and the Γ n are the modal reflection coefficients in
expression (5.34). In our example, since we have a two mode structure, the reflection coefficient can be
written as

Γ = a1Γ1 + a2 Γ 2

(H.2)
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It was found that the magnitudes of the coefficients are unity over the entire band from DC to 60 GHz.
The phases of the coefficients on the other hand are frequency dependent. This dependency can be
expressed as follows

Γ=e

jψ (ω )

Γ1 − e

jψ (ω )

Γ2 = e

jψ (ω )

( Γ1 − Γ 2 )

(H.3)

where the phase function ψ (ω ) is shown in Figure H.4 (this is not to be confused with the trace of the
CM matrix, which uses an uppercase psi). Using these coefficients, one finds that expression (H.3) does
indeed match identically with the actual reflection coefficient of the periodic structure. The reflection
coefficient phase matches in the same way.

As a last point of interest, consider the fact that the periodic structure itself is completely reflective
around 38.8 GHz and yet neither of the modes is resonant. This implies that a multi-mode periodic
structure need not have resonant eigenvalues in order to be resonant itself – the mutual interaction
between the modes yields a structure that overall exhibits a resonance. At 38.8 GHz, the eigenvalues,
modal reflection coefficients, and coefficients an are as follows:

λ1/2 = +1.1720 ,
Γ1/ 2 = 0.761∠ − 139.6o
a1/ 2 = 1∠99.1o

λ3/4 = −0.8524
Γ3/ 4 = 0.649∠130.5o
a3/4 = 1∠ − 80.9o

A great deal more investigation is needed to fully understand the modal character of multi-mode
periodic structures. In particular, an investigation as to the theoretical limitations of multi-mode
structures would likely prove a worthwhile endeavour.
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Figure H.1 – Example multi-modal periodic structure consisting of two layers of patches
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Figure H.2 – Eigenvalues of example multi-modal periodic structure (two layer freespace patch periodic
structure)
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Figure H.3 – Actual reflection coefficient compared to modal reflection coefficients
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Figure H.4 – Phase of modal expansion coefficients (the excitation phase difference between the modes for a
given plane wave excitation)
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Appendix I: Additional Photographs of
Fragmented Reflectarrays
This appendix contains additional photographs of the reflectarrays synthesized in Chapter 5.

Figure I.1 – Similarity-optimized fragmented reflectarray (Design D from Chapter 5)
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Figure I.2 – Dissimilarity-optimized fragmented reflectarray

Figure I.3 – Dissimilarity-optimized fragmented reflectarray, close-up view of elements
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Figure I.4 – CRC & maple leaf Ku-band mosaic reflectarray
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Figure I.5 – CRC & maple leaf Ku-band mosaic reflectarray, close-up of CRC logo

Figure I.6 – CRC & maple leaf Ku-band mosaic reflectarray, close-up of one of the smaller maple leafs
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Figure I.7 – University of Ottawa (uOttawa) logo Ku-band mosaic reflectarray
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Figure I.8 – University of Ottawa logo Ku-band mosaic reflectarray, close up of uOttawa lettering

Figure I.9 – University of Ottawa logo Ku-band mosaic reflectarray, close up of parthenon
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Appendix J: Angle of Incidence and Finite
Conductivity in the Infinite-from-Finite
(IFF) Method
If losses are present in the periodic structure, they can be included via the loading operator [ Z L ] as in
Chapter 3. The operator equation in this instance becomes
 [ Z ]
  11
  [ Z 21 ]

 ⋮
 [ Z ]
 M 1

[ Z12 ]
[ Z 22 ]
⋮

[ZM 2 ]

…
…
⋱
…


 Z L ,1M    [ I ] [V ]
    
…  Z L ,2 M    [ I ] [V ]

  ⋮  =  ⋮ 
⋮
⋮
⋱
⋮

    
Z
 I
V





Z
…
Z
 L , MM    [ ] [ ]
  L,M 1   L,M 2 

[ Z1M ]    Z L,11 
[ Z 2 M ]  +   Z L,21 



[ Z MM ]
⋮

 Z L ,12 
 Z L ,22 

…

(J.1)

which simply places an addendum on the original expression for the periodic structure

{

}

M

{

}

 Z ( M )  = [ Z11 ] +  Z L ,11  + ∑ [ Z1n ] +  Z L ,1n 
ps
n=2

(J.2)

Since we are interested in computing the characteristic modes of periodic structures, we would ideally
prefer to keep matrices in the appropriate forms in order to solve eigenvalue problems. Therefore, we
denote the periodic structure loading operator as
M

 Z L( M )  =  Z L ,11  + ∑  Z L ,1n 




 ps 
n=2

(J.3)

It should also be noted that the largest source of losses in periodic structures or quasi-periodic
structures is usually due to dielectric losses and not metal losses [Ref. 9, Ch. 5]. We do not include
dielectrics in the CM analyses in this thesis. Thus, the above-mentioned losses will not play a large role
in our investigations. This was experimentally confirmed in Sections 5.4 and 5.5.

If we wish to consider cases where a plane wave is incident from an arbitrary angle, we need to
consider the effect such a scenario has on the current and voltage vectors. If a periodic structure is
indeed infinite, the magnitude of the current and excitation is the same for all elements, even for the
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case of arbitrary angle of incidence. However, the relative phase of the current and voltage will change
depending on the element being considered, but this phase is a predictable quantity [Ref. 2, Ch. 5].
Additionally, the current and voltage will vary over the element itself since we have non-normal plane
wave incidence. This variation is identical for every element, save for a predictable phase difference. The
phase offset at each element will simply be equal to [Ref. 2, Ch. 5]:
j k x+k y)
ψ ( kx , k y ) = e (
x

(J.4)

y

which can be expressed in terms of angle theta/phi as

ψ (θ , φ ) = e jk (sin θ cosφ x +sin θ sin φ y )

(J.5)

This phase factor is then included in the expression connecting the current and excitation. Note that
this expression is a function of (x, y) coordinates, which would be the coordinate of the center of the
lattice of the element being considered. Let us simply denote this function ψ m where m refers to the
mth element. Hence, we can write the impedance matrix simply as

 [ Z11 ]

 [ Z 21 ]
 ⋮

[ Z M 1 ]

[ Z12 ]
[ Z 22 ]

⋯

⋮

⋱

[ZM 2 ]

⋯

[ Z1M ]   [ I ]ψ 1   [V ]ψ 1 
[ Z 2 M ]   [ I ]ψ 2  =  [V ]ψ 2 

 ⋮ 


⋯ [ Z MM ] [ I ]ψ M 
⋮

 ⋮ 


[V ]ψ M 

(J.6)

If we take the first row of the Z-matrix, we find

ψ 1 [ Z11 ][ I ] +ψ 2 [ Z12 ][ I ] + ⋯ +ψ M [ Z1M ][ I ] = ψ 1 [V ]

(J.7)

Factoring out the current vector, we obtain

{ψ [ Z ] +ψ [ Z ] + ⋯ +ψ [ Z ]} [ I ] = ψ [V ]
1

11

2

12

M

1M

1

(J.8)

Dividing through by ψ 1 , we obtain

ψ 1

ψ2
ψM
[ Z1M ] [ I ] = [V ]
 [ Z11 ] + [ Z12 ] + ⋯ +
ψ1
ψ1
ψ 1


(J.9)
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Therefore, we have obtained an impedance operator that describes the relationship between the
current vector [I] and voltage vector [V]:

T ( M )  = ψ 1 [ Z11 ] + ψ 2 [ Z12 ] + ⋯ + ψ M [ Z1M ]

 ψ
ψ
ψ
1

1

(J.10)

1

Notice that each coupling matrix includes a multiplicative factor ψ m ψ n where m is the mth element,
and n is the nth element, here taken to be n = 1 because we consider only the first row. For the sake of
simplicity, we will set the central element to be at the origin and centered. This will allow us to simply
set ψ 1 = 1 , and to denote the coupling terms simply as

[ Z1m ]′ = ψ m [ Z1m ]

(J.11)

T ( M )  = [ Z11 ] + [Q ]′



(J.12)

Our operator then becomes

where the expression for [Q]’ is
M

M

[Q ]′ = ∑ [ Z1m ]′ = ∑ψ m [ Z1m ]
n=2

(J.13)

n=2

The only fundamental difference between normal incidence and arbitrary angle of incidence is a simple
phase factor that augments each of the coupling matrices. In fact, we can think of the case of normal
incidence occurring when all of the phase factors are unity, i.e. ψ m = 1 ∀m .
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Appendix K: The Theoretical Limitations
of Single-Mode Periodic Structures
An interesting consequence of the characteristic mode analysis of single mode periodic structures is
the ability to determine the performance limits of such structures. In particular, consider the expression
for the modal transmission and reflection coefficients for a freespace periodic structure as magnitude
and phase:

Γn =

1
1 + λn2

λ 
∠Γ n = arctan  n 
 −1 
Τn =

λn

(K.1)

(K.2)

(K.3)

1+ λ

2
n

 1 
∠Τn = arctan  
 λn 

(K.4)

Since the reflection coefficient is determined by a single parameter, the eigenvalue λn , the magnitude
and phase are linked for every single mode periodic structure. In other words, by selecting the reflection
magnitude, the phase is immediately specified and vice versa. Some interesting consequences of this
interdependency are (for freespace periodic structures):

(1) A single mode periodic structure is 100% reflective if the dominant mode’s eigenvalue is zero.

(2) If a single mode periodic structure is 100% reflective, it must have 180 degrees reflection phase.

(3) The reflection phase must be less than -90 degrees or greater than 90 degrees. A reflection
phase between -90 and 90 degrees is forbidden. In other words, the reflection coefficient must
reside in the left-hand side of the complex plane.
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(4) A reflection coefficient of Γ = +1 (artificial magnetic conductor or AMC) cannot be synthesized
from a single-mode periodic structure
(5) A single-mode periodic structure is 100% transparent if the dominant eigenvalue has infinite
magnitude

(6) If a single mode periodic structure is 100% transparent, it must have 0 degree transmission
phase of zero degrees. This is a fairly restrictive limit as it immediately implies a transparent
single mode periodic structure cannot impart any phase delay or advance to the transmitted
wave.

(7) The transmission phase is bound between 90 and -90 degrees. Transmission phase is strictly
forbidden outside of this region. In other words, the transmission coefficient vector must reside
in the right-hand side of the complex plane.

(8) The ratio of the transmission magnitude to the reflection magnitude is equal to the magnitude
of the eigenvalue since Τn Γ n = − jλn and thus Τn

Γ n = λn

We next consider the dispersive properties of periodic structures. The frequency derivatives of the
transmission and reflection phase

 1
d
d 
( ∠Τn ) = arctan 
dω
d ω 
 λn

  d  π
−1 d λn

 − arctan ( λn )  =
 =
2
 1 + λn d ω
  d ω  2

(K.5)

and

d
d
d
−1 d λn
( ∠Γ n ) = {arctan ( −λn )} = − {arctan ( λn )} =
dω
dω
dω
1 + λn2 d ω

(K.6)

Three main observations are made for the frequency dispersion of the transmission and reflection
coefficients’ phase

(1) The frequency dispersion of the phase is identical for both reflection and transmission. This is an
interesting result as it suggests the inability to separate their frequency behaviour.
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(2) The phase dispersion is equal to the negative of the slope of the eigenvalue for λn = 0 . This is
very similar to the expression for antenna Q in Chapter 3, reinforcing the fact that the dispersion
of reflection/transmission phase is related to the bandwidth of the structure at resonance.

(3) Consider the fact that (a) the structure is lossless, (b) the eigenvalue λn represents the net
stored energy of the system and (c) lossless 1-port systems must have positive frequency
derivatives (Foster’s reactance theorem [Ch. 5, Ref. 10]) and hence d λn d ω would appear to be
restricted to positive only quantities. However, a freespace periodic structure is not a 1-port
device – it is a 2-port device since freespace straddles both sides of the periodic structure. It
would therefore be premature to apply Foster’s reactance theorem in this scenario.

Lastly, let us consider the same investigation, but for the case of the reflection coefficient of a single
mode periodic structure in the presence of an infinite ground plane. The reflection coefficient can be
written in terms of its real and imaginary parts as

1 − λn2
2λn
Γn =
−j
2
1 + λn
1 + λn2

(K.7)

Since both the real and imaginary parts can be both positive and negative, this implies that the
reflection phase can take any value and is no longer restricted, unlike the previous freespace periodic
structure analysis. Using the double angle trigonometric identity for the tan function, the reflection
phase can be expressed simply as

∠Γ n = −2 arctan ( λn )

(K.8)

We can make the following observations:

(1) If the eigenvalue approaches zero, the reflection coefficient becomes Γ n = +1 and thus has a
reflection phase of 0 degrees. The periodic structure behaves like a perfect magnetic conductor,
and so would be called an artificial magnetic conductor (AMC).

(2) If the eigenvalue approaches positive or negative infinity, the reflection coefficient becomes

Γ n = −1 for a reflection phase of +/- 180 degrees. The periodic structure behaves like a ground
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plane in this scattering scenario. As mentioned previously, this occurs because the infinite net
stored energy in the system causes the periodic structure itself (sans ground plane) to be
transparent and thus only the ground plane is observed by the incident wave (hence Γ n = −1 ).

(3) A reflection phase spanning +180 to -180 degrees (the full 360 degree span) is possible from a
single mode periodic structure with an adjacent ground plane by spanning the range of
eigenvalues from +∞ to −∞ .

(4) If the eigenvalue is positive (inductive mode) the reflection phase becomes negative.
Conversely, if the eigenvalue is negative (capacitive mode) the reflection phase becomes
positive.

As for the frequency dispersion of the reflection phase, we take the frequency derivative of expression
(K.8) and obtain

d
−2 d λn
( ∠Γ n ) =
dω
1 + λn2 d ω

(K.9)

Due to Foster’s reactance theorem (which is applicable now that we are considering a periodic
structure with an infinite ground plane, i.e. a 1-port device), one expects the frequency derivative of the
eigenvalue to always remain positive and hence the dispersion of the reflection phase must remain
negative at all times. Notice also that when the mode is resonant (eigenvalue equal to zero) the
dispersion of the reflection phase is twice the negative of the frequency derivative of the eigenvalue.
Interestingly, this result is twice that of the freespace case, perhaps owing to the fact that this solution
space only exists in a half-space as opposed to all of freespace, but this has not be explored rigorously.
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Appendix L
Multi-Band Antenna Designs and Baluns

Near-field measurements were taken of the three prototype multi-band handheld antennas discussed
in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.2. Figures L.1 – L.4 of this addendum show that the antennas in question do
indeed require a balun, as pointed out by Examiner A, due to the balanced feed assumed in simulation
and the use of an unbalanced excitation using a coax cable in experiments. This is shown to be the case
through undesired radiation from the cable regions of the antennas.

It is shown that beginning with Design #1 towards Design #3, the cable radiation decreases, with
Design #3 showing minimal cable radiation. These results are further supported with the measured Sparameters (Fig. 4.27 – 4.29 from the thesis) given that Design #3 experimental measurements and
simulated data show a more favourable comparison in contrast to Designs #1 and #2.

A possible solution for all three design examples would be to drill a hole in the partial ground plane,
have the outer conductor shorted to said ground plane and thus have the centre conductor pass
through the drilled hole and shorted to the other side of the destined gap where excitation must occur
(as would be the case for any antenna making use of a large ground plane). Other possibilities include
using a surface mount discrete balun (transformer), an RF choke (using ferrites) and possibly designing a
coax transition region where the outer conductor is tapered to facilitate the unbalanced-to-balanced
transformation
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A. Design #1: 700 MHz Single-band Design

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure L.1 – Near-field measurement of design 1 at 700 MHz (single band, 700 MHz) with near-field
measurement field intensity shown in (a) and again with the antenna and feeding cable shown
overlaid and (c) photograph of the actual antenna. There is significant radiation from the cable
regions. This design is in dire need of a balun!
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B. Design #2: 700 / 1900 MHz Dual-Band Design

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure L.2 – Near-field measurement of design 2 at 1900 MHz (dual band, 700 and 1900 MHz) with
near-field measurement field intensity shown in (a) and again with the handheld and feeding cable
shown overlaid and (c) photograph of the actual antenna. There is radiation from the cable, “antenna”
and ground plane regions. This design is in need of a balun, but the situation is not as dire as the
previous example!
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C. Design #3: 700 / 1525 / 2500 MHz Tri-Band Design

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure L.3 – Near-field measurement of design 3 at 700 MHz (tri band, 700, 1525, 2500 MHz) with
near-field measurement field intensity shown in (a) and again with the antenna and feeding cable
shown overlaid and (c) photograph of the actual antenna. There is very little radiation from the cable,
with the majority coming from the “antenna” and ground plane regions.
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(d)

Figure L.4 – Near-field measurement of design 3 at (a) 1200, (b) 1525, (c) 2000 and (d) 2500 MHz.
There is very little (if any) radiation from the cable at these four additional frequency points, with the
majority coming from the “antenna” regions for these higher frequencies.
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1.5cm

Figure L.5 – Design 3 appears to perform better than Design 1 & 2 because the design makes use of
the finite (partial) ground plane and acts to “self-balun” the design. This unbalanced-to-balanced
connection does not have the greatest finesse, but certainly improves over the other designs.
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In order to emphasize these results further, consider Design A and C from the thesis, Appendix E.
Design A is shown in Figure L.6c, where the coaxial connector and its outer conductor connects to half of
the antenna, while the center conductor connects to the remaining half of the antenna. The near-field
measurement in Figure L.6a and L.6b (antenna overlaid) emphasize that the entire antenna radiates,
with very little field intensity surrounding the cable region. This antenna would appear to be fairly well
fed in an unbalanced-to-balanced manner18. On the other hand, Figure L.7c shows antenna Design C,
which shows very strong field intensity surrounding the cable connection to the antenna. The cable in
this example uses very little of the radiating structure to connect to the outer grounded conducting
sheath of the coaxial cable and hence does not perform the unbalanced-to-balanced transition properly.
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Figure L.6 – Near-field measurement of Design A shown in (a) with the antenna overlaid in (b) and a photo in (c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure L.7 – Near-field measurements shown in (a), antenna footprint overlaid in (b) and photo in (c).

18

Examiner A noted that Design A (Fig. 6c) exploits a balun design approach known as a “Dyson Balun”
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